Title word cross-reference

#1 [Ble98a, Kal98b, KS98a, RSA93f, RSA93a]. #10 [Kal98c]. #11 [Ano95j, Ano96k]. #12 [RSA99a]. #14 [BG98]. #15 [Nys99]. #3 [RSA93b]. #5 [RSA99b]. #6 [RSA93c]. #7 [Kal98f, Kal98d, RSA93d]. #8 [RSA93e].

$((2^n)^{m})$ [PSR97]. $(2^n + 1)$ [Zim99]. $(k, n)$ [KOO95b, KOO95a]. $(t, n)$ [LWC96]. + [Zhe97b]. $\$1$ [Gar97b]. 1 [JV98b].

$\$1$-Million$ [GC97]. 16 [BS93a, GC94]. 2 [JV98b, KG95, Koh91b, MVZ98, SBVG99].


F_{2^n} [MVZ93]. F_{2n} [SS98a, Ler97]. F_p [Miy93a]. GD(2^n) [Ara93]. GF(2) [She95c]. GF(208) [Ros98a]. GF(2^m) [FBT96]. GF(p) [Gar93b, HNM98]. $\gg$ [GQW+91]. k [Car97c, DJL93, HKS97a, HKS97b, KR99b, KS97b, WD99b]. l [HL93a, KS97b]. L2 [Vau99a]. $\lambda$ [RS99c]. L $\geq$ 2 [SVxW91]. $\ll$ [GQW+91]. m [Bla94a, FR94]. N [BS91e, BS91d, HKS97a, HKS97b, KSW99b, KSW99c, KK98, Per93, QG90, Tak97].

N = p'q [BDHG99a, BDHG99b]. $N^{0.292}$ [BD99b]. P [BS90b]. $p^kq$ [Tak98a, Tak98b]. r [BDHG99a, BDHG99b, FJRS96]. s [YT95a, YT95b]. $s^2$ [Knu93b]. Step_{k,m}

0 [CJ98]. 0-387-94441-9 [Hat96].

B [BA97, DS97c, DFKN93, HG97c, HG97d].
6 [IEE95c]. 2-adic [BK95a]. 2-key [HP99a, HP99b]. 2-Prover [DFKN93].
3


3 [HT98, KSW97a, Nat99a]. 3-Round [HT98]. 3-WAY [KSW97a]. 3.0 [WS96a, WS96b, WS97]. 3.4.1.1 [Ano97r].

300-nm [Gar97a]. 37th [IEE96a]. 384-bit [MLLG95]. 38th [IEE97f]. 3.3.9 [HT98, KSW97a]. 3.0 [WS96a, WS96b, WS97]. 3.4.1.1 [Ano97r].

300-nm [Gar97a]. 37th [IEE96a]. 384-bit [MLLG95]. 38th [IEE97f]. 3.3.9 [HT98, KSW97a]. 3.0 [WS96a, WS96b, WS97]. 3.4.1.1 [Ano97r].

300-nm [Gar97a]. 37th [IEE96a]. 384-bit [MLLG95]. 38th [IEE97f]. 3.3.9 [HT98, KSW97a]. 3.0 [WS96a, WS96b, WS97].
Win93, YL97b. Age
[Bar94, SB97, Uni98i, Wal95, BS97b, Car97a, Joh98, Mar95b, Uni97c, Duh90]. Agencies
[MKS99]. Agency [Gar97a]. Agent
[FK99, MM99b, SJS98]. Agent-Oriented
[BLH99]. Agents
[BGS98, FGS96, GB98, INDI99, Jun99, PW99, PWU99, RS98c, RS98d, SCT99, SSP90, Vg98, YY97c]. Agile
[KLZL99, THP+98]. Agnes
[Luj98a, Luj98b]. agnostic [JY96]. Agree
[Gar97a, Ano97-27]. Agreement
[BWM99a, Bor95, Bor96, Cae96b, Gar94, Gar97c, JV96, LM94b, LP99, Man93a, MW96a, Man97a, RSA93b, Van95a, WOl98, vOW96, BY93c, BY93b, HY98b, HY98a, LM94a, VW96, Zhe95a, Zhe95b, Wei99]. Agreements
[MB99a]. Agricultural
[Far93]. AH
[MG98a, MG98b]. AI
[Mas97, PMP99]. AI-STRATA [PMP99]. aid
[SBTV99]. Aided
[BQ95b, BQ95a, HCY96a, LYH93, LL95a, MW98d, MDP94, NS98b, NS98c, BM94c, Hor98, LY93, MW98c, PW93a]. Aids
[Cra92]. AIR
[Ano97r, DIF94, SvA+98]. AIR-BAG
[Ano97r]. Airborne
[CKN99]. AIX
[Con93]. Aijat
[GGH97a, NS98d, NS98e]. Akelarre
[FS97a]. AKL
[AP94]. Acta
[Ano97-29]. Al
[CM99d, CFK+91]. al-Khwarizmi
[CFK+91]. Alan
[Hod97]. Alarm
[LKD98]. Albuquerque
[IEE91]. aléatoire
[Bou94]. Alek
[Scu92]. Alexandra
[LCW96]. Alexandria
[IEE94a, Man98]. Alf
[Dob95b]. Alfred
[Sha99a]. Algebra
[BK94a, Pes97, VG99, CMM93]. Algebraic
[Des98a, FL99a, Gog99, HR90, Kob98b, LW91, Mv93, Wat91, Ala97, BHRH99, CLW98, CMM93, HJ94, JM96a, Sch91a, SH94, ZPY96]. Algebraic-Code
[HR90, Mv93, Ala97, CLW98, SH94]. algebraic-geometric
[JM96a]. ALGOL
[RS99c]. Algorithm
[ANS97, Ada97b, IBM93, Ano96c, Ano96e, ADEDS99, COP+95a, CD91, DKR97b, DNRS97, Dra98, GX99, GK98, GTG94, GN95c, HG97a, HG97b, HW94, Kal91, KY95a, KR96a, KY98, KMKH99, Kob98c, Kra93, Kwa97, MD98, MW94, Mas94, Mat97, Mis97, MS90b, Mot99, Nat97b, PBGV90, PRB98b, Riv92a, Riv92b, Riv95c, Riv95b, Riv98a, RC94a, RC94b, RH99, Sch93d, Sch94f, Sch95a, Sch95b, SKW+98e, Sch98g, SKW+99d, SHK+99a, SKW+99e, SS99c, Sch94b, SB98, SW93, Sta99b, Swa94, TK99, THP+98, VKR98, Whe94, Yin97, ZYR91, BI94, BS95a, Bow93, CC98, CGV94, ISO97, IKNY98, JMLW94, KY95b, KY97, KYxx, Kir95, LRW93, Lz90, Lz91a, LL93b, Lon91, LC97b, MSS93, MPL99, Mol98, Pa96, Riv90a, Riv91b, Riv95d, Sch91a, Sch94i, Tay94, Vd95, WN95, YL93, YL95b, ZW99, ZPS93]. Algorithm
[AA95, Acc97, LL98, Moc97, QA94, Sch93b, Sch94c, See97, Sim93, Sta94b, WSK97a, WSK97b]. Algorithm-Agile
[THP+98]. Algorithms
[ACM97b, ANS97, Ano95a, Ano95b, Ano96b, Ano97c, AMP99, Ata99, BS99a, BP98a, BR96a, Bas98, BGM97a, BGM97b, BL96b, BL96a, Buc91a, DGV92, FCD98, GLC98, Gl99a, HEQL98, KM98a, KAK96, KB92, LC99, Lei99b, LD99, MT99b, PSR97, PA98a, PS93b, Por98, Pre97a, PRB98b, PRB98a, QG90, RS99a, Sch94g, Sch94j, Sch94c, Sch96a, SW97a, SW97b, Sch94h, Sed92, Sho97, Sot98, SB99, Sp95, Ste96, VCF+90, AA95, Ano90, CPPK98, CMM93, CJL+92, CadHSV96, DG96, DN95b, FR95a, GP97, HJ99, HP94, Imp92, KKL99, MS99c, OS91, OS92, Pr096, QN98a, Sch91b, Sim93a, Tab94, TY92, Tay90, TV94]. Alive
[BK90]. All-Or-Nothing
[Riv97c, Ste98b, BMM99a, BMM99b, Boy99, SRY99]. Alleged
[Go97d]. Alley
[KR96a, PRB98b, Sch94f, Sch95a, Sch95b, Swa94]. Alliance
[Gar97c]. allied
[DPnubb91, AK99]. ALM
[CH99b].
Almost [AMP99, Bra95d, CCD99, Mau90].
along [BDC+95]. alpha [Zim96a, Zim96b].
alphabet [PS97]. alternating [HSW94, Wer93a, Wer93b]. Alternative [BdM94, Gar97a, Neu94, Smi93b, VtV97, BR96b]. alternatives [FL93]. Alto [ACM98a, IEE98a, IEE98b]. Always [Bra95d, Cha99a]. am [LC95].
Analyze [MOM91]. Analyzing [Gil97, KAK96, NT93]. Anchoring [CS99].
Anguilla [Fra99, Hir97, Hir98]. Animated [HE98]. animation [HE98]. Ann [Dob95b]. Anniversary [CFK+91]. annotating [DSSZ99]. Announcement [Ano99b, Nat92b]. Announcements [Ano95f, Ano95d, Ano95c, Ano97e, Ano97f, Ano97g, Ano98a, Ano94e]. Announces [Got99, Ano97u]. Announcing [Ano97h, Nat97b]. Annual [ACM94a, ACM97b, Ano95i, Bri92, Bri93, CH96, Cop95b, Cop95d, IEE92b, IEE93c, IEE94b, IEE94c, IEE94f, IEE96a, IEE97b, IEE97f, IEE98a, IEE98f, IEE99a, Kra98, Sp95, St93b, St94, USE99d, ACM90, ACM91, ACM93b, ACM94c, ACM95, ACM96b, ACM97c, ACM98b, ACM99b, ACM99c, Com96, Des94b, IEE92d, IEE95c, IEE97i, Kal97c, Kol96, TM99, USE96e, USE96f, USE98c, Wie99]. anomalous [GLV99]. Anonymity [BD99a, DFTY97, FJ98, JMP+98, STS99b]. Anonymous [DF98, DF99, FT99b, GMM97, Jae96, Jae99, MS99a, OKST97, PW97a, RSG98, STS99a, SP99, SGR97, Pfi95].
JDK+91, KMPS99, KP99a, KI96, KK95, LOX99, LC99, Mar98a, Man96b, Mun9a, Mun91b, NC97, PSN95b, QV90, QG95, Rog95, Rue93, SSS98, Sch99i, SZ93, SK98c, SK98b, SKIT99, VDDR99, Ara93, BY93c, BY93b, CC98, DDB95a, DDB95b, DF97, GZ91, HL97b, MW94, Nyb98, Pet91, PKM97, SI93b, SRL98, Siu99, Ste99b, SW98, SW99a, TY92, Woo90.

Applications [Aga92, BGR98a, BFW99, CG98, CJR98a, CJR98b, CGB93, COZ99, Cre90, Dan96, DY91a, DFGH99, Duf98, DN94, Dwo97, Ebe93, FMM99, Far93, Fis98, IEE95a, IEE97a, IEE92b, IEE93c, IEE94c, IEE97b, JMSI96, KSHW97, KSHW98, KSW99b, KSW99c, KM96a, Knu94b, KT91b, Lan97, MS95f, OdIP98, OO90, PS96b, SY96a, DY91c, TN96a, TN96b, VV98, VP96, ZRR91, vW94, vW99, ACM99c, Ada91, Ano98h, BM90, Ber93, BF97b, BV97, Boy98, BP97b, Com96, CFG96, DiDPS96, Dix94, Dom96, Eng99, FO98, GvP98, Gre94, GS94b, HMP95, JV98a, Kal95, KW92, KG93, LY93, LN94, Lub96, Mei92, Mic97, MT98, NKC94, Ped91a, PC98, Rh95, Sch97c, Sha95a, SSM94, Sin95, Sta97c, SSG99, T98, USE96e, Way98, YL93, ZVR90].

Applied [BHJM99, HH98, MR95a, Sch94g, Sch96a, Sha99a, FFW99, FMR99, MV97, PR98, CM93, Dav94]. apply [Clin97, UU97b]. Applying [CO98, HO96, Jan99, KMP99, MW98a, War98, ARR99].


Architecture [IBM93, BCCD99, CJR98a, CJR98b, Con99a, Fe93, Fe96, G699, JDK+91, MM99b, Muf93, NH90, NK98b, Oh99, PF94, RBvR94, Rus90, SS90, She92a, She93c, Tref99, Tua99, VVG93, YS99, Kar96, LS98a, Con98, JD91, LMJ93, SV99, SY92].


Aren’t [Cha99a]. Arguments [BJY97, BD91, NOV93]. Arias [DHMR96]. arising [APDS93]. Arithmetic [BP98a, Bre99, BP97c, Bus97, CD98b, DBVD96, KK99b, LL99, LD99, Mih94, NM96a, PSR97, SSS98, SJ93, CPP98, ISO97, JS93a, Kal92, Kal93b, KM99a, Pos93].

Arithmetically [De98d]. Arizona [IEE99b]. Army [Mee98, Me98, Dav98a, DR99b, Ros99].

Arnoldi [HRV99]. Array [MT95, DF92]. Arrays [BGS94, BGS96, BKK98, MT95, TT99, JM93]. Arresting [Mad92]. arsenal [Me98]. Art [Eri99, Lan98, NM96a, Pre98c, She92e, B992b, B992b, Beu94, B+96b, PGV93d, PR98]. article [Bur98b].

Artificial [An96l, SBTV99]. Arts [Tv92]. Asia [Un98c]. ASIACRYPT [IRM93, KM96a, PSN95b, PSN95a].


Assumption [Sak96, Sal98]. Assumptions [AB99a, AB99b, BD91, KRS99, NOVY99, Oko93a, Sim98c]. Assurance [IEE94b, IEE96d, KYG92]. Assuring [Car95].

AT&T [SSM94]. Athena [DS90a]. Athens [Kat97]. Atlanta [ACM99b]. Atlantic [Bra94b]. ATM [PS98c, PS98d, PS98f, PS99a, PS99c, PS99b, PS99e, THP+98, VSH97]. atomic [BBS98b]. Attack [BP98b, Ber97c, dBB91, BDF98, CG99, CS91, CLL99, Cop94b, CS98d, DBR+99, Doh96b, EH96, GC91, GC94, HK99d, JK97, KSW98a, KSW98b, LA98, Ly98b, Ma98, Mis97, MS98, OM94, PBFV90, RS91, SMK98a, SK98c, SK98b, TOU94, Wag99a, BP98c, BB95b, BK95a, BQ97, HA94b, Har98, JG95, Kuhl98, KOT95a, KOT95b, LZ90, Lon91, Low95, MRS99, MY93a, Men95b, Miy90, RS98f, SNT93, SG98, SGS99, dB91, vOW91].

Attack-Resistant [LA98]. Attacking [ESST99, Luc98c, SH95a, SH95b, IEE97e].

Attacks [BQ95b, BQ95a, BBS99b, BK98d, BW99, BWM99b, BHE98a, Bon99, BKR97, CTT94, CJR99a, CSV94, CNS99b, CMY98, Da99, Dam91b, D91f, FY95b, FG98, GGOQ98, GWW+91, GS99b, HGS98, HK98, Hwa92a, HCY96a, Jas96, JS95b, JJ99a, JJ99b, Jut98, KSW99d, Koc96b, Kwa93, KS97c, LR96, LL94a, Luc98b, MDS99, MS99b, PV97, PK95a, PK95b, Pen96, PAK98, PW93a, SVxW91, TJ99, W9a90, WK97, WZ99, W9a98, YY97b, ZS93, Bib94a, CP94, Cop94a, GO95, HY98b, HY98a, HLL+95, JS95a, KL95b, KM96b, Koc95, LM93c, NY90, OY91, SNT95, Tze99, TH99, YL97b, vDV98, vT93].


Attorney [Mer97]. attract [MB99a].

attractions [BDC+96]. Attracts [MB99a].

Attribute [ECM96, Ho99]. Attribute-Efficient [Hof99]. attributed [Lea90].


auditorialization [HW91]. Auditorium [IEE98b]. Aufenthaltssorten [FT95].

Augmented [TDT98, KT98]. August [B+96b, B92, Bri92, BS95e, Cop95b, Cop95d, Des94b, IEE98b, Kal97c, Kob96, KP99b, Kra98, MDS99, Nat98, RD99a, Sti93b, Sti94, TM99, USE90, USE98a, USE98b, USE99a, Wie99, Yu92].

AUSCRYPT [SP90, CZ93]. Austin [Ana94d, IE98e].

Australasian [VPM97].

Australia [DG96, GN95b, KG93, KK99b, MDS90, PS95b, SP90, SZ93, VM97].

Australian [CFK+91, GN95b, Ca96a, Or96]. Austria [BS95e].

Authenticated [BF97a, BWM98, BWM99a, Bo95, Ch99, Dan95, HCY96b, Jv96, LC97a, Man97a, RH93, SKWH96, BSN96a, BSN96b, BF99b, BR97b, DvW92, HY98b, HY98a, Yu99].

Authenticating [ADSW99, He98a, KS99a, Mi92a, SK96a, LC94].
Authentication [Lee96, LW91, Lie93, Lin93c, Lin93a, LS92, MB94a, Mau96a, MAM95, McM96, Mee98, MS95c, MS95d, MWW94, MTVZ92, Mor97, Mye94a, Mye97, NP97, OOK91, OM94, Opp96, PKOT94, P98, PLWSN99, PSN91, PGV93c, Pre98a, Pre98c, MS95e, RRSW97a, RS98b, RRSW97b, Rog95, SNT93, SN93, ST94, SNT95, SN98b, SN98b, SSH93, SS96, SP99, SA95, SC96a, SC96b, Sch94d, Sch99k, Sga90, Sga91b, She97, She95a, Sho96, Sim96b, SV94c, SKAM99, Sti91b, SL99, TAP90, T95, TSN93, Tun99, Ude98, Van95b, Van93, Wal95, WK97, WK96, WABL93, WABL94, WL92b, WL92a, WL92c, Wu96, Yu94a, Yu94b, ZG96, AG95, ABC+98, An97d, Atk93, BSN99, BGR95, BCK98, BCKxX, BCB97, BGH+95a, B99, Car94, CW97, CGM96, DS90b, DS93, DH96b, Gua90, HS96b, Hor95].

Authentication [HC95b, HLL+95, HW98c, JC98, JG90, KC95, KW92, KNT94, K95b, LC96a, LL95b, Lin88a, Lin89a, Low95, MSN97, MF97, Men91, MC96, Nac93, NT94, PS98a, PS98b, RS98a, RS98f, Sch99j, Sga91a, Sga93, SY96b, St99a, St99a, Sun98b, Sy93, Ts92b, Ts92a, TH99, Ver98b, WL94, XA98, Xie98, YL97a, YL97b, You97, Z98b, ZH93, vT93, Mye94b, Ala93b, Bor93b, WL92a].

Authentications [O009, KSL92].

Authentication [Zuk98a]. Authenticators [DF91a, SN96]. Authenticity [BK90, Lud97, M90, Way91].

Authenticode [Fly97]. author [Lea90]. Authorisation [COZ99]. authorities [Ame95, Ame96a]. authority [CFSY96, CGS97, JMO95a]. Authorization [BDPSNG95, Cas95, FL96, WO090]. Auto [YY98c, YY99b]. auto-certifiable [YY98c].

Auto-Recoverable [YY99b, YY98c].


Automated [Dan97, FIP93a, FN93, FK99, GSN94, GDS91, She96a, SGPH98, VDDR99, W999, CD98a].

Automatic [CWM+91, MM99a, Na97, SK97b, SK97a, Sch99k, WKHG97, DF98, OA99].

Automating [Bur99, Smi93a].

Automatic [Des98a]. Automaton [DG93, G96, DZW96, MZ98, T99, TCC97, TC99b]. automorphisms [VP96].

Autonomous [CKN99, RZ99].

autoscritcher [Dea98a, CF92, Cra92]. aux [Bec90]. Available [DJ98c]. Avalanche [Cas93, CS96c, HT95, OC94, Z99, SZZ94a, SZZ95b, YT96].


Axis [AK99]. AXYTRANS [GBC93]. azo [SBTV99].

b [C97, UU97b, An99e, HS90, Lam99]. B-Trees [HS90]. ba [IPnbbbrm91].
Babbage [Fra93]. Back
[GC97, GO96c, WSFC99, IEE97e, WG97].
Backup [Mah96]. backwards
[BKR98a, BKR98b]. Bacon [Lea90]. Badge
[WHFG92], BAG [Ano97r]. Baker [PS96b].
Bal [IPNdbbbprm91]. Balance [RG99].
balanced [MCD98b, YT95a, YT95b].
Balatonfured [Rue93]. Ballot
[CFSY96, BT94]. Ballots [Sal91].
Baltimore
[ACM90, Ano96a, NIS92, USE92b]. Ban
[Gar97a, BP98f, XZZ97]. BAN-like
[XZZ97]. Bandwidth
[Bla96a, Bla96b, JMP98, MM92b, Sim98b].
Bandwidth-Efficient [JMP98]. Banking
[Chi92]. Barbara [Bri92, Bri93, Cop95b, Cop95d, Cre97, Cre97, CJS91, Cre97, DGV93, Da95, DNM98, DSB95, DS96, DPP90, DMPW98, DDGM97, DQ94, Dem94, DF99, EKLM99, EN98, ENK99, FCH99, FBS97, FK99, FKMY98, FJM+96, FBS98, FR95a, GKR97, GJKR99, GRB99, GN95c, Gys96, Hes97, HPS98, HJPT98b, JO97, Jia99, JSS94, JJ99a, KKS97, Kal98c, KR98, Kim93, KG95, KP96a, KP97, KM99b, KA99, KMOV91, Kra94b, KH98b, LM93a, LM93b, LY93, LL97a, Len99a, LW91, Lin98, MNSV97, MD99, MR95a, Mau93a, MM96a, MM99b, MM99b, MG91, MG91, MM98b, Mue99, MM98b, Mui99, NM95, NM99, NOV93, NS98a, Nec96]. Based
[NS97b, NMMV98, OMV98, OO93, OFF93, vO91a, Pa99a, Pen96, PL94, PRZ99, Po99, PB99a, PV98, PK99, Pre97a, PMP99, RSA99b, Ros98a, SSN98a, SCT99, SC96a, SPS97, SE96, SJS98, She92e, Sho96, SM91, ST91, SSN99, SKIT99, SZT98a, Var99b, WCS95, WD99b, WS99, YKB94, YY97b, ZL99, vO91b, Ala93a, AW95, Ale98, AAPS92, BSN96a, BSN96b, BSN97, BDH97, BBC98, BSB97, BCD98, Bea97a, BB90, BCB97, BMP97a, BBL95, BFK94, BCC99, CCA99a, CPS95, Cha95a, CW97, CS97c, CCH98, CLL99, CD95, Cus95, DD95, FSS94, FY96, FY96a, GM91, GH99, GK95a, HZ93, HY93b, Ha99, HSW96, He92, HI97, HLMW93, HMXW94, HMP95, HW98a, HJPT98a, Hwa92a, Hwa92b, Hwa92c, Hwa93, IS99, JI95, JG93, JG90, JY98, KM99a, KSL92, KM99d, Koy95, Ku92, KH97]. based
[BK96, LRW93, LvdLB96, LS98a, LHW99, Lz90, LCL95, MRR95, MS98a, MLA91, Mau91b, Mch92, MZ98, MM95, MTN97, Mu92, MV98, NS97c, NR95, OP999, OU98b, Ole95, Pat91b, Pat91a, PS97, PC98, PGCS96, PBBC97, Por93, PG91, PGV93b, PGV94, RP95b, SV94, SV95a, Sha94, SRRL98, Sim98c, SM90, SS95b, SS95c, SMK98b, Son99, SKD94, Ste95, SS98b, SZT98b, Tan90, TA97, TAP90, TC91, VNM99, Ven92, Wan92, WKH97, Wil93a, WWH95, XA98, YWC97, YL97c, Zhe95b, ZPY96, vO92, vT94, CD96, YKY99, Dhe98, Por93, TY98b, TY98a]. Bases
[BCE+94, MSDS90, Yua92]. Basic
[CF99, Des98a, vdL98, OK98, YHKI99, Zie97, van98, BDH97, Rac90, dVdV98, Hel98b]. Basics
[Ba99, IEE97]. Basis [FBS98, LL99, The95, Wil98, BK98g, Car98, FBT96]. Batch
[BGR98a, BY93c, BY93b, BFP99, Fia90, Fia97, BGR98b, YL95a]. Battle
[Ban93, Gar97a, Gar97b, Gar98b, SBR97, Fro96]. battleships [Jar97]. Bayesian
[BBDF97, Jen99]. BCH [CC98, FC94]. Be
[BF99a, BV98c, Cha93, CD98b, DY91f, EvH91, GSV99, NM95, Way93c, Ano90, Ano95c, Ano98h, CP91, Cs95, Ev92, Ev93, LF97, NMV95a, NMV95b, NOV93, Ros98c, Sch91b, Sim98c, van97a]. Beach
Byte-Oriented
[500, YLCY98a, YLCY98b]. Bytes
[500, Yuv97]. Byzantine
[500, Bea92, Bor95].

C [Sh99a, vdWS97, vS97, Bak92, Bas98, BMS99, DSB99, Gar98b, Hel98b, Kal92, MGL+98, Sch94g, Sch96a, Sch94h, Sed92, Ste90a, Ste90b]. C0YNTHIA [WBBL99]. C2 [Ste92]. CA
[RD99a, Cop95b, IEE93a, IEE98c, SJ97, USE93, USE96g, USE96b, W199]. Caching
[STSW99]. Cactus
[Ano97r]. CADE
[HB99]. CADE-16
[HB99]. cAESar
[Koe99]. Calculating
[CFK+91]. Calculation
[HRVV99]. Calculators
[CWM+91]. Caching
[STSW99]. Cactus
[Ano97r]. CADE
[HB99]. CADE-16
[HB99]. Caching
[CFK+91]. Calculation
[HRVV99]. Calculators
[CWM+91]. Calculus
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[Ano97r]. CADE
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[Ano97r]. CADE
[HB99]. CADE-16
[HB99]. Caching
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[Ano97r]. CADE
[HB99]. CADE-16
[HB99]. Caching
[CFK+91]. Calculation
[HRVV99]. Calculators
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[ABLP99, ACM98a, Cop95b, IEE93a, IEE98c, SJ97, USE93, USE96g, USE96b, W199]. Caching
[STSW99]. Cactus
[Ano97r]. CADE
[HB99]. CADE-16
[HB99]. Caching
[CFK+91]. Calculation
[HRVV99]. Calculators
[CWM+91]. Calculus
[ABLP99, ACM98a, Cop95b, IEE93a, IEE98c, SJ97, USE93, USE96g, USE96b, W199]. Caching
[STSW99].
Yac99a, Yac99b, AMS96, VNM99]. CASL
[Mos99]. CAST [Ada97a, Ada97b, Ada98, KSW97a, KSW97b, MSK98]. CAST-128
[KM92a, CJRR99b, RS98f]. Cautious [Gla99b]. CB [Eph98]. CBC
[BR96a, KMS95a, MD98, PA98a]. CBC-Mode [PA98a]. CBCM
[BK98a, BK98b]. CBR [GAGCDAFC99]. CCI
[WCS95]. CCI-Based [WCS95]. CD
[Ano96i, GTGW94, Ros94, UFC94]. CD-ROM
[Ano96i, GTGW94, Ros94, UFC94]. CDE
[Ano97r]. CDL [HHW99]. CDMA
[KSB96a, KSB97, She94c, SKB97, TY94]. CDMF
[JMLW94]. Cell [Omu90]. Cellular
[BKK98a, DGV93, HHW99, NC97]. BEm3+79a, BK98f, MZ98, NK94, PV90, Sim99, WSK97a, WSK97b]. Center
[Ano94d, Ano96a, IEE96f, NIS92, LWC96]. Centered
[PM99, VC99]. Central
[ZTR99]. Centralized [KT96]. Centre
[IEE97c]. centric [BGT96]. Centroid
[LML98]. Century
[CWM+91, KC96, Alv98c, Sch96b]. Cerebellar
[FCH99]. Cerebral [DHQ98b]. Certain
[CS91, MS93, MM92a, CFS97, Ev92, Kuk99]. Certicom
[BT97]. certifiable [YY98c]. Certificate
[Bra93a, FL99b, HFPS99, RSA93a, Riv98b]. Certificates
[Bra95b, Bra95c, NK99, TAP90, DS90a, FFW99]. Certification
[Kal98c, KM99c, LA98, Ame95, Ame96a, GH96]. Certified
[Gir91, Mer90b, RS98b, SG99a]. Certifying
[BY93a, LN98]. CFB [PNRB94]. CFP
[Ano96d]. CFR [UU97b, Cif97]. Chaffing
[Riv98d]. chain [JV98a]. Chaining
[BKR94, CJM95, Jas96]. Chains
[YY98a, dR95]. Challenge
[Ano97c, Ano97w, BCE+94, DDJ98e, DDJ98f, Sim96b, WD98, Wir98, BT97, Ano97c]. Challenges
[Ano98c, BS97b, GB98, McC96, Cer97, FM98b]. Challenging
[CM99d]. Chamber
[Yar90]. Chameleon [AM97]. chan
[XtMn94]. Chance [GB98]. Chang
[Bur94a, Bur94b, HLC96]. Chang-Wu-Chen
[Bur94a, Bur94b]. Change
[FY99, Wal99b, MW98a]. changeable
[HYLT99]. changing [MW98a]. Channel
[AO96, AVPN96, ADESD99, BI99, Bro94, KSW98a, KSW98b, KSW98c, MM92a, MM92b, OKST97, WB92, BM95, FC94, PSB97, Pf95]. Channels
[BDI+96, CRe97, Des96a, dD97, Ki97, Lip94, MM96a, MK94, MM94, PN92, SI94, Sch94e, Sim93, Sim96a, Sim97, VN95, W99a, Des96b, Gr98, Mau91c, SI93b, Sch93b, Sim94c, Sim98a, Sim98b, T997, YL97a]. Chaocipher
[Joh98]. Chaos
[BGR94, BLM94, Ano96i]. Chaotic
[Bih91, GKS97, HNSM91]. Chaotic-Map
[Bih91]. CHAP [Sim96b]. Chapter
[Kal97b]. chapters [Ta98, Ta99]. Character
[BL99, Sab94]. Characterisation
[SB95]. Characteristic
[KMK99, Kob91b, MVZ98, SS98a]. Characteristics
[Fer98, Knu93b, SZZ95a, Sh95a, ZZ95, HT95, RP95b, SS99a]. Characterization
[BS99b, BS99c, CCD99, DDP99, Ito91, PLWSN99]. Characterizations
[YY97, St91a]. Characterizing
[APn999, Charles]. characters
[LPN999, Charles]. Lip98]. Charlesworth
[CWM+91]. Charon
[Atk93]. Chasing
[Gar97b]. chausses
[Sch98c]. chausses-trappes
[Sch98c]. Cheap
[LTV98]. cheaper [Sch98c]. Cheaply
[Ano93j, Str93a, Str93b]. Cheater
[KO99b, KO99a, LH93b, H96, HLC99]. Cheating
[GP99, Rab94, OK96b]. Check
[BK95c, Bl98c, Tay94]. checker
[Dan97].
Checkers [Fis97, KA91]. Checking
[BGR98a, Bol98a, Bol98b, BDL97, FL99b, FGY96a, GMV98, PV98, BCR98, FGY96b, MHPS96, MW94]. Checks
[DT98a, PK95a, PK95b, Pen96]. Checksum
[PBGV90, LRW93]. Chen
[Ala97, Bur94a, Bur94b]. CHES [KP99b]. Checks
[DT98a, PK95a, Pen96]. Checksum
[PBGV90, LRW93]. Chili
[USE96a, USE99c]. Chieh
[XtTmW94]. China
[HOQ97, OiDP98, XtTmW94]. Chinacrypt’94
[XtTmW94]. Chinese
[DiDP96, GO96c, QD91, WWH95, Yu99]. Chip
[Ban94, Bro96, Ele98, Gar97c, GC97, Got99, HMvT94, Lan97, MPPS95, MHMW98, VVDJ90, Way93b, DVQ96, Kan90, Moc97, Pos98, RKD94, Smi94a, Uni95a]. Chipkarte
[Kip97, Kip99b]. Chips
[Ano99c, GO96c, Omu90, Ano97-27, IEE98b]. Choice
[Cha99a, Way98]. Choices
[Hon98, Van95a, We95b]. Chor
[BFS98, SH95a, SH95b, Van98a, Vau98c]. Chosen
[Ble98a, CG99, CS98b, Dam91b, GC94, KSW98a, KSW98b, LL94a, PBGV90, RS91, ZS93, BJ997, CP94, NY90, SNT95, Sah99, SG98, Tze99, vT93]. chosen-ciphertext
[Sah99]. chosen-message [SNT95]. chosen-plaintext [vT93]. Circuits
[KT91b, KT98, WG99, JS93a, LMS97, YWC97]. circulating [Ano96i]. Cirencester
[Boy95a, Boy95b, Dar97, Far93, Wal99a]. CISST [AA97]. City
[IEE99a, USE95b]. Claim [GO96c]. Claims [DS97a]. clandestine [Wr98]. Clara [USE93]. Class
[vD97, Ou99, Uni96c, FR94, HW93, KSB96a, LS91, Lz91a, Zk98a, vT94].
Classes [Haw98b, Pai99d, Haw98a, Sze98].
Classical [Bra94a, MC92, Nic98a, Nic98b, CD98a, Mas99a].
Classification [BD90, LSVV95, PNKF95, Uni96c].
Classifier [CIBM99].
Claw [BHT98].
Claw-Free [BHT98].
Click [WSFC99, Ken95].
Client [DL99, Kon95, Oh99, SL99, GGK+99, Sin95].
client-relationships [GGK+99].
Client-Server [DL99, Oh99, Sin95].
Client/Server [Kon95].
clients [AG95].
Climate [TGKI99].
Climbing [MCD99].
Clipper [Pri94, Fro96, Ban94, Bro96, Hof93, Kan96, MS95f, RKD94, Smi94a, Uni95a].
Clipper-like [MS95f].
Clipping [Hof93].
cliques [JP96].
Cloak [Gre90].
Clock [DHSS95, GO95, GM91, GO95, Men95b].
Clock-Controlled [GO96b, GM91, GO95].
Clocks [DG95, DGT96, Yah94, Gon92].
Closure [Coh96].
Closure [MOM91, PS93a].
Closure [Coh96].
Closure [MOM91, PS93a].
Clueless [RS98c, RS98d].
Clustering [DDJ98a, HE98, Kue97].
CM [CNST98, Kob91a].
CM-curves [Kob91a].
CMOS [BS95c, ECD+99, YS99].
Co [Gl99b, LFCK99, Su99, NM96a].
Co-dimension [LFCK99].
Co-operation [Gl99b].
Co-Processors [Su99].
co-processors [NM96a].
Co. [CFK+91].
Coast [SZ93].
COBOL [Gar90].
Code [CJ99, HR90, J99a, Kip99a, Kur94, Mv93, PV98, Q91, Sch94, Sch96a, Sch94b, Str95, Tod97, DK97, WF94, Zim95b, Al97, Ano97i, BSNP97, CC98, CL9W98, GA98, HM97b, LJWH97, Rey96, Rey97, Rey99, Sin99, SH94, WS96c, Zim96a, Zim96b, AAG+00, Mea98].
Code-Breaking [QD91].
code-cracking [WS96c].
Codebreakers [HS93, K99, Sni98b, Y99].
Codebreaking [Car97c, Car98, D92, Sch98a].
coded [HG97c].
codemaker [Mar98b].
CODER [Sto90].
Codes [ACM94b, AW94, AR98, BGS96, BVFD99, CZZ98, CS96a, Cha99c, DLR97, DR99b, Far93, GN94, GBo91, Ho99, Joh94, JS95b, J99b, KKS97, KP96a, KP97, KK95, LC99, Mor98, OM94, PLWNS99, Pen96, Pre98a, RV99, Rus93a, SN93, SNW98a, SNW98b, SD99, Sga90, Sga91b, SB95, SVW91, Sta96b, St91b, Ton96, Van95b, W94, Ada91, A93a, AW95, BSB97, BI93, Br91, CC99, Cha95a, CMM93, FC94, Gre90, JM96a, Kahl1a, KO95b, LYG94, LMS90, MSS93, MPL99, Moh92, SNT93, SNT95, SKD94, Ste95, St91a, Su98, SS98b, TSN93, TY94, Wnn92a, Wel97, Win93, YL97a, vT94, JS95a].
codewords [PS97].
Coding [Ber96b, IEE97e, KRS99, KH98b, LW91, Lip94, Sch99b, She94, SW95b, Van95b, Wa99a, Ada91, Boy95a, Boy95b, Dar97, DID99, Far93, Gan93, KSB96b, KS97, Kue90, Mit92b, Sab94, Sch98b, Sga91a, SVW95b, SO98, Sh99a, SNS99, TA97, Ger97].
coefficient [K95b].
Coevolution [Nac97].
Coffee [Den97].
Cognitive [CF99, Ger99b, MMM+98, PUF99].
Cohen [PBGV90].
Coin [BN96, Jue99, PW97c, Ueh95].
Coins [EO95b, WSFC99, EO95a].
COIRS [YKY99].
Cold [Joh95].
Collaborating [CF99].
Collaborative [BV98a, Neut91, LS98a].
Collaborators [Gla99b].
College [Far93, IEE97a, UFC94].
Collision [BP97a, Dob97, PG91, Rus93b, Vau93, vW94, vW99, Dob95a].
Collision-Free [BP97a, Dob97, Rus93b, Vau93, Dob95a].
Collisionful [Gon95, BSNP96a, BSNP96b].
Collisions [Ano95a, CJ98, DBGV93, DB94, Gon95, Sim98c].
Colloquium [An97p, vWN99].
Collusion [BS95b, BS98, EKK99, PW97b, LM96].
Collusion-Resistant [EKK99].
Collusion-Secure [BS95b, BS98].
Colony [BP95a].
Color [ADEDS99, NNE97].
Colorado [S99b].
Colossus [Ano97-28, Car97b, Car97c, Car98, Pin98].
Column
[Bra94a, Dwo95, Bra90b, Bra90d, Bra95d].

cominar [Bar92a]. COMANDOS
[TCH+91]. Combatting [DN93].

combination [Rev91]. combination
[Hil94]. combinations [RT93].

Combinator [SAS99b]. Combinatorial
[FK94, Ko95b, Ko95a, Ko96, Ko97, LS98b, Rus93a, Sti91a, Zie97, FSS94, Sta97a].

Combinatorics [MWW94]. Combiner
[SG99a]. Combiners [MS91]. Combining
[KMKH99, NA95, SA95]. command
[Mye94b]. Comment
[DKKK98, LC96c, YT96, BMP97a].

commentaries [Ano97t]. Commentary
[BL99]. Comments [BMP+97b, COP+95a, Dum94, JW01, KSS+92, MC96, NC97, Ng99, Pre95b, SB93, WHL99, Ala97, Gib90].

Commerce [Avo98, Cli97, DDJ98d, DB99, Jak99b, LHB96, Lut98, USE95c, USE96d, USE96b, USE98b, Un97d, BH98, FB97, Gar97b, LM98a, Man95, Sin98, Tae98, VM96, UU97b, Uni96c]. Commercial
[Bhi96, BDR+96, Cae96a, WLEC96, Cha94b, Dix94, Joh90, Sta94a, JMLW94].

Commitment [Dam99a, IOS94, Sal98]. Committed
[DF99]. Committee [Uni98c].

commodity [Bea97a]. Commodity-based
[Bea97a]. Common [IBM93, Lin93c, Mau93a, Tze99, JKD+91, JD91, LMJW93].

Communication [???97, AR99, BF97a, Bet95b, BFS96, CH997, CMN99, FJP96, FK99, FT99b, IKM99, Jam98, KFJP96, KRJ98, PW99, PM99a, SSN98a, Sim94d, WD99a, Wei99, BF99b, Bet95a, BMS96, Com97, CYW98, CK93, Cli97, DFKN93, Hamxx, Rivxx, Sch90c, Sch97c, SD97, Sta97a, UU97b, Ven92, Wi98].
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Communication-Storage [CMN99]. Communications
[ACM93a, ACM94a, ACM97a, Ano93h, Aur96, IEE94f, IEE97k, KM93, Kat97, MB94b, Ved93, BY93c, BY93b, Car94, Cha94b, Cra96, HOQ97, Hwa93, IEE92d, IEE95c, JC93, Mil95, Oht96, PP96, Rhe94, SW94b, Sch93a, Sch92c, ZG96]. communicators [Ano97p]. Communities
[MB99a]. Commutative
[GPT91a, GPT91b]. compact
[Ort95b, Ort95a]. companion [Ken95].

Company [GC97, Kar96]. Comparative
[Dae99, Ste92, AA99, Don98, She92g]. Comparing
[Bih99c, HSSI99, HKL94, KAK96, NM96b].

Comparison [BALS99, Cus97, KH98b, LM98b, Mas99a, May97, MG91, vO91a, QN98a, SKW+99a, SKW+99b, Wie98b, Wil93b, vO91b, GM91, Yeu99, ZH93, vO92]. Comparisons [Fol99, SKW+99c].

Compartmented [GPS98]. COMPASS
[IEE94b]. Compatible [SK94, Wat99]. Competence
[WS99]. competing [Sta97c].

Compiler [NM99, SSCP99].

Complementarity [DD99, LM93c].

Complete [Tou91]. Completeness
[Bro94, Sch94k]. Complex
[NT99, MCD98a]. Complexity
[Bus97, CH96, Cle91, DS99, GM99b, HKL94, LMSV99, MMT90, MS94, MMM+98, Mun91a, Mun91b, NMVR95a, NMVR95b, NOVY93, Sch99, Sni98a, Bao94, CS97d, DDP94b, FK93b, GZ91, GN95a, Gol97c, Hil94, MM90a, MS98a, MK92, Shp99b, SMK98b, Sze98]. Compliance
[Dav96]. Component [NK98b]. Composite
[Pal99d, BBR99]. Composition
[ABDV98, GK96]. Compositional
[DHF98, HJTW99, MM99a, Zwi98].

Comprehension [MT95].

Comprehensions [MT95]. Comprehensive
[SSP90]. Compress
[Dob97, Dob95a]. compressed
[CPO+98, CHO+98, HG96, HG97c, HG98].

Compressing [GI99]. Compression
[CI96, DLF97, KPR99, Sch99b, BCR98, CW94, Cra96, Kop97, Oht96, Sab94, Sch98b, dB94].

Compromise [Gar97c, Hed97].
CompuServe [GC97]. computability [BK98f]. Computable [DSV99].
Computability [BK98f]. Computable [BK98f]. Computable [DSV99].
Computability [BK98f]. Computable [DSV99].
Computational [CH96, HKL94, Kos97, KRS99, PG90, Sab94, BCI99, Ger99, McC90b, Pom90a, SS95a].
Computational [CH96, HKL94, Kos97, KRS99, PG90, Sab94, BCI99, Ger99, McC90b, Pom90a, SS95a].
Computations [Cha90, CDD +99, IVE91, Mas91].
Computations [Cha90, CDD +99, IVE91, Mas91].
Computer [ACM93a, ACM94a, ACM97a, Ano93d, Ano97-29, Ano98b, BAC95, BK90, Bre96b, Bre99, CWM +91, DQM93, GMV98, HW91, IVE92a, IVE92b, IVE93b, IVE93c, IVE94b, IVE94c, IVE94d, IVE94f, IVE96a, IVE96c, IVE97b, IVE97f, IVE98a, IVE99a, KK99b, LBMC94, LC95, MDP94, NIS92, Nats97, Neu92, OD99, PGM93d, Q998, Sal91, SSS98, SL96a, SK99, Slo98, Ste91, SIJ93, VGP93, Ver98a, VGP99, WH90, AFB95, Ano93k, AC97, Bu98a, Car97c, Car98, CWH91a, CWH94a, GBL94, Gru98, HLLC96, IVE92d, IVE95c, JWH98, LSS98a, LFSY94, LC96b, LC96c, NT94, NIS91, PFB98, RSH98c, Shp99a, UFC94, Wil93a, Woe97, Woo90].
Computer-Related [De 93b, De 98c].
Computerized [Iv91]. Computers [???97, BF99a, CWM *91, HM96, Kan96, Sch98c, CFW91]. Computing [ACM90, ACM91, ACM93b, ACM94c, ACM95, ACM96b, ACM97c, ACM98a, ACM98b, ACM99b, Bak92, BDD99, BV96, Bra94a, CFK91, DDM90, DDM91, DDM99, DWW95, FPP99, GC98, GN95b, IVE94e, IVE96b, JWH95, Kon95, Law98, MMM *98, Mau94, MW99, NS98a, Pen96, RS99d, Sch94a, TK99, Tes98, USE96c, VMS97b, BGT96, CWM *91, DDP99, FM91, FJ97, HK99b, HC95a, KG93, LS98a, Pf97, Sch90c, Sch97c, VMS97a, CFW91, PH91].
conditionally [Sta96b]. Conditional [DOR99, GK99a, KS97a, KG99].
Conditionally [Des99b]. Conditions [GS99a, Rus93b, Gua99]. Conducts [Law98]. Conference [ACM93a, ACM94a, ACM97a, AR97, Ano95l, Ano96i, Ano96a, ??97, Ano97f, Ano97g, Ano97a, Ano98a, Ano99a, AA97, BCB97, Boy95a, Bri92, Bri93, BSH95e, CH96, Cha91, Cop95d, DD98a, Dah96, ES98, Far93, Fra99, Fun97, GN95b, GQ95, H97, H98, IVE95a, IVE97a, IVE97c, IVE97d, IVE97e, IVE97f, IVE97k, IVE98c, IVE98f, IVE98e].
Conference [ACM93a, ACM94a, ACM97a, AR97, Ano95l, Ano96i, Ano96a, ??97, Ano97f, Ano97g, Ano97a, Ano98a, Ano99a, AA97, BCB97, Boy95a, Bri92, Bri93, BSH95e, CH96, Cha91, Cop95d, DD98a, Dah96, ES98, Far93, Fra99, Fun97, GN95b, GQ95, H97, H98, IVE95a, IVE97a, IVE97c, IVE97d, IVE97e, IVE97f, IVE97k, IVE98c, IVE98f, IVE98e].
Conference [ACM93a, ACM94a, ACM97a, AR97, Ano95l, Ano96i, Ano96a, ??97, Ano97f, Ano97g, Ano97a, Ano98a, Ano99a, AA97, BCB97, Boy95a, Bri92, Bri93, BSH95e, CH96, Cha91, Cop95d, DD98a, Dah96, ES98, Far93, Fra99, Fun97, GN95b, GQ95, H97, H98, IVE95a, IVE97a, IVE97c, IVE97d, IVE97e, IVE97f, IVE97k, IVE98c, IVE98f, IVE98e].
[BDHK93, MZ98, Sch95f]. Conferencing
[Ano99e, KBR97, WW98a, Lam99].

Confidence [Chi99a, Chi99b, Grax].

Confident [Jan95].

Confidential [Bet95b, Bet95a, vD97].

Confidentiality [Ano98j, Jac96, Riv98d, ZG96, FT95, MI90].

Configurable [VMS97b, VMS97a].

configuration [HI97].

Conformer [Oka94, Cha95b, MS98b].

Conflict [All97].

Conflicts [ACM94b].

confounder [BTD98].

Confrontation [Zaj97].

Confusion [GC97].

Cong [Mye98].

Congressional [Smi97a, UU97a].

Congruence [Sch91a].

Congruential [Kra90].

Conic [Cao99, Mra95].

Conjecture [Jia99, GHS93, Ill94].

Conjectures [KP95].

Connect [Lic94].

Connection [Kas96, CV99].

Connectivity [Pit96b].

Connectives [KP95, Sim94a].

Considerations [Cra96, Hub91, Mos98, Bas95, Bou94, SY92, YS99, Bou94].

Considered [LT91].

Considering [HH94].

Considers [Ano95].

Consistency [ZYR90].

Conspiracy [WK97, Sch92].

Constitutional [Bas95].

Constrained [Gol96b, Has99].

Constraint [SG95, WS99, GMLH94].

Constraint-Based [WS99].

Constraints [DS98b, Ou99, Koz96].

construct [Lon92, Sun91a, ZB98].

Constructed [Ras93a].

Constructing [Ada97a, AB99a, AB99b, DT93, Gal99, KTM+99, Kok91b, XI98, ZK96].

Construction [BCK96e, BR99a, BR99b, CNST98, vD95a, DS99, EM93, GSPSW98, Job94, Kim93, KYDB98, NR98, SVXW91, ZMI90, BCK96a, BCK96b, BCK96c, BI93, MPL99, OS91, OS92, Pet91, vD95b].

Constructions [AHV98, ABDS96, KRS99, SNW98a, vHPP93, MS98b, SC97].

Consumer [EE97g, EE98c]. contactless

[DS98a]. contain [Lea90].

Contemporary [Knu99b, Sim92].

Content [Ack98, JPLI99, KR98, MW98b, MR95b, PMP99, Ros93, SC96a, Way93a, SNT95].

Content-Addressable [Way93a].

Content-Based [PMP99].

Content-MD5 [MR95b, Ros93].

Contents [vHH97].

Context [DDJ98a, EMNN98, HDB99].

Context [COZ99, MM96a, Des90b, Des90a, III94].

Context-Based [MM96a]. context-free [III94].

Continue [Ano96k].

Continued [KE97].

Continues [Ano97y, Ano97z, Ano98h, DDJ98d, Ano96l].

Continuous [BP95a, NHB98, She95a].

Continuous [AF99, BB9C, CC9D, DFT97, FY99, FL96, Hwa97, JPLI99, Kas96, KAA99, KKW99, Lin98, Mey96, NW98, NAA99, NS98a, PRAM98, Per99, STS99b, She93a, She93b, Sim90b, Sim91, ZH98, ACC99, Ano93d, BGT96, CWM+91, CS96b, CS97b, CW94, LL93b, LM93c, Mat91, MLA91, RO96, RT93, SS96, Uni97d, WW99].

Controllable [CTT94].

Controlled [GPR98, GO96b, Gol94, Jak99c, SKBxx, GM91, GO95, Men95b].

Controller [CIBM99, FCH99].

Controls [Ame96b, Ban94, Cll97, UU97b].

Controversy [Law98].

Convention [Ano94d, Ano96a, Ano98f, IEE96f, NIS92].

Conventional [PR98a].

Convergence [GC97, Mos98].

Conversation [Woe97].

Conversational [LTEH99]. conversion

[Sab94].

Convert [Pet98].

Convertible [BCD91, DP96].

Convolutional

[Cha99c, JJ99b, TY94].

Cool [Ano99c].

Cooperative [Oh99].

Coordinating [Lee99b].

Coordination [COZ99, FL99a].
Vau98c, Vv97, Ver95, WSK97a, WSK97b, WFS98, WSD+98, Wag98b, Wag98a, WFS99, Wag99b, WSDK99, Wag99c, Wie90, Wie90b, Wie90a, WBDY98, YL99, YLH98, ZY91, Ada92, Alv98b, BSN95, BB94, Ber93, BS90a, BS91e, BS91f, BS91g, Bik92, Bik95b, Bik98b, BK98e, Bir99, BD95a, Bowxx, Bur98a, CV95, CD98a, Cra92, DYL98, FSN93, Fri92a, Fri92b, Fri96, GSN94, GM91, Gol95b, Gol98b, Gol92, Gol99c, HKM95, Jak99a, Kab98b, KY95b, KR95a, KYxx, KSW97a, KSW97b, KR96c, Kos97, Kuk99, LMM92, Lan95, LS98a, Lew92, Mat93, Mih96, Mil92, Mor92, NS97c; cryptanalysis [O'C95, OG95, OSH91, RP95b, Rob98b, SV95a, Sha98, TN97, TSM95, Unixxa, Vau95, Way95, YT95a, YT95b, ZY90, ZH90]; cryptanalyst [Rey96, Rey97, Rey99]; Cryptanalytic [Gla99b, KSWH98d, MG91, vW99, Bih94a]; cryptic [Wri98]; CRYPTO [Fei91, ACM94b, Ame96b, Bar93a, Bar93e, BE90, HP98a, HMvT94, Koo97, LKB+94, Mih96, MPPS95, Neu97, Sch88c, Way95, Way96b, Neu95, Bra90c, Bri92, Bri93, Cop95d, Des94b, Gol98b, Kab97c, Kob96, Kra98, MZ98, MV91, St93b, St94, Wie99, BC98, Bra98, Bri98, CP91, CR98, Cha98, Cop98, Des98b, Fei98, Ger98, Gol98a, Kab98a, Kob98a, MV98, Ngu99a, Ngu99b, Odl98, Pom98, St98a, Wil98b]; Crypto-Chip [HMvT94]; Crypto-Coprocessors [HP98a]; Crypto-Engine [BE90]; CRYPTO '91 [DBGV93]; Crypto'95 [NS98b, NS98c]; CryptoAPI [Boy98]; CryptoBytes [Cr95, Riv95c]; cryptochip [PP96]; cryptograms [Har94, Web93]; Cryptographers [WP90]; Cryptographic [AG98a, AG98b, IBM93, Ano96f, AB97, BDPSNG95, BDPSNG97, BH93, BY93a, BGM97a, BGM97b, BBT94, BMT96, BFKL94, Bol98a, Bol98b, BDL97, BDP97, Bra95a, Bra96, BD91, CS96a, CJR98a, CJR98b, CPOR97, CF95, CD99, Cop94b, Cre97, DGV92, DC98a, Dam90a, Dam91a, Dan95, DIF94, DY90, DY91a, DY91d, DY91b, De95, DS97a, DF91c, DK91, ECD+99, El98, FGR92, Fis98, FGY96a, Fun97, GI99, GS94a, GK99a, Go96c, GS97, GQ95, Gut99, HHT93, HHT97, He98, Hwa97, I96, I96e, J97, JD91, KM98a, Kal98f, Kal98d, KV94, KS99, Kha93, KP99b, KT91b, KT98, KS97b, LM JW93, LL97a, LHB96, LM96, Mac94, MM99a, Mau96b, Mau97b, MS90a, Mil96b, Mjo93, Mos98, Mun91a, Mun91b, NM96b, Ng99, NS99b, NR94, NK98b, Nur94, N99s, ÖPH+99]; Cryptographic [Oka93a, OS98, PS99d, PV97, PS96b, PBGV90, Pre93a, PGV93a, Pre93b, Pre94a, PBD97, PRB98b, Pre98c, PRB98a, Pre99, Pre94b, QV90, QG95, RSA93d, RS93, Ritxx, Rue93, Si94, SZ96, Sak96, DY91c, Sch95f, SK96a, Sch98d, Sch98a, Sch91c, Sch93f, SPS97, SZ93, ZZ95c, Sha99a, Sch92d, SBVG99, Smi90, SY92, SM91, Ste96, T+99, Tou91, Tou93, TY9H96, VCF+90, V9g8, Way95, YS99, YY97c, YY98a, ZZ95, ZMI91, AN94, AG97b, AG97c, AG97a, BD92, Bol97, BV97, Com94c, CD95G, CI99, DD95, Dan97, Dhe98, Di99, DHFR91, Don98, FGY96b, Fro96, FL93, Gol96a, Har91, Hof95, IS99, Jenxx, JW01, JP96, Kob91a, LRW93, Lai95, Lea90, Lev91, LL93b, Lub96, Mau91c, Mea95, Mol98, Mu92, IPNdbbpprm91, NT93, Ny98b, Pau98, PK97, Ros97c]; cryptographic [S93g, ZZ94a, ZZ95b, Ste99b, Way98, WN94, XZZ97, ZZ98, YS91, ZZ97, ZL99]; Cryptographic-Token [N99s]; Cryptographical [KP95, Gy98]; Cryptographically [BDS98, Cha90, CvHP91, H194, PGV92, ZZ96, DT93, IS97, KSB96a, MCD98b, SKB97, B94]; Cryptographically-secure [Bou94]; cryptographiquement [Bou94]; Cryptography
[ANS97, ANS98b, Ano99h, AA93, ABDS96, Avp98, BCE94, BCG94, BGG95, BGR98a, Bel98, BB94b, BEE92, Bir98, Bla93, BK95d, BL96b, BL96a, BGV93, Boy95a, Bra90a, Bra94a, Bus97, Ca唐代6b, DDJ98a, DL96, DP98a, DP98b, Dar91, Dar96, DG96, De 93c, Des94a, DHH98a, DHH98b, Des98c, Dif90, DD91a, Dro96, Dwo97, Ele99, Er99b, Fer97, FSB97, FJM+96, FJRS96, FGLP96a, FGLP96b, Gan93, Gem97, Gol95a, Gol97a, Gol97b, Gon98, HK99a, HP98a, HSSL99, Hat96, Hed97, HL93b, Hir98, HAH94, HKS97a, HKS97b, Hru95a, Hru96, Hru98, HLM96, HH98, HBKL99, JR96, JM97, Kal97a, Kal98c, KS98a, Kal99, KSS+92, Knu98a, Knu99, Knu99, KA91, RSA93f, Lac93, LM94b, Lin96a, Los97, MY91, Mau99a, Mau99b, Mau97c, McC96, MP91, Mit92b, MK98, NC97, Nic98a, Nic98b].

Cryptography
[PKA+98, Pat96, Pfl95, PT95, PGCSN96, Por91, PB99b, RSA99b, Rad97, Rhe94, Rit99, Riv90b, Riv93b, Riv97b, Ros96d, RK99, Sal99, DP91, Sal99a, SKBxX, SSS98, Sch94g, Sch96a, Sch96b, Sch97a, Sch97b, SSS+98, Sch98f, Sch94b, SV93, SG96a, She93a, She93b, She93d, Sni94b, Smi97b, Sta99a, SW95b, Ste91, Sti95, Sti98b, Sat99, SW97, TN96a, TN96b, Tv92, Tow98, Tsu92e, Wad99, Way96a, Wol99, Wol93b, Wor96, WC97, YWC97, YYY97, YYY97a, YYY97b, ZYWR91, Zim98, dRHG+99, Uni96c, AA95, Acc97, Ada91, Alv98a, Ano97q, Ano97-30, ASM98, BH98, Ban94, Bea97a, BR96b, BFS92a, BFG92b, HBR99, BW97, BMP+97b, BSS99, BBS98b, BD98b, BC96b, Com96, Con99, Dam96, DDB95a, DDB95b, DVL96, DiFP96, DNS91b, DN95b, Eng99, Far93, FMR91, FM91, FMM93b, Fra99, Fra93, Fri96].
cryptography
[Gar96b, GZ91, Gol99a, Gol97c, Gre94, GTGW94, Hr97, Hru95b, Hwa91, Hwa93, IZ98, IZ99, Imp92, Joh97b, JY98, Kau96, KM98b, KK97, Kip97, Kob91c, Kob98b, Lag90, Lee99a, LM94a, LMS90, Lox90, vdL98, Luc95, MB94b, Mau93b, MY98, Mei96b, MV97, Mic97, Mil92, Mur96, NM96a, NM96b, NKC94, NS95, Nec91, Nic99, Nyb94, Org98a, Odi94b, PG97a, PG97b, PC98, PP92b, PV93d, PR98, Riv98c, Rot95a, Sali90, Sal96, Sch92e, SSM+97, SMD+99, Sch99e, Sch90c, Sch97c, Shp99a, Shp99b, Sin99, Siu99, Shu98, SMS99, Sta96d, Ste98a, Tas98, TM99, USE96e, Woe97, Wol93a, YL93, yan98, Boy95b, Dar97, Dav94, Sch99b, vdWS97, Wai99a, v97, Sha99a].
cryptography-dedicated [NM96b].

Cryptography-in-the-Large [Bla93].
Cryptoki [ANO96k].
CryptoLib [Mac93].
Cryptography [Ers99, DKK+98, Jol98].
cryptologic [RK98b].
Cryptologie [Bra93b, Bec90, Sch98e].
Cryptologist [Pin98, Sel94].
Cryptology [Ano93g, Ber96b, Beu94, Bra90b, Bra90c, Bra90d, Bra94a, Bra95d, Bri92, Bri93, Buc91a, Buc91b, BK97, Cal92, Dam90a, DSB99, GPT91a, GPT91b, Kum97, MZ98, Pom90a, PG90, Pre98b, Rhee3, Rom90a, Sim92, Smi94a, Sti93b, Sti94, Tou92, Tro97, Van95b, Wei98, AK98, Ano97t, Bau97, Bec98, CW94, Cop95b, Cop95d, Dam91a, Dam99b, Dav91, De 95, Des94b, Du98, Fei91, Fum97, Goli90b, GQ95, Hel94, IR93, Jol95, Kal97c, KM96a, Kob96, Kra98, LOX99, Lid90, Lip93, Mau96b, McC90b, Mei92, MV91, New97, Nyo98, OiDP98, PSN95b, QV90, QG95, Rat96, Rue93, Sce92, SP90, SZ93, Seg92, Ste99b, Uni94c, Unixxb, Uni95b, Web93, Wie99, Wil98a].
cryptology [Bec97].
CRYPTON [DB+98, Lim98, Lim99].
Cryptonomicon [Ste99a].
Cryptoprocessor [Pan99b].
cryptos [Hag98].
cryptos [MMI97].
Cryptosystem [AMV90, BI95, BDGI98, Ber97c, Bih91, BMS94, BLE97, Bon99, BM97, CC99b, CG99, CJS91, CS99b, CW91b, Cus97, Gib91, Gib96, GC91, GC94, GGH97a, Gys96, HD96b,
cryptosystem [Miy90, NS97c, NS98e, OU98b, Ole95, Ped91c, Roe99, SW95a, SH95a, SH95b, SM90, SS95b, SS95c, SX90, TY92, Tan90, TCC97, TC99b, TC99a, Ven92, Wu92, XLP99, XW97, Yu92, Žer96b, Zha91, vT90].

Cryptosystems [BDHJ98, BHSV98b, BHSV98a, BS91b, BLM94, BS91c, BS97a, BS90b, CGJ+99, DP98c, ESST99, FY98a, FY98b, FY99, GJKR99, GPCSN96, GGH97b, Gor93a, HGS98, HMV93, Hes97, HR90, Iss90, Kal97a, Kal98a, KM99a, KM99b, KM99b, LK93a, Len99a, Men93, Men95a, Mic93a, Mic93b, Miy93b, MOM91, MM98a, MM98b, vO91a, Pai99a, Pai99d, Poi99, RY97, Rud91, Sma99, Son99, dWQ91b, Wie98b, WZ99, Yam98b, YJ97b, YY99b, dWQ91a, vO91b, AA99, Ale92, And94b, APDS93, BC90, BS91a, BS90a, Bih92, BF96, BQ97, BBL95, BK98g, CZ90, Ca99a, CC99b, Cha95a, CL97a, CNST97, CLL99, Con99, Des90b, Des90a, DF90, Des93, ES97, FK94, FSS94, FGM97a, FMR99, G909c, GH99, GP97, Has99, HNM98, Hor99, JM96a, Jan96, JQ98a, KM99a, Kob90, Kob91b, Koc95, Kos97].

Cryptosystems [Kos99, LL96, Lan96, LS98a, Ler97, LZ90, LZ91a, LZ91b, LDW94, LL97b, Lon92, MV90, Miy93a, Miy99, MS99e, Moo92, MVZ98, NM94, NY90, Odl90, OS91, OS92, Rac90, SS98a, SS98b, SS95a, SH99, SG98, SMK98b, Sun91a, SH94, SS98b, Tab94, Tak97, Tao94, VZ97, Xie92, Xie93, XL98, XL99, Yam98a, YYW99, YY98c, Zho94, ZPY96, vO92, vT94, Wal98].

CS [Ano93e, Ano94a, Pin98, SV98, Vau99b, Vau99c]. CS-cipher [Vau99b, Vau99c, SV98]. CSP [DS97d].


cunning [Ben94]. Cunningham [YY98a]. Current [JJ98c, RiI96]. Curve [AMV90, DP98c, Dem94, ESST99, Fer99b, HSSI99, Kal97a, Kal98a, KM99a, Kob98c, Len99a, LD99, Men93, Men95a, Miy93c, OFF93, RY97, SOOS95, SW93, WZ99, AMV93, AS98, BC90, FMR99, GP97, HNM98, IKNY98, QJ98b, KSK96, Kob91b, KK98, KOT95a, KOT95b, LLH96, MV90, Miy99, SX90, VZ97].

Curves [Ano93a, BS91b, CTT94, De 98d, DMPW98, He97, JQ97, JM97, KMOV91, MS93, MM96b, Miy96, SNN99, BGR94, BBI90, BS91a, BSS99, CPPK98, CTT94, Eng99, FR94, Gal99, GLV99, G99b, IS99, Kob91a, Koy95, KK96, Ler97, Mao91b, MV93, Miy93a, VZ97, XL98, ZI98].

Curvilinear [SCG99]. Cusick [YT96]. Custom [Nor95b].

customer [Nor95c]. Customised [GN95c, HHD99]. Customising [NO96].


cyancide [Mar98b]. Cyber [Ano97i, Ano97-29].

cyberbanking [Mur96]. CyberMall [Mar95a].

cybernetics [LS98a].

cyberpunks [HM91, HM92, HM95].

cyberspace [Zim96b].

cyberspace [Ber97b, Col96, Gar97c].

cyberwar [Kan96]. Cycle [GAGCDAFC99].

cycloptic [PS97].

cycling [GS99b].

cylindrical [SW95a]. Cyclotomy [Boo90].

cylindrical [SW95a].


Dan [PNdbbbprm91]. \textit{Dark} [YY96]. \textit{DASS} [Kau93].

Data [All97, Ano92c, Nat93b, Ano95f, Ano96c, Ano97e, Ano97f, Ano97g, Ano97a, Ano97w, Ano97x, Ano98a, Ano99c, Ano99a, AVW99, BGML96, BRS99, Ber98, BS95b, BS98, BY92, BW98, BKZ98, Cle96, Con99b, CH99b, DC98c, DFGH99, EKLM99, Ga990, Gre90, Gu997, HS96a, Int91b, JMLW94, Kop97, HK98b, LvdLB96, LT98, MPSS95, MSH99, Moc97, Nat93c, Nat93a, NHB98, OA94, Sch99b, Sch94m, See97, Sme97, Sto90, SZT96a, TYD99, Tay90, TLS99, Way91, WSFC99, We95, Whe94, YY91, ZTR99, Ano93k, Ano95k, CCN95, Cha94b, Cli99, CS99, Cra96, Dan99b, DF97, Gil97, GTGW94, Gut96, Hel93, KAK96, Lam99, Los97, MS990, Mic97, Nor95b, PD99a, Rev91, Ros94, Rot97, Sch92a, Sch98b, Su98, Tha91, Tv92, Uni96a, Vad95, Way93c, Way95, Woo90, Yu92a, ARR99].

Data [Ano97v, Bar91, BS93b, Bir95, Com94a, Cop94a, Deu90, HK98, HK99d, Joh90, Kap98, KM97, Nat94a, Nat94b, Nat99a, Pai96, Per91, RP94, She95b, She92g, Sim95, SB92, Wili93a, Ano94h].

\textit{Data-Dependent} [Con99b]. \textit{Data/Image} [Sch99b, Sch98b]. \textit{Database} [AKF94, BDP9959, KT96, LCL92, Ou99, SJ97, Wat99, HY95, IS97, Lee95].

\textit{Databases} [BDPS997, CP93, GM99b, KB92, Len99b, PF94, RZ99, SG99b, Har90, Wad93, Ano95k].

\textit{datagram} [PSB97]. \textit{Datamation} [CWM+91]. \textit{Date} [GN95c]. \textit{David} [Ers99, Bar05]. \textit{Davies} [BB95b]. \textit{Dawson} [Roe99]. \textit{Dayton} [Dal97]. \textit{DC} [USE99a]. \textit{DCE} [Cas95, GH95, Kon95]. \textit{DCI} [Pin98]. \textit{DCT} [BBC98b, BBC98, HW98a, PBBC97, TA97]. \textit{DCT-based} [BBC98, HW98a, PBBC97, TA97]. \textit{DCT-domain} [BBC98b]. \textit{DDJ} [Con99a]. \textit{Deal} [FW91, Kn98c, Luc98a, Luc99a, Luc99b, Out98]. \textit{Dealer} [Rab94, BGS95]. \textit{Dealing} [Bec99, MSN99]. \textit{deals} [Joh97b]. \textit{Death} [CFK+91]. \textit{Deavours} [Ers99, CFK+91]. \textit{Debate} [Ano96f, Dum94, Uni98j, Wei91a, Wei91b, Fre94, Ho95, Ne95, RKD94, Tho96, Uni98k, Hat96, Wai95]. \textit{Debating} [Ano92b]. \textit{Debugging} [Wot99]. \textit{Debut} [Gar98b]. \textit{December} [And94a, Boy95a, Boy95b, Bra93a, CW94, Con99a, Dar97, Far93, IEE92b, IEE93c, IEE94c, IEE97b, K939, Org98a, PSN95b, Pre95a, SZ93, TV92, Wal99a, WN98b, Zim96b]. \textit{Decentralized} [BdM94]. \textit{Decidable} [BR99]. \textit{Deciding} [Ano96f, Dum94, Uni98j, Wei91a, Wei91b, Fre94, Ho95, Ne95, RKD94, Tho96, Uni98k, Hat96, Wai95]. \textit{Decipherability} [CGV94].


DESII [Ano98c]. DES-Like [Kim93, KP93, Way93a, BS90a, BS91c, CCZ98]. DES-X [KSW97a, KSW97b]. descent [Jen99].


Descriptions [PNFK95, Sar99]. DESE [SM96, SM98b]. DESE-bis [SM98b].

DESEO [HCDC99]. Desiderata [Lee99b].


SBTV99, VNM99, WL94, YS99].
Design-Space [KV99]. Designated
[Cha95b, JMSI96, Oka94]. Designed
[YY98d, YY98b]. Designer [MUSM98].
designers [FM98b]. Designing
[AKF94, BV98a, BK95c, BM94b, CH99b,
DL99, DMVC99, Ger99a, Gor93a, HJ99,
JS93a, Kem99, PM99a, PD99b, Sch94c,
SW97a, SW97b, SZZ94b, Ste94a, SAS99b,
TLS99, Zhe90, CG05, Hor99, HLC99].
Design [DJHP98, FY95b, Jun96, KK95,
Mou99, RB99, Wot99, Ton96]. DESIRE
[JKVP99]. Desk [GRB99]. Desktop
[Ano97r, Fuc99, Los97]. Destination
[LTEH99]. Destruction [SY98]. DESV
[CCN95]. DESX [CCN95]. DESX
[Log96]. Detail [Zeg93]. DeTeBerkom
[GH96]. Detectable [VvT97]. Detecting
[Gor93a, Mad92, PM98, SG96b]. Detection
[BS95d, ENK99, HCD99, Hur98, LH93b,
LKD98, LT98, LML98, Ruo94, TYD99,
ZTR99, HC96, MHMW98]. Determination
[Bie98]. deterrence [van96]. Developer
[CM99b, Di 97b, DT98b]. Developing
[CF95, SCT99]. Development
[Ano97h, Bar99, Bas93, GRB99, HNSS99,
IR99, LL93a, Nat99c, Natx, VDDR99,
Way98, You96, AMV93, Ano97-30, LS98a,
Mil95, NBD+99, Sta97c]. developmental
[Ram92]. Developments
[Ano95a, PRB98a, Sim97]. Deviates
[Ran01]. Device
[Hru96, Ano91b, CM97c, Uni94b]. Devices
[BDH98, Hwa92b, Hwa92c, LS98a, Pos92,
Pos93, Uni94a]. devoted [FT99b]. DFC
[KR99a, Ste99c]. DGSA [FM98b]. DHCP
[Dra99]. DHWM [ADF98]. Diagnosis
[GX99, MR95a, PW99]. Diagnostics
[RSS97a, RSS97b]. Diameter [FP99].
Dickson [Pie93]. DICTA [KG93].
DICTA-93 [KG93]. Dictionary
[Jas96, Luc98b, BCR98]. Dictyostelium
[Ram92]. Diego

[ACM93b, IEE97b, Sch98b, USE96f].

Difference [LP94]. Different
[KPRS97, Sch99h, RT93]. Differential
[BB94, Ber93, BS90a, BS91c, BS91e, BS91d,
BS91f, Bi92, BS93b, BS93a, BS97a, BK98d,
BKPS93, CJ98, Con99b, Dae95, Din94, Fer98,
Haw98b, Haw98a, KTM+99, Kau96, KM98b,
Kob99, KJ99, Kwa93, LMM91, LH94,
Lan95, Mat96a, Miy93c, MS98, NK93,
OM94, Pai99a, Sch96c, SM98a, VKR98,
Wag98a, YLH98, Ada92, CV95, KY95b,
KYxx, KM96b, LMM92, O'C95, OG95,
RP95b, TN97, Way95, YT95a, YT95b].

Differential-Linear
[Haw98b, LH94, Haw98a, Lan95].
Differentially [Nyb94]. Differentials
[BB99a, Fer99a, KR99, BBS98a].

Difficult [KP96b, Riv93a, ZZ96, Hor99, Riv95a].
Diffie [BY93c, BY93b, BR99, BWM99a,
BV96, Ben98b, Bon98a, CS97, CS97d,
HY98b, HY98a, Kaj97a, Koc95, Koc96b,
Lut98, Mau94, MW96c, MW96b, MW99,
RSA93b, Van95a, VW96, WM93, vOW96].

Diffusion [Mas99b]. Digest
[FH97, GTG94, Kal91, Riv92a, Riv92b,
Riv90a, Riv91b]. Digit [TK99].
Digit-Recurrence [TK99]. Digital [Ame95,
Ame96a, ANS98b, Ack98, ALO98, AW94,
AR97, Int91a, NIS94, Ano96e, Ano97-29,
AS98, Aur96, BC90, BM99a, BM99b,
Bm94d, Ber97b, BM94a, BM96a, BM96b,
BM96c, BS95b, BS98, BTH96, Boy97, Boy98,
Bra93a, Bf99, BF99, Car95, CR91,
CPO+98, CHO+98, DDM98, DDM96,
Eli99, EGM90, EGM96, FFW99, FKMY98,
FBS98, Fri93, Fro97, FOM91, Gar97c,
Gar98b, GR97, GDD+97, GB98, GO96c,
GQW+91, HKS95, HG96, HG97e, HEG98,
HA96, HW97, IEE97c, IEE98d, JLO97,
Jue99, KKS97, Kob97, Kob98c, Kra93,
KH98a, LQ99, LM95, LW96, LL98, Lut98,
LR98, MS96, Man98, MMST98, MB99a,
MW98b, Mer90b, Mer97, MT97, Mos98,
MBW97, Nat91, Nat94a, NH98, NMV98, NIS93a, OO93, Oht96, OFF93, Oko96, Per97, Pet98, Pf99c, PW93b, PG93c.
Digital [RDK98, dR94b, Rot95b, SC96a, SCxx, Sch93c, Sch94d, SK97b, SK97a, She97, She92e, Sim93, SB93, SY98, SH98, VP98, VNP98, VP99, Web98, WD96, WD97, WL99, Woo90, YK98, Yeu99, Yeu97, Yeu98, YYH98, ZK96, ZKOY99, Zhe97b, vHH97, vTO94, AW95, Ano91b, BBCP98a, BHS93, BR96c, BGR98b, BCV97, BO96a, Bis90, BOD95, BM91b, Bur98a, Com97, Car97a, CH98, CLHL98, DD95, DMM98, DSS99, FC94, FB97, Gau90, HS91, HZ93, HW98b, Hwa93, Ibb97, Irw98, KG93, KAK96, KH97, Mar95b, Mau91b, May97, Min97, MBY97, Mu92, NMVR95a, Nat97a, Nor95a, Nor95b, ODB96, OP97, OP98, OP99a, Pit96a, RR97, Ros94, RDK96, Sch90c, Sch97c, SD97, Sin91, SS95b, SS95c, Tl98, Wan92a, Wil93b, Wu92, XBA97, XA98, Xie98, YL95b, YL95a, YEA98.
Digitalization [HA96]. Digraphs [HEQL98]. DIMACS [FM91]. DIMCS [WN98b].
dimension [LFCK99]. Dimensional [BP98b]. Dimensions [HEQL98, Sta97b]. Dining [WP90].
Diophantine [BMP94a, Cus95, LG97, LCL95, Lon92, Sun91a, Wan92b]. Diophantine-knapsack [Wan92].
diplomatic [Alv98b]. Direct [PP90, PWW99, MHW98, Un94b].
Directed [BM94a, LL97b, MT99b].
direction [Un95b]. Directions [AT99, Wot99, BFS92a, BFS92b, Gol97c, NM96b]. directly [BD98a].
Disco [WP90]. Discontinued [Ros98c].
Discounts [DDJ98e, DDJ98f]. Discount [BLM94]. Discourage [MUSM98, RZ99].
Diocesan [SI93a]. Discrete [ACM97b, BBT94, CH98, GJKR99, Gor93a, Gor93b, GM93b, GKS97, LO91a, Mau94, MW99, MVZ98, NT99, Odl94a, vO91a, PS98b, Sho97, Tes98, WD98, YY97b, vO91b, vW94, CPS95, CS97d, FR94, FR99, HZ93, HY93b, HI97, HMP95, Kob90, McC90a, NR95a, SS95b, SS95c, TG94, TK98, vO92].
Discreto-Log [GJKR99, YY97b]. Discrete-time [GKS97].
Discretionary [BDPSNG97]. discussed [Ano90]. Discusses [Gar97c].
Discussion [Ano99d, Ano99f, Ano99h, BS94, Chr99a, Mau93a, Mau97a, Sas99a, ADK90, C290].
Discussion-Trust [Ano99f].
Disenrollment [BBCM93b, BBCM93a, BC96a]. Disk [DF94, Gar98b]. Diskette [BE90].
Distillation [Slu98]. Distortion [SVBJ96]. Distributed [ABLP93, Abe99, ADF98, BHJM99, Bor96, BHKR95, Bur94c, CM98, DHMR96, DF91b, Dwo95, FM91, FK99, FY98a, FYM99, GJKR99, Gre94, GS97, GMV98, KL99, Kau93, Kem99, KRJ98, KYB92, LAB92, Law98, Mar99, MKS99, Muf93, NAA99, NKP99, Ped91a, PKM97, RZ99, Re92, RG95, Sch94a, SKW96, SS90, She92a, TV94, Wh90, WL92b, Be92, BP97b, FMY98, HK99b, Har90, LM98a, LAB91, Lie93, MS99c, TCH91, Wad93, WL92a, WL92c, Zim96b, BBN96].
distributed.net [Ano97]. Distributing [Re96].
Distribution [BR94a, BR95b, BDHK93, BFS96, Bur94b,
[KMA+98, Kob99, MT99a]. **EAP** [BV98b].

**early** [Alv98c, Mar96]. **Earth** [YHKI99].

**Earthcam.com** [Ano98j]. **Ease** [HJL99].

**Easier** [GMD98, BBR99, Sch98c, Way95]. **East** [Str95]. **Easy** [Sim94d, Ken95].

**eavesdrop** [Way93b]. **eavesdropper** [Al96]. **Eavesdropping** [RK99]. **Ecash** [Sch98h].

**ECC** [Cer97, Kal98e]. **ECC/DLP** [Kal98e]. **EccoFan** [PKA+98]. **ECCp** [BT97].

**ECCp-97** [BT97]. **Echo** [GLB96]. **eciphering** [Blu97]. **ECMA-219** [ECM96].

**ECMAST** [Dan96]. **Economic** [Mos98].

**Economy** [CFGS99, Org98a, Tas98].

**Ed** [DDJ98e, DDJ98f, MGL+98]. **Edgar** [Sha99a, Ros97c].

**EDI** [Len93]. **EDIFACT** [RCM99].

**Editor** [Hat96, Joh99, Bur98b, Ano95g, Ano95h, Ano96g, Ano97l, Ano97m, Pre95b]. **Editorial** [Eri99].

**eds** [Ers99]. **EEC** [BGV93].

**EEPROM** [FG98].

**EF** [KP95].

**Effect** [OD99]. **Effective** [Fuc99, Min97, MBY97].

**Efficiency** [Bas98, BM96a, CM99a, DKKK98, KS97c, Mar97, BHS93].

**Efficient** [AGS97, AGY95b, BBDW96, BDV93, BF97b, BF99c, BFP99, BDB92, CS97a, CMN99, CG99, CG98, CDD99, Cre97, DR99a, DT98a, DN94, FH94, FOM91, GSY99, GJK96b, GP97, Ho99, Hwa92b, Hwa92c, JMO95a, JO97, JMP98, LHY93, LLH96, LL99, Len99a, MSNW99, MS93, MLL99, OS91, OS92, OFF93, OSA91, PS98b, Sch90b, Sch90a, Sch91c, Sch93f, Sha94, Ste98b, Ueh95, Wie94, Wie96, Wie97, Wie98a, Zim99, dR95, D95b, CPP98, CGS97, Dhe98, FMY98, HK90, HJ99, KC95, KSK96, MI90, MS98b, PPKW97, Per91, Pf95, Sch93g, Sha95a, SKB97, VNM99, Von92a, Von92b, Xie92, ZI98].

**Efficiently** [Jas96, Bak92]. **Effort** [Natxx].

**Eigenvector** [MVL98].

**Eighth** [AX98, BLP94, FFP99, Uo95b, BLMO94, Cha92b, DB99, DT98a, EO95b, EN98, En99, HS97, Hir93, JT97a, LHB96, Lin93a, Lvd98, LKD98, LR98, Max94, MZ98, O900, Ped95, PW97c, Riv97a, STS99a, STS99b, SB97, Sch99i, Sin98, TRS9, Ta99, USE95e, USE96d, USE96b, USE98b, V98, AMS96, AC97, BH98, Com97, Cha92a, DM94, DSS99, DF98, EO95a, FB97, Ken95, LM98a, Lin88a, Lin89a, Man95, M92a, RP97b, Sch93e, Sch95d, She96a, VNM99, Way93b].

**Electronically** [Ped99].

**Electronics** [IEE97g, IEE98c].

**Elegance** [Sch99c].

**Elektronicznej** [Sch95e].

**Elementary** [Mil92, Tat98, Tat99].

**Elements** [FC99].

**Eleventh** [CH96, IEE92d].

**ElGamal** [AA99, Ble96, KSK96, LK96, NK98a, TY98b, TY98a, V979, Zho94].

**ElGamal-based** [TY98b, TY98a].

**Eliminate** [Riv98b].

**Eliminating** [GGH97a].

**BLM99].

**Elizbeth** [Uni92].

**Elliptic** [AMV90, Ano95n, BS91b, BSS99, CTT94, De 98d, DF98c, DMPW98, Dem94, Eng99, ESST99, Fer99b, HSSI99, Hes97, JQ97, JM97, Ka97a, Ka97g, KM99H9, Kob98c, KMOV91, KT93, Len99a, LD99, MS93, Men93, Men95a, MM96b, Mi93a, Mi93b, Mi96, Mi99, OFF93, RY97, SOOS95, SW93, SSNP99, VZ97, WZ99, AMV93, AS98, BGR94, BC90, BS91a, CNST98, CPOP98, FMR99, Gal99, GK99b, GP97, HNM98, IS99, IKNY98, JQ98b, KSK96, Kob91b, KK98, KOT95a, KOT95b, LL96, Ler97, Mau91b, MV90, MVZ93, SX90, XL98, ZI98].

**Elliptic-Curve** [Fer99b, Kal97a].

**EMACS** [MC92].

**email** [Kar96].

**Embed**
Ril96, Riv95d, RKD94, Rot95a, Sab94, Sch98b, Sch94i, Sch98c, Sch99j, She96a, Sme97, Sta97a, SW98, SW99a, Str93a, Str93b, Suf98, Sun91b, TX92, Tay90, Tha91, Tho96, TY98b, TY98a, Ts90, Uni96a, Uni95a, Uni98k, Uni94a, Uni94b, Uni97d, UN94, UU97b, Vad95, Vau98e, Ven90, Vu95, Wad98, Wel95, Wh93, Wil93a, Wil93b, Woo90, You97, You96, Zer96a, vOW91, vT93, Ano98j, Ano93j, Hon98J.

encryption/authentication [Sch99j].

encryption/decryption [Hat97, Vu95].

Encryption/MAC [Yuv97].

encryption/multisignature [HCC98].

Encryptions [Mv93].

Encrypts [Ano93k].

Encyclopedia [CFK +91, New97, UFC94].

End [Bra94a, DDJ98c, Gar98a, NH90, WSFC99].

End-to-End [NH90].

endlicher [Wal98].

Ends [McC90b].

Endured [Che92].

Energy [DFL99].

Enforce [BDS98].

Enforcement [Cae96b, Cli99].

enforcers [Way93c].

Enforcing [Ano97n].

Engine [BE90, CM98, She92d].

Engineering [Ano98f, DFGH99, EKLM99, IEE96d, LBHM99, SSSW98, Sm98a, AN94, IEE97k].

Engines [T+99, Way93a].

England [ES98, Cur98].

Enhance [FO99a].

Enhanced [Ano95c, AR98, Ken93, LK96, Zan90, Zeg93].

Enhancement [HWJ98, Lin93a, Lin98a, Lin99a].

Enhancements [JM96b].

enhancing [HY95].

Enigma [CWM +91, Har96b, Kip97, Kip99b, Ob99, Ano91c, Bl98a, Bl98b, Bl98c, Cra92, Kah91a, Kah98a, Kip97, Kru98, Mlf96b, Mus92, Tu99, We97].

Enigmas [Gad91].

Enjoyable [CM99d].

Enough [CFK +91, Dea98b].

Enschede [Hei96a].

Ensuring [Com97, Rot95b, ZG96, Way91].

Enter [Wor96].

Enterprise [ECD +99, FY99, Mar95b, Wad93, SY92].

enterprise-wide [Wad93].

enters [Joh98].

Entities [KM99c].

Entity [BR94a, BWM98].

Entrepreneur [Pin98].

Entropy [Bro94, EHMS99, KSHW97, KSHW98].

entwerfen [Hor99].

envelope [SOB98].


Environmental [RS98c, RS98d].

Environments [GSTY96, SKAM99, DNS99].

EPIC [Rot95a].

EPS [Ano96i].

equally [Ito91].

Equation [Cop95c, LG97].

Equations [Por98, RZ99, BMP97a, Cus95, GK95b, LCL95, Lun92, Sun91a].

Equilibria [Ett98].

equipment [Int91b].

Equitable [BDS98].

Equivalence [BS99b, BS99c, Fis98, KK98, Man94, AD97, AD99, LDW94].

Equivalent [BV98c, De 98d, Gib91, GO93, HTY99, MM96b, Miy96, Oka94, Pai99c].

Era [DDJ98c].

Ergonomics [DDJ98c].

Erika [Mat99].

Errata [Con99a].

Erratum [Ano91a].

Error [AW94, AR98, BGS96, Cha99c, DLR97, KKS97, LC99, MG91, Pen96, Ada91, Ala93a, AW95, Cha95a, CMM93, DL99, Jv98b, Ste95, Wan92a, YL97a, vT94, CW94].

Error-Correcting [AW94, BGS96, DLR97, KKS97, Pen96, Ada91, Ala93a, AW95, Cha95a, CMM93, Ste95, Wan92a, YL97a, vT94].

Error-Correction [MG91].

Errors [GGH97a, SHK99b].

ESA [Sp95, YS91].

ESA/390 [YS91].

ESAT [PGV93d].

Escrow [AAB +97, Bla96c, BDS98, Cae96a, CGM97a, DDJ98g, DDJ98h, DB96, FY95b, FY97, Fre96, FO97, Gan96a, HD96b, HM98, KP98, KP96b, KB92, LWY95, Mah96, Mar97, MS95f, MK99, Nec96, SYM98, Sun98, SM95a, VvT97, VBD99, YY99b, Ano94e, BDH97, BR96b, DH96a, Des95, Fre94, KL94, Mao97, Uni95a].

Escrowed [Bas95, Com94b, FIP94, Nat94d].

ESIGN

[AW94, GM97, LHL95b, LHL95a]. Forget [DFIJ99]. Forgotten [Ano97t]. Form [Cha93, STP93]. Formal [BR97a, BFN98b, Bo198a, Boy92, GFB93, Gue98b, Mea95, PD99b, SM95b, Tou93, WK96, AHdJF97, AAPS92, Ata94, BFN98a, JW01, ZLX99]. Formality [ACD94]. Format [CDFT98, Nys99]. Formats [ASZ96]. Formed [Gar97c]. forms [Mok97]. Formulae [KV94, WD99b]. Forty [CWM+91]. Forum [IEE98d, MB99a, Org98a, Ano97c, GO96c, KSS+92]. Forward [BM99a, BM99b, CadHSV96]. Forward-Secure [BM99a, BM99b]. Foundation [Gol95a]. Foundations [Ada91, BDFM99, Gol97a, Gol97b, IEE92a, IEE96a, IEE96b, IEE97f, IEE98a, IEE99a, JR96]. Founder [Pin98]. Four [HKQ99, Koe99, Riv91a, DL95]. Fourier [MS94, NA95]. fourteenth [IEE95c]. Fourth [OW95, Uni96b, Far93, IEE93a]. FRG [Oht96]. Friedman [Uni92]. friendly [Bus96]. Friends [DDJ98e, DDJ98f, Sch92b]. Frenkel [CFK+91]. Friendly [Bus96]. Fractions [Iss90, KE97]. Fractional [BD99b]. Fractals [DS96, SD99]. Fractions [Iss90, KE97]. Fractions [Gol95a]. Framework [Boy92, DGV93, Hed97, PS99f, PW99, SL99, WP99, Com97, HN94, LS98a, P996c, Tas98, DT98b]. France [Chr98, DEQ92, FR95a, GQ95, QG95, Vran98c]. Francis [Lea90]. Francisco [Ano97a, Ano98f, USE92a]. Franchia [IEE92a]. Franklin [W99a]. Fraud [Neu92, VGP93, Vr97]. Fraud-Detectable [VvT97]. frauds [Sga93]. Fray [Gar97b, Law98]. Free [BP97a, BHT98, BDI96, CD98b, Dob97, Eri97b, GJM99a, GJM99b, HBKL99, Rus93b, SK95, All97, BT94, Des90b, Des96b, Dob95a, Il94, Vran93]. Fraud-Detectable [VvT97]. frauds [Sga93]. Frey [Gar97b, Law98]. Free [BP97a, BHT98, BDI96, CD98b, Dob97, Eri97b, GJM99a, GJM99b, HBKL99, Rus93b, SK95, All97, BT94, Des90b, Des96b, Dob95a, Il94, Vran93]. Free-Space [HBKL99]. Freedom [Cae96b, Uni97a, Uni98c, Uni98b, Uni98e, Uni96b, U97a, Uni97b, Uni98f, HM96]. FreeNIX [USE98c]. French [Blo98b, Bou94]. Frenkel [CFK+91]. Frequency [BP98c, MSH99, Ano90, Tod97]. Freshness [KYG92]. FRG [Oht96]. Friedman [Uni92]. friendly [Bus96]. Friends [DDJ98e, DDJ98f, Sch92b]. Probenius [CPPK98, Graxx, KMK99]. FROG [W9599, W999b, GLC98, WFS98]. Front [Hed97]. Frontier [Bar93a, Bar93b, HM91, HM92, HM95]. FSE [Bih97c, Vau98c]. FSE'99 [Km99c]. FTP [SSF93]. Fujiiyoshida [IRM93]. fulfilled [Mar96]. Full [BS93a, DH90, SK98c, SK98b, Pos93]. Fuller [CFK+91]. Fully [BVD94, BVD96, HE98]. Function [BJY97, BDP97, BP97c, CP91, DBG93, DG93, Da95, DC98a, DDP90, Dob97, FGF96a, HIL99, HL99, MCD99, S999, PBD97, Sch91c, TOU94, AB96b, DK94, DDFY94, D999, FGY96b, KSB96b, KSB97, LTT95, MIZ98, MVZ98, PK997, Sch91a, SRR98, SS95b, SS95c, YL97c, ZPY96, d949]. Functional [Yam99]. Functions [AHV98, Ano95a, BDP99, BCK96d, BCK96e, BHS98b, BHS98a, BKG99, BGS94, BGS96, BM94a, BL95, BHT98, CDD99, Car93, DGV93, DY90, DY91d, DY91b, DFL99, ECM96, EPR99b, EPR99a, FBS98, GJKR96b, JQ97, KTM99, Kim93, KP96a, Kra95, LS97a, L979, LM93a, LM93b, LM95, MS99b, MS90a, Mer90a, Mer91, MS95f, Mil96a, Mon93, NR98, OS98, PW93b, PGV92, Pre93a, PGV93a, PGV93c, Pre97a, Pre99, Pre94b, Q909, Roe94, Sch91b, SZZ95c, S99Y, ZZ95, Zhe90, vW94, BSNP96a, BSNP96b, BD92, BGR95, BCK96b, BCK96c, BHH99, BK98f, CC98, CDG95, Cus96, CS96c, Dam90b, Gol96a, Gon95, GHS93, HSK97, HLMW93, HXM94, HYLT99, ISO97, JQ95, KL95b, Lai95, MCD98b, O'94, PGV91, PGV93b, Pre94a, PGV94, Pvo95, RP95b, Roe95, Rom90b, SZZ95a, SZZ95b, Sim98c, Tsu92b]. functions
[Ngu99a, Ngu99b]. Good
[Ano94h, AWV99, Elk96, Gar95b, Gar95a, Gar98c, Ros97a, SSI97a, SSI97b, Sta94a, Sta95a, Koh91a, Let97, Mei96a, SX90, Zim96a, Zim96b, Pin98]. Goppa [Gib91]. GOST [KSW96, Sch95b]. Goucher [Mus92]. Government
[RK94b, SG96a, Ano94h, Riv98c, Way93b, Wel95, Lee99a, Ros97a, governments [BH94]. Grace [GC97]. Gradient [Jen99]. Grail [Sal99]. gran [lPNdbbbprm91]. Grand [FBS97]. Graph
Guides
[Bac95, End97, WSFC99, Zim95a, Bis90, Jac90a, Jac90b, Nic99, Pre97b, Sta95b]. Guided [Mos99]. Guideline [Lee99a]. Guidelines [Bar97, CPOR97, Mer97, Ame95, Ame96a, Org98b]. GUMP [FBS97].
guru [Di97a]. gyi [lPNdbbbprm91].

H [Scu92, Lea99]. H-1B [Lea99]. H [WG97]. H.R [Un98c, Un96b, Un97b].
H.R. [Un97a, Un98b, Un98c, UU97a, Un98f]. hacker [Mei98]. Hackers [GC97, HM91, HM92, HM95, Mei98].
Halske [Dar98c, SeI98]. Hamburg [LM98a]. Hamming [She95c]. Hampshire [IEE92a]. Hand [BF99a]. Hand-Held [BF99a]. Handbook [Bac95, MV97, Sha99a, Ata99, Rey96, Rey97, Rey99].
Handles [Sar99]. Handling [BMS99, Dae98, HC95a, Mat91]. hands [Riv98c]. Handshake [Sim96b]. Harari [Ver95].
Harder [Sch97b]. Hardness [BV96, NS99b, DI99, Kha93]. hardness-amplification [DI99]. Hardware [ACD94, Bir98, BF99b, Bri90b, BS91b, Cla98a, DGV92, GN95c, Koc96a, OSA91, Wil93a, Wat99, YK95, BB95a, DN95b, Gai90, KP99b, LMS97, MZI98, Nor95a, Nor95b, Nor95c, NO96, See97, SN94, TY92, Way95, Zhe95b, Ku91]. Harmonic [RG99].

Hash [ANS97, AHV98, An93f, An95a, An95i, BDPS97, BCK96d, BCK96e, BS91c, BS91d, BDP97, BHT98, CP91,DBGV93, DGV93, Dae95, DY90, DY91d, DY91b, EPR99b, EPR99a, FIP93b, GHR99, GS94a, ISO97, KP96a, Kra95, LM93a, LM93b, LM95, Mer90a, Nat92b, NS93b, Nat95, PRZ99, PW93b, PV92, Pre93a, PV93a, PGV93b, PGV93c, PGV94, PBD97, Pre97a, Pre99, Pre94b, QG90, Roe94, Sch91b, Sch91c, Sch93f, SV94, SRY99, Sta94b, Vau93,
Zhe90, vW94, AB96b, BSNP96a, BSNP96b, BD92, Dan90b, DK94, Gon95, HLMW93, HXMW94, HYLT99, JG95, KL95b, MZ98, PG91, Pre94a, PrO95, RP95b, Roe95, SV95a, SRRL98, Sim98c, Tsu92b, Tsu92a, YL97c, DBGV93, Sch93g, EPR99b.

Hash-and-Sign [GHR99]. Hash-Based [PRZ99]. Hash-Functions [QG90, ISO97]. Hash-Values [GS94a]. Hashing [AS96, BGG94, DC98b, FNSS92, KP97, Kra94b, KBC97, PS93b, Rog95, Rus93b, Sch91c, Sch93f, Sho96, Sti91b, TZ94, BGV96, Bosxx, Gih90, PIBM90, Sab94, Sch93g, Sta99b, ZPS93]. Hasn’t [Gar97a]. Hasty [Sch98i]. HAVAL [ZPS93]. Hawaii [???90]. Head [Ano94h]. Header [Atk95a, KA98a, MR95b, Ros93]. Heats [Gar98b]. heaven [Gol97c]. Heimdal [DW98]. Held [Ano96k, BF99a, Far93, Uni98f]. Hellas [IEE97c]. Hellman [RSA93b, BY93c, BY93b, BBR99, BWM99a, BV96, Bon98b, Bon98a, CFS97, CS97d, HY98b, HY98a, Kaj97a, Koc95, Koc96b, Mau94, MW96c, MW96b, MW99, NS97c, NS97b, Van95a, VW96, WM93, vOW96]. Help [GRB99, PAK98, AK95]. Help-Desk [GRB99]. Henry [CFK91]. Her [Ber96a]. Herd [Rit99]. Here [MK94]. Heterogeneous [DVPL92]. Heuristics [MCD98b, CMK99]. Heuristics [SBC99, CD98a]. HF [RP94]. HFE [KS99b]. HFX [LR96]. HGF [Uni94b]. HGF-94 [Uni94b]. Hidden [BL95, CJD97, KP96, KZ95, NS99b, Pat96, Sak96, PSB97, TI98]. Hide [SV99a, SV99b, SvS98]. Hidell [Scu92]. Hiding [Aue98, BGML96, BLMO95, CM97b, CD97, CDS94, GR96, GLB96, HS96a, MS99a, MO99, Phi96a, Phi98, RGV97, SC96b, SZT96a, And96c, Beu94, Bra90d]. Hierarchically [LE99]. Hierarchical [FL96, OOK91, CMPS97, GPCS96]. Hierarchies [Ruo94]. Hierarchy [Hwa97, YJ99b]. hieroglyphs [Wri98]. High [ACM98a, ARV99a, ARV99b, Ano99c, Ano99d, BCR98, Bia96a, Bia96b, BMS99, Chi99a, Chi99b, DP98a, DP98b, Ebe93, FVEA99, FP99, Gar97a, Gar97b, GN95c, HR90, IEE94e, IEE96d, IM93a, IM93b, Kap98, Ko94, Ko93, KB92, LS97, MPS95, MSHP99, Rus90, SKNO98a, SKNO98b, She92d, She95b, Sut99, VN94, Duf98, Graxx, Lam99, Nor95a, Nor95b, NO96, She92c, She95c, Uni96a, Yeu97]. High-Assurance [IEE96d]. High-Bandwidth [Bia96a, Bla96b]. High-Capacity [Gar97a, Gar98b]. High-confidence [Chi99a, Chi99b]. High-Frequency [MSHP99]. High-level [Rus90]. High-Performance [ACM98a, BMS99, GN95c, IEE94e, Sut99, NO96]. high-quality [Yeu97]. High-Radix [Kor93]. High-Speed [ARV99a, ARV99b, Ano99c, DP98a, DP98b, Ebe93, IM93b, Ko94, MPS95, SKNO98a, SKNO98b, IM93a, Nor95a]. Higher [Jak99a, KMKH99, Lea99, MSK98, SMK98a]. Higher-order [Jak99a]. Highly [MS99b, PV97, ARK99]. Highway [Ano94c]. Hill [MCD99]. Hints [JM99]. Hiroshima [IEE96b]. Histogram [Mae98]. Histograms [BMS99]. historic [Bur98a]. Historical [Kob97]. History [Cal92, CFK91, DGT96, DKK98, Er99, Hig97a, Kah96a, Sim96a, Ano97t, Dav98c, Joh99, Kip99a, Mac98, Ros97a, Sim98a, Web93, CFK91]. HKM [LR96]. HKM/HFX [LR96]. HMAC [BCK96a, BCK96c, BCK97, MG98a, MG98b, OG97, Sta99b]. HMAC-MD5 [KBC96, OG97]. HMAC-MD5-96 [MG98a]. HMAC-SHA-1-96 [MG98b]. Hoffman [Hat96, Wai95]. HOL [ACD94, Bra95a, Bra96]. Holder [OMI93].
Aho96a, Aho97h, Auc98, AR99, Bar94,
Bas93, BDGV93, BLMO95, BS91g, Cae98,
CFGS99, CW94, CFG96, Den99, DFMB97,
GRS96, HGHD98, HOQ97, Hei96a, HH94,
HR90, IEE94a, IEE97k, ISO97, KG96,
KRJ98, KM96a, LOX99, LBHM99, Lin96a,
Mau93a, MW96a, Mau97a, Mau99a, Mau99b,
MO99, Nys99, ODF98, Ori96, Ped91d, PL94,
Pi96a, Phi98, PIt96b, PB99a, PGV93c,
Pre98c, RSA93e, RSA99a, RIP95a, Sch97d,
Sga93, STP93, SC96b, Sti93a, Stu99, Uni98i,
Uni98k, VPM97, Wol98, Ada91, BDGV96,
BP95b, BDC95, Bra90d, CM95, CC95,
CKGS98, DL96, Dav98c, DF98, FM98b,
Gru98, Gua90, HW91, IEE95c, Jac90a,
Jac90b, Ken95, KS98c, KW92, Mar95b,
Mau93b, NIS92, Ped91b, Ped91e, Rot95a,
Schi90c, Sch97c, SG96b, Sim92, Tas98].

information

[Uni97c, WSFC99, van97a, GS94b].

Information-Theoretic

[Cac98, MW96a, Mau99a, Mau99b, MO99,
Ped91d, Wol98, Sga93, Ped91b, Ped91e].

Information-Theoretically

[Mau97a].

Informational

[Sga90].

Infrared

[DDJ98b].

Infrastructure

[HFPS99, Ori96, SS99d, VSH97, Ame95,
Ame96a, FB97, GH96, HMT98].

Infrastructures

[Ano99f, BPK99, BFK99, RCM99].

Inherent

[She94c, KSB96b, KSB97]. Initial

[Bih98b, BBDR99, SVB99, JI91].

Initialization

[YY99b]. Ink

[BD99a, JM99].

inka

[AHMS99].

Immarsat

[Ano99e, Lam99].

Immarsat-B

[Ano99e, Lam99].

Inn

[IEE92a, IEE94a, IEE97e].

Inner

[SvA98].

Innocuous

[CD97].

Innovations

[BPBV99].

Innovative

[PJ99].

Input

[BR99a, BR99b, Sah94].

inputs

[CHH97, CHN97].

inscriptions

[Lip93].

insecure

[Mit92a].

Inslaw

[Eri97b].

Instance

[BDPSNG95].

Instantiation

[SHK99b].

Institute

[Far93, IEE94b, Ber96b].

Instruction

[Cla99, SSS98, Ben94, Kuh98].

Instruction-level

[Cla99].

Instructions

[Ros96a].

instrument

[CWM91].

instruments

[Sch93e].

Insulator

[NFQ99].

Insurance

[Eri97b].

Integer

[MM98a, MM98b, Od99, vO91a, SM91,
vO91b, KM99a, Mao98, Pos93, vO92].

Integrated

[Ano96k, KV99, Smi98a, YS91, SY92].

Integrating

[Bol98a, Bol98b, GSY99, GL96,
LBHM99, LC96a, Rei92, Smi98a, AP93].

Integration

[Ala93a, Ano97s, CHLT99, CKN99, FO99b,
HGHD98, IH99b, NT99, Lee95].

Integrity

[BP95b, Ou99, RIP95b, RIP95a, VCF98,
Sim92, Tay94].

Intel

[Gar97b, GC97,
GO96c, KC97, GO96c, JK99, SW97a, SW97b, Wor96].

Inteligenz

[CWM91].

Intellectual

[BS95e, CFGS99, LQRS98, Ale98].

Intelligence

[AK99, Him93, Rat96, SW94b].

Intelligent

[AP94, CH99b, PD99b, SS99d].

Inter

[KMPS99, MB99b, TH99].

Inter-domain

[KMPS99].

Inter-protocol

[TH99].

Inter-working

[MB99b].

Interaction

[Abe99, Fuc99, Rud91].

Interactions

[KSW98a, KSW98b].

Interactive

[BFS96, BM91b, CD95, DY91a,
DNSS98, FOO91, GN94, GO93, HE98,
MY91, BM90, BG90, BMS96, BFS98,
Bra90b, DDNP99, EvH93, LS98a, MY93b,
Ped91d, Ped91b, RS91, Sah99, DY91c].

Intercession

[DL99].

Interconnection

[BW98, Por91].

Interconnects

[FVEA99].

interdisciplinary

[B+d96b].

Interface

[IBM93, Gog99, HVH98, LTEH99, JDK91].

Interfaces

[DMVC99].

Interferometric

[Hru96].

interleaving

[TH99].

Internals

[Zim95b].

International

[AR97, Ano99c, AA97, Auc98, BCB97,
Bih97e, Bri92, Bri93, Cha91, Chr99b,
CMM93, Cop95d, ES98, Fra99, Fum97,
Gol96d, GQ95, Hed97, Hir97, Hir98, IEE95a,
IEE97a, IE96b, IEE96e, IEE97c, IEE97h,
Jan [WL92a]. JANET [You97]. January [ACM97b, ACM99a, Ano97a, Bih97c, SP90, USE91, USE92a, USE95a, USE96f, USE98d].


Java-based [Ale98]. Java/Smart [Bro97]. JDesignerPro [Ano97s]. jede [MPS94].


Joint [Ano93g, Cla98a, FH94, IE94f, IE95c, Kat97, LW91, IEE92d, vT93]. Jose [Com96, FJV97, RP97b, SJ97, USE96e, USE96g, van96]. Jour [Lut98]. Journal [Eri97a, Zol93, OW95]. Journal/Logging [Zol93]. journyx [Ano97s]. JSafe [Way98].

JTC [Gar97a]. Juan [CMM93]. Judge [GC97]. Judiciary [Un96b, Un97c]. July [AR97, AA97, BFS92a, BPS99, Com96, DG96, IEE95a, IEE97a, IEE94b, IEE97c, IEE98e, Sch98b, Sch99b, SIJ93, Un98c, Un98f, Un97c, USE95c, USE96e, USE96g, VPM97, Wat91, vWN99, Un98i]. Jump [DHR95]. Jumps [Gar97b].

Junction [CIBM99]. June [ACM95, And96c, AA97, GS94b, IEE92a, IE94f, IEE94f, IEE96b, IEE96c, IEE97f, IEE98c, IEE98e, IE96c, IEE98e, LM98a, Ny98b, Pitr95, PR98, SIJ93, Un98b, Un98e, USE94, USE95b, USE98c, USE99d].

Junk [DN93]. JW [Ano93g], JW-ISC [Ano93g]. [IZ99]. Kansas [Sin98]. Kapera [CWM99].


[Kor94, ARH95, Ano93c, Atk93, BR97a, BP98e, BP98f, BM91a, Bor93b, Br98, BW92, DS90b, Dav95, DG95, DGT96, De93a, HRT96, IH99b, Kay95, Koh90, KN93, KNT94, Lei99a, Lin96b, Lmm90, Men91, NT94, Rus90, SA95, Sin95, Ste92, Ts97, Tun99, Yu94a, Yu94b]. Kernel

[BCC93, WB92]. Kerry [IE96c]. KEY [YY98d, ANS97, ANS98b]. KDE [ACP96, AAB*97, AN95, IBM93, Ano94b, Ano94c, Ano94e, Ano95m, Ano97c, Ano99f, AA93, BP98a, BI95, BDH98, BDDG98, BCE94, Bar96a, BCG90, BR94a, BR95b, BHSV98b, BHSV98a, BDPR98, Ber97c, BS91b, BS97a, Bir98, BMS94, BWM98, BWM99a, BWM99b, Bla94b, BDR*96, Bla96c, BPK99, BFK99, Ble97, BDHK93, BFS96, BDF98, BD99b, BF99c, Boy90, BM94b, Bra95c, BS94, Bur94b, BDS98, Cae96a, CC99b, CG99, CD99, CJ99, CGM97a, CS99b, Cra98, Cus97, DDJ98g, DDJ98h, Dae98, Dam91b, DK96, Dan95, DPD90, Dav96, De93c, DP98c, DB96, Dif90, DH90, ECM96, FW91, FDB93a, FY95a, FY98a, FYM99, FBS98, FO99a, Fun98c, Fun93, GH90, Gal96, Gan96a, GJK99, Gib91, Gib96, Gill99, GM90, GGH97b, Gys96, HK99a, HQ98].

Key [HP98a, HS90, HMT98, HM93, Haw98b, HD96b, HJJ+, Xs97, HPS98, HFP99, HM98, HRR90, Hwa97, Iss90, Jab90, Jas96, JV96, Kal99, KP99a, KSW96, KSW99a, Ked99, KSW9b, KP96b, KM99c, KT91a, KMOV91, KKO91, KP93, RSA93f, Lan99, LM94b, LWY95, LSM97, LA98, LP99, Low96, Luc98b, Mah96, Mar97, Mat91, MY91, Mau93a, MW96a, Mau97a, MP91, Tv93, Men93, MM96b, Mic93a, Mic93b, MS95f, MM99c, MS99c, MKS99].
MSN98, MSN99, MTVZ92, MAO96, MM98a, MM98b, NMR95, NS97a, Nec96, Neu97, NS99a, Oka94, OU98a, Oka98a, Oka98b, Omu90, vO91a, PSL97, Pa99d, PKOT94, Pat95, Pin97, Poi99, PB99a, RSA93e, RSA94, ROT94, RS98c, RS98d, Ros96a, Ros96c, Ros96f, Ros97b, Ros98b, Ros98c, RCM99, SSN98a, SYMI98, Sam98, DP91, Sas99a, Sch94b, SKW +99, SKW +99, SOOS95, SM95a, SE96, Sha99b, She94d, SiK93, SR96, Sta99b, ST91, SW99b, SH94, Sun98a, Sut99, TAP90, Uni98i, Van95a, Van93, VSH97, Vv97, VBD99, WM93, dWQ91b, WLEB96, WW98b, WKS +99, Wie96, Wie97, Wie98a, Wie98b, Woh98, Yam98b, YST99a, YST99b, dWQ91a, vO91b, vOW96, AA95, Acc97, Lip98, AD97, AD99, AI 96, Ano90, Ano96m, BSNP96a, BSNP96b, Bao94, BI94, BDHJ97, BD98a, BT998, BSB97, BR96b, BCK98, BY93c, BY93b, BS91a, BFS92a, BGH +95a, BMP97a, BF96, Bje96, BMS96, BFS98, BM5, Boy97, Bur94a, BD95b, CC99a, CW97, Cle96, Cra97, Cus95, DKR97b, DWZ96, DS90a, DH96a, Des95, DVG96, Dhe98, DvW92, DN95b, ES97, FDB93b, FGMY97a, FMY98, Fre94, Fro96, FGLP96a, FGLP96b, FL93, Gar96b, GH96, Gi95, GBL94]. Key [GH99, GTS90, HNSM91, HP99a, HP99b, HY93b, Hae99a, He92, HFD96, HJJ +97, H97, HY98b, HY98a, Hwa92a, Hwa92b, Hwa92c, Hwa93, IZ89, IZ99, JM96a, Jar96, JLM +94, Jon90, JY98, KASH90, KM99a, KSW97a, KSW97b, KL94, KR96b, Kir95, Koo97, KM99d, Kos99, Kumm97, LF97, Las92, LM9W93, Lee95, LC96a, LMG94a, LZ90, LZ91a, LDW94, LL95b, LCL95, Lon91, Lon92, Low95, MS98a, Mao97, ML9A1, Man91b, MY93b, MKKW99, Mu92, MLLG95, NM96a, NY90, Nat97a, Nec91, Odl94b, Ole95, PS98e, PS98f, Pet91, PP92b, RT93, Roe99, Sal90, Sal96, SW95a, Sch92c, Sha95a, She96a, She92c, SKB97, SY96b, SM90, Sm93b, SS95b, SS95c, STW95, Sun91a, SS98b, Syv93, SM95b, Tab94, Tao94, TCC97, TC99b, TC99a, Ts90, TC91, Tze99, TH99, Uni97c, Uni95a, VW96, Ven92, Wan92b, Wie94]. Key [Wil93b, Xie92, Xie93, XLP99, XW97, Yam98a, YL97b, Yu92, Zha91, Zhe95a, Zhe95b, ZPY96, vOW91, vO92, vT90, MC96, BFS92b]. Key-Agreement [RSA93b]. key-clustering [Kum97]. Key-dependency [MAO96]. Key-Dependent [FBS98]. Key-Escrow [Vv97]. Key-Exchange [Dan95]. key-management [ML9A1]. Key-Recovery [Oka98a, Oka98b]. Key-Schedule [KSW96]. Key-Search [KP99a]. Key-Share [BMW99b]. Key-signing [Ros96a, Ros96c, Ros96f]. Key-specific [LMS97]. key-vowel [Lip98]. Keyboard [GO96c, She95a, Ale97]. Keyboards [CFK +91]. Keyed [Ano95a, BFN98b, KBC97, Luc97, Luc99c, LW99, MS95c, MS95d, Pre95b, MS95e, BFN98a, Gon95, KBC96]. Keyed-Hashing [KBC97]. Keyed-MD5 [KBC96]. Keying [BCK96d, BCKxx]. KeyNote [BFK99]. Keys [ACM94b, ADF98, BV96, BF97b, Bur94c, Dae98, EHS99, Gir91, KSHW97, KSHW98, KM99c, Luc98b, MP91, PS98g, SV99a, SV99b, Ste94a, Van96, Way96b, Bih94a, CH97b, CILL93, DGV94c, GP96, KC95, Koo95, LL93b, MWW99, MF97, Mok97, SS97a, SS97b, SV98, SH99, Sta95a]. Keyspace [CD98c]. keystream [CS96b, CS97b]. keystroke [JG90]. KG [Un94a, Un94b]. KG-194 [Un94a, Un94b]. KG-94 [Un94a, Un94b]. Khafe [BS91f]. KHF [Wag98a]. Khufu [BBS99b, GC94]. Khwarizmi [CF +91]. Kid [FK93a]. kids [WS96c]. Kimba [KW99]. Kind [AM97, Gad91, SX90]. Kingdom [D98, Lon97]. Kingston [TM99]. Kiosk [BO96a, Gar96b]. kit [An97u, Sun91b]. Kleptographic [YY97b]. Kleptography [YY97a]. KMOV [Ble97]. KN [SMK98a]. Knapsack
knapsack-based [He92]. 

Know [DDJ98b, Fly97, Hi97, Kir95, Mil95].

known [ADBB99, BM90, BG93, BHY97, Bie98, BD91, BDB92, COM99, Cox97, CDS94, CD98b, Dam99a, DDP94a, DDP99, DO99, DFKN93, DS98b, GMW91, GKh96, GSV99, GO93, HT98, JVKP99, NOV93, NMV99, O90, R91, SI93a, SY99, St99, Tou91, BOGG+90, BBP95a, BBP95b, CDP95, DDP94b, DF93, DP94, DF91b, Sah99, Sak97]. Knowledge-Based [Bie98].

Knowledge-Level [BMT98].

known [Ano91b, BK95a, M93a, vOW91].

known-plaintext [vOW91]. KnowRight [BS95e].

Knoxville [IEE94e].

Knuth [CFK+91].

Knuthian [SY99].

KoMoD [BER90].

Komputer [Ano97-29].

Konstanz [Fum97].

Korea [Ano93g, KM96a, R93]. Korea-Japan [Ano95d, Ano95e, Ano95i, Ano95m].

Korteweg [GK95b].

Kruh [CFK+91, Ers98].

Krypto [FK93a]. Kryptographie [KK97].

KryptoKnight [BGH+95a, MT92].

Kryptosysteme [Hor99].

KtSeqC [BG99].

Kudos [SvA+98].

Kunstliche [CWM+91].

kuo [X'TmW94]. Kuperee [DH96b, HS94, HS96b]. Kurz [Ger97].

Kyoungju [KM96a]. Kyoto [Ano99c].

L [Lip98].

Labeling [BK98b, K95, LvdLB96, LvdLL97].

Labels [ZK95].

Laboratories [Ano95d, Ano95e, Ano95j, Ano95m].

LABYRINTH [LS97].

Lac [CF96].

Ladder [Bih97a]. Ladder-DES [Bih97a].

Lai [LLG10].

Lake [IE96d, USE95b].

Lambda [HR96v, GL99].

lambdaProlog [NM99].

Lancaster [WS99].

Lance [Hat96, Wa95].

Lane [DDJ98e, DDJ98f].

Language [AP93, AKP99, IOS94, K199, PW99, AAPS92, Kos97].

Language-theoretic [APDS93].

Languages [ACD94, BD91, GMW91, PM99a, PD99b, SAS99b, ACM99a, At94, DDP94b, GA98, I91, LI98a, PS93a, S99, vWN99].

LANs [She92f].

LANSCAPE [RI96, Ano94g, Ano94f].

Larger [PW97b]. Laser [Ano93h, JC93].

Last [dBB91, dB91].

Late [Bur99].

latencies [JG90].

Later [Sch95a, Gol97c, Roe95].

Latin [BS97, Son99].

Lattice [Ano97-29, BK98b, CC99b, CC99a].

Lattices [CC99b, CC99a].

launch [Taa98].

Launches [Gar98].

Launches [Gar97c].

Lausanne [IEE96c].

Law [And96a, Bro94, Cae96b, Swi97, Uni95a, Cli99, Way93c].

laws [Ano97-29, Cha94b].

Lawsuits [Lea99].

Layer [BB95c, FK99, Sar97, Wu96, M97].

Layered [Jun99, RC95].

layers [AP93].

Layout [BW98].

LCN [IEE97j]. LCN'98 [IEE98j].

LCT [Z98].

League [PU99].

Leakage [WI99, HJ95, SG96b].

Learn [Hel98b].

Learning [BV98a, COM99, FCH99, FC99, Hof99, KV94, R93b, SK199, BFKL94, Kh93, Kos97].

Leave [Hus99].

Lectures [Dam99b, Fri96, PR98].

Lee [Scu92, LZ91b].

Lee/Alek [Scu92].

legacy [Uni92].

Legal [CYY98, WA96, Mos98, Rad97, Ros95b, WR94, Ame95, Ame96a, Sch93e].

Legislation [RDK98, May97].

legislative [Cii99].

legitimate [Cii99].

Leighton [Zhe95a].

lemma [HK95].

Lempel [Mun91a, Mun91b].

lend [RI96].

Length [BR99a, BR99b, GS94a, Sch94b, Y98a, CC98, Han94, KL95b, MPL99, SU98, ZPS93].

Length-3 [Y98a].

length-restricted
Logs [SK98a, SK99]. LOKI [BS91f, BKPS93, Knu92, Knu93c, Knu95, TSM95].
LOKI91 [Kmu93d, Knu93a, SF97]. LOKI97 [BP98s, RK98a, Rij99]. London
[Ano93d, Ano97p]. Lone [Ano97r].
LONE-TAR [Ano97r]. Long
[CHN97, Len96, RH93, SSS98, Pos93].
Long-term [CHN97]. Longevity [Rot95b].
Look [Coh96, Has99, Pfl95, Zha97, GTGW94, Way91]. Look-up [Has99].
Looks [Sch97b, vdWS97, vS97]. Loops [SvA+98, SHK99b]. Lorenz
[Car97b, Dav98d]. Lose [GPR98, Way96b].
Losses [Law98]. Loss [PW97c]. Lossy
[CI96]. Lot [Riv97a]. Lotto [QD91].
Lotus [Dwo95]. Louis [Ers99]. Louisiana
[ACM91, ACM97b, USE95a]. Louvain
[Dan96, Q+98]. Louvain-La-Neuve
[Dan96, Q+98]. Low
[Ag92, Ano99c, Bla96a, Bla96b, CFPR96b, CFPR96a, CNS99b, DDQM98, DDP99, DDGM97, DFKN93, GDD+97, Gro96, Jak98, KSHW97, KSHW98, KKW99, KOT95a, KOT95b, Mil96a, Pfi99b, PK95a, PK95b, Pen96, SKNO98a, SKNO98b, T+99, Ano90, CJL+92, DVQ96, Gol96a, MHW98].
Low-Bandwidth [Bla96a, Bla96b].
low-density [CJL+92]. Low-Entropy
[KSHW97, KSHW98]. Low-Exponent
[CFPR96b, CNS99b, CFPR96a].
Low-Power [Ano99c, T+99].
Low-Randomness [DDP99]. Low-Weight
[PK95a, PK95b, Pen96]. Lowell [IEE98f].
Lower
[BD97, CTT94, OK95, Sch99l, Sga91b, Sti93a, vHPP93, GN95a, KO96, KOP97, Shp99b]. LR
[BP98c]. LSI [SKNO98a, SKNO98b]. Lu
[LZ91b]. Lu-Lee [LZ91b]. Luby
[BKR98a, BKR98b, Luc96a, Luc96b, PRS99].
Luby-Rackoff
[BKR98a, BKR98b, Luc96a, Luc96b, PRS99].
Luc [Sm93b]. Lucas
[BBL95, JQ97, LTT95, SS95b, SS95c, XLP99].
Lucas-based [BBL95]. Lucent [MB99a].
Lucifer [BB94, BS91f]. lun [XtTw94].
Lunch [DDJ98e, DJ98f]. Lured [Che92].
Lurking [Joh96]. lustre [Alv98a]. LVQ
[LSVV95]. Lyndon [SM90, SSM92]. Lyon
[FR95a].
M [IEE97c, WG97, Mau91b]. M.A.P.
[BBC98]. M6 [KSW99b, KSW99c]. ma
[XtTw94, KP99b]. MAC
[Mit92a, PVO95, PVO96, Pre97a, SRRL98, SRY99, Yu97, Ano93k]. MacArthur
[De92]. MacGuffin [BS95a]. Machine
[KP99a, NM99, PF94, QD91, Riv93b, Wic90, Cra92, Dav98d, Dav96, Kru98]. Machines
[Bur99, CFK+91, FMM99, SK98a, Dav98c, Jan96, Sel98b]. Macintosh
[Sch94l]. Macquarie
[KG93]. MACs [AB99a, AB99b, BGR95, JY98a, NR98, PV95]. Made
[GSV99, Kra94a, Goli97c, KKL99].
Maestro
[CFK+91]. MAGENTA
[Bih99a, Hub98, BBF+98]. Magic
[BD97a, JM99, AGLL95, Kah98c, RK98b].
MagiCol
[GLSM99]. magnetic
[Ano90, Gut96]. Mail
[Ano93j, DN93, Got99, Ken93, Lin93a, RS98b, Sch95c, Sch95d, SH97, VJ98, Ano95c, Gar97b, LF97, Lin88a, Lin91a, Mit92a, Ril96, She96a, Str93a, Str93b, Bac95, Zeg93, Sta94a]. MailSafe
[RSA94]. Mainframes
[De97, De98]. Mainstream
[Gar97b]. Maintain
[Wed99]. Maintaining
[CH94a, CHH97, Gar94]. maintenance
[Uni94b]. MAINZ [PWU99]. Majesty
[Ber96a]. Major [Law98]. Majorities
[Cha90]. Majority
[Mv93]. Make
[Ano93c, GMM97, CM99d]. Makes
[Ame96b]. Making
[ASW99, CKN99, DDJ98e, DDJ98f, Des90b, Hir93, Lut98, PRS99, Sar97, Tra97, VM96, Way98, BKR98a, BKR98b, Wri98, Zaj97]. Malaysia
[GO96c, WSFC99]. Malicious
[PM98]. Malleable
[DDN91a, BS99b, BS99c, DDN91b, Sah99].
Mechanisms
[HL99, Mye94a, CGM96, HC95a, ZH93].
mechanization [BoI97]. Mechanized
[SM95a]. Medals [DJ98b]. Media
[DDJ98d, GB98, Hat96, MW98b, Ros94].
median [KR99b]. Mediated [FJ98]. Mediator
[Kem99]. medical [Cha99b]. Meet
[FY99, Van95b]. meeting
[Shp99a, Zim96b]. Mellen
[IEE98b]. Members [Par98c]. Membership
[FGR92, Fis98, OOK91, SPH99, AK95,
MW94, Sak97]. Memoir [Bar05]. memoirs
[RK98b, Sel94]. Memorial [IEE98b]. Memory
[ARV99a, ARV99b, CM97a, DHMR96, Fis97,
Got99, KS99a, Lei99b, MS91, Sha95a, Gut96, Has99, Ven90].
Memory-Bounded [CM97a]. Menezes
[Sha99a, Kie98]. Mental
[CF99, Jun99, KOT91]. Merced [GC97].
Merging [DVQ96]. Merkle [NS97c, NS97b].
mesh [PHF99]. Message
[AGS97, AB99a, AB99b, Int91a, ASZ96,
Bax97, BG90, BCK96d, BCK96c, BCKxx,
Ber97c, Bie98, BHK99, CDFT98, EPR99b,
EPR99a, FH94, GLZ99, GTG94, GQW91,
HK97, Kal91, KR95b, Kal98f, Kal98d, KI97,
Kra95, KBC96, KBC97, LK99, Lin88a,
Lin93a, Mi96, NR95, OM94, Pre98a,
RSA93d, Riv92a, Riv92b, Rog95, Sho96,
Ts92b, Ts92a, WSK97a, WSK97b,
BSNP97, BGR95, BJQ97, CLHL98, Cli99,
HM95, HCY96b, LC97a, Lin89a, Riv90a,
Riv91b, Sta99a, Tze99, Yeu99]. Message-Digest
[GTG94, Riv92a, Riv92b]. Message-Efficient
[FH94]. Message-Resend [Ber97c]. Messages
[CFPR96b, vD97, SS99c, SKAM99,
CFPR96a, Joh97b, Kip97, Mit92a, Par98b,
Sch95d, Wav93b, Wri98]. Messaging
[DDJ98c, AC97, DMW94]. Meta
[EKL99, FBS97, HMP95, PS99f].
meta-blind [HMP95]. Meta-Logical
[PS99f]. Meta-message [HMP95].
Meta-Object [EKL99]. Meta-Protocols
[FBS97]. MetaML [MTES99]. Metaphor
[BP95a, Fuc99]. Metaphors [BHJ999].
Metaproof [DY91a, DY91c]. Meteor
[Sch93a, UNU94]. Metering
[SK96b, SK96c, Ros94]. Method
[AG98a, AG98b, ADD99, BP98f, ESST99,
GDD97, HRV99, KI97, KT93, LL94a,
Mat94b, McM96, MS59f, Mi93c, SF97,
SKBxx, Tes98, VNW94, CP94, CM97c,
GTS90, JT96, JT97b, Joh98, KM98b,
KAK96, KH97, LC98, Mat93, MY93a, Mck99,
Pat6a, RT93, SH99, Su98, Vu95, YEA98, ZH90].
méthodes [Bec90]. Methodology [CH99b,
DD95, FM98a, NMR95, PNFK95, SSSW98].
Methods [Bas93, Bir99, CL98, DS999,
GSY99, IM93b, KBRS97, Lvd LL97, LM98b,
MCD99, Per99, SW94a, AhdJF97, Ale92,
Ata94, Bau97, BGR95, Car97c, HLC99,
IM93a, vdL98, QN98b, RT93, Rh95,
Shp99b, TG94, Whi93, XL98, van98].
Metric [Joe98, RS99b]. Metrics [LA98].
Metropolis [DP99]. Mexico [IEE91].
Meyer [Lu98, Lu98b, JQ98b].
Meyer-Müller [JQ98b]. Mi [XtTM94].
Miami [IEE97f]. Micali [Zhe95a]. Micro
[Ano97q, HSW96, Pri94]. Micro-payments
[HSW96]. microcomputer [HN98].
microcontroller [Kuh98]. Microcontrollers
[KKW99]. MicroMint
[RS96b, RS96c]. Micropayment
[JO97, RS96c, RS96b]. Micropayments
[Riv97a]. Microprocessor
[DDJ98d, Mar96]. microprocessors
[RM96b]. Microsoft
[Boy98, Fly97, Gar98a, SM98a, Ts97].
Middle [BBS99b]. Middleware [BCCD99].
Might [DDJ99c, DDJ98f]. Military
[Ano96m, Fri92a, Fri92b, LU95]. Millicent
[Man95]. Million [Ren91, Riv91a]. Millions
[Wal99b]. MIMD [DHW95a, DWH95b].
MIMD-factorisation [DHW95b, DWH95a].
MIME
[An95c, An95n, Ano96k, Elk96, GCF95].
Minefield [Han94]. Mini [Jak99b].
minimally [CGM97b]. Minimax [All98].
Minimization [LE99, SBG99]. Mining [BR97b, SS98a]. Minimum [Ano95a, Ano97b, DK96, FO99a, CC98].
minimum-weight [CC98]. Modern [Buc91b, Gol97a, Gol97b, Gol99a, VG99, Dam99b, Unixxa].
Moderne [Bra93b]. Modes [Ano96c, Bih94b, Bih96, Bih98a, Bih99b, CV99, HP99a, HP99b, HRV99, MT95, NA95, SHK99b, Wag98b, Bih95a, Nas94].
Modification [AKF94, FG98, Sel98b]. Modifications [NMR95, OMA98, Mol98].
Modified [BDG98, NK98a, PB99v, Wic90, CLW98, HWR93, LZ91b].
Modular [BP99b, CJS91, Cop99c, HCY96a, Kor93, MNSV97, Pia99b, PRAM98, SKBxx, TY92, TN96a, TN96b, VDDR99, Yam98b, BGR98b, BCK98, CK93, HN94, ISO97, KAK96, LC98, Yam98a].
Modulation [B99, She94c, SC96b, KSB96b, KSB97, SVWMB95, SOB98, VSB95].
Module [Mee98].
Modulo-Place-Invariants [DR94c].
Modulus [Tze99]. molecular [ARR99, Ram92]. Molecules [GC98].
MON [YY98d]. Monetary [Gar97c].
Montana [BCC97]. Monterey [USE99d].
Montréal [ACM94c]. Moose [Ros96b].
Moot [Ano96d]. Morphology [Blo99].
Morphometry [SC99]. Morsel [Sch98i].
Moscow [CW94]. Most [BV96, KAK96].
motion [NAS94, OHT98, YEA^+98].
Motorola [DK91, Gar97a]. Mouth [DDJ98c]. MOV [HSSI99]. movable [GMLH94].
Moving [Gar98a, HHW99].
MP3 [MB99a]. MPEG [DS97b, DS97c, DSS98, HG97e, HG97d].
HEG98, LT98, QN98a, QN98b, SB98.
MPEG-2 [DS97c, HG97e, HG97d].
MPEG-4 [HEN98]. MPEG-encoded
[DS97b]. MPEG2
[CO+98, CHO+98, DDNM98]. MR
[TDJ99]. MRA [BAL99, LFCK99]. MS
[CFK+91, Gar98a]. MS-DOS [Gar98a]. MSC
[WSFC99]. Müller [JQ98b]. Mult
[CM99b]. Multi-agent [CM99b]. Multi
[BBDF97, BDD+94, BM99c, CC99c, CSF96,
DFGH99, DF97, FHM98, HS94, HJTW99,
HV98, JV96, KSB97, Lee99b, Mar98a,
PMM9a, SNW98b, SS98, Su99, TN96a,
TN96b, VC99, CL97a, CG97, HV98c,
KSB96b, SVWM95, SOB98, VSB95].
Multi-Agent
[Lee99b, VC99, HJTW99, PM99a].
Multi-Application [Mar98a, DF97].
Multi-authority [CSF96, CG97].
multi-carrier [SVWM95, SOB98, VSB95].
Multi-disciplinary [DFGH99].
multi-exponentiation [CL97a].
Multi-function [KSB97, KSB96b].
Multi-Level [HV98]. Multi-Party
[JV96, FHM98]. Multi-Purpose [Su99].
Multi-Receiver [SNW98b]. Multi-Secret
[BMM99c, BDD+94]. multi-senders
[HW98c]. Multi-Service [HS94]. Multi-tiered
[CC99c]. Multi-user [JS98].
Multi-variable [TN96a, TN96b].
Multiaapplication [G199, Tu99a].
Multicast [CMN99, PB99a, Mi92a].
multicasts [WL99]. Multidimensional
[BMS99]. Multidrawing [BMR98].
Multifeature [Ba95]. Multifunction
[She94c]. Multigroups [O091].
Multilevel
[CGB+93, GPSN98, KT96, DN95a, Z93].
Multimedia
[ACM99a, ADF98, CLS96a, CLS97,
Dan96, D98, ES98, FJ97, GO96c, HF97,
IEE96b, IEE98c, IR99, KBS97, LvdLB96,
Lip99, NAA99, ZK96, CLS96b, IEE97k,
KAT97, LS98a, Oko97, PS97]. Multipart
[GM95]. Multipart/Encrypted
[GM95]. Multipart/Signed [GM95].
Multipart [GM95]. Multiparty
[Ch90, C90, FW91, MH96].
Multipermutations [SV94, SV95a, Vau95].
Multiple
[AS96, Bih98a, Boy90, DK96, GO96b, Han94,
Kah92, KR94b, KR96a, SS99c, SH99b,
Wag98b, Bih95a, GGK+99, GPSN97, KR95a,
KSL92, Or95b, Or95a, SM94].
multiple-iterated [Ot95b, Or95a].
Multiple-length [Han94].
Multiple-precision [Kah92], multiplexer
[SGD99]. Multiplication
[Abe99, KAK96, Kor93, MS93, Zim99,
FB96, Has99, LC98, TY92].
Multiplications [MNS97].
Multiplicative
[BBDW96, DDB95a, DDB95b, Mi97].
Multiplier [HMv94, HB93].
Multiprocessor [MHP96].
Multiprocessors [Le99b, HJ99].
Multireceiver [SNW98a]. Multi-resolution
[BCV97, HW98b, SZT98a, SZT98b, XBA97,
Kl98a]. Multiround [G94, G95].
Multisecret [DLR97, JMO94, WAM94].
Multisecret-Sharing [DLR97].
Multisender [MSN97]. Multisignature
[OO93, CL1H98, FD92, HZ93, HCC98,
LHW99, LHL95b, LHL9a, PPKW97].
Multitude [Fuc99]. multiuser [LS98a].
multivalued [CG94]. multivariate
[M90]. Mutliversion [K96]. Munich
[EE97d]. munitions [U97d]. Muscle
[C98]. Musicians [M99a]. Musings
[Ins95]. must [C95]. Mutual
[Bak99, ARK99, BO99, CS96b, CS97b].
Mutually [CG97a, IS91, MA97, HY93a,
JMO95a, Wu92]. My [Cur98]. mystery
[Fra93]. Mythical [Si99].

n [ISO97, TN97]. n-bit [ISO97]. Naccache
[Cus97]. Naccache-Stern [Cus97]. nag
[IPdbr91]. Nam [CLW98]. Name
[Gar97a, Gar98b, Ano97q, Lea90].
network-centric [BGT96].
Network-Layer [Wu96]. networked [Ano97p]. Networking

[IEE98e, FJV97, LS98a]. Networks [ATA98, AWV99, BF97a, Bra99, CT99a, DQ93, HG97c, IEE971, IEE98f, Jut98, KRJ98, Lea99, LSV95, OMV98, PKOT94, PT95, Por91, Sa91, SK96c, SK96d, SV94, STP93, THP+98, Tow98, VSH97, Ver98a, Ano95k, ACBR90, Atk93, AC97, BF99b, CW91a, CYW98, Fra90, GBL94, HT95, Hor94, HLC96, Jen99, LC96b, LC96c, NT94, Nor95a, O’C95, Opp96, PS98c, PS98d, PS98e, PS98f, PS99d, PS99a, PS99c, PS99b, SV95a, SBTV99, Zan90].
Neurocybernetics [Mor98]. Neuropathy [MR95a].
Neuve [Dan96, Q’98]. Nevada [ACM95, AA97], never [Mon96]. NewDES [KSW97a, KSW97b]. News [Ano93e, Ano94a, Ano95j, Ano97q, Ano97r, Bar97, Bar96a, DDJ98e, DDJ98c, DDJ98f, DDJ98a, DDJ98b, DDJ98g, DDJ98h, DDJ99, Eri97b, Fox99, Gar97a, Gar97b, Gar97c, GC97, Gar98a, Gar98b, GB98, Got99, GO96c, Law98, Lea99, MB99a, Ros98b, TJ97, Taa98, WSFC99, Wor96, Bra90b].
Newton [AVPN96, Ber96b]. Next [Kal97b, SS91].
NFS [DL95]. NHS [Zer96a].
NHSnet [Zer96a]. Niagara [IEE96d]. Nice [BMRW98].
Niederreiter [LDW94]. Nikola [Ano97t]. NIKS [Cop94b].
nine [Tat98, Tat99]. Nineteenth [Alv98c]. Ninth [Ano95i, IEE93c, IEE94b, T’98, ACM97c, LMP93]. NIST [Bra93a, Dra98, Nat92a, RHAL92, Riv93c, SB93]. NISZK [GSV99].
NJR [TGK99]. nm [Gar97a]. No [DDJ98c, DDJ98f, DH90, PS98e, Saks96, Ano97-28, BBR99, GBL94, Mei98, PS97, YT96]. No-Transferable [Sak96].

nodes [GMLH94]. noise [PC98]. noise-based [PC98]. Noisy [Cre97, Lip94, MSHP99, MM92a, MFG95, GM91].
Nomikos [IEE97c]. Nominations [Nat97b]. Non
[AWV99, BM90, BG90, BS99b, BS99c, BS99b, DY91a, DDP99, DR94c, DDN91a, DDN91b, FCD98, FDB93a, FDB93b, GPT91a, GPT91b, GP99, GO93, HJPT98b, Jak98, KR96c, LW99, Mas99a, MY93, NO98, Pai98a, Pai98b, Ped91d, Ped91b, RS91, Sah99, DY91c, SCG99, TSY98, Yah94, AN95d, BKR98a, BKR98b, DDB95b, Ell97, HJPT98a, LLL98, MY93b, SB95, Sin95, SBTV99, DDB95a].

Non-Abelian [DDB95b, DDB95a].

Non-biased [TSY98].

Non-carcinogenic [SBTV99].

Non-classical [Mas99a].

Non-Commutative [GPT91a, GPT91b].

Non-Encrypting [LW99].

Non-Euclidean [SCG99].

Non-Existence [FDB93a, FDB93b].

Non-Invertible [NO98, BKR98a, BKR98b].

Non-linear [FCD98, Jak98, KR96c, LLL98].

Non-linearity [SB95].

Non-Malleable [DDN91a, BS99b, BS99c, DDN91b, Sah99].

Non-maximal [HJPT98b, HJPT98a].

Non-Oracle [Ano95d].

Non-Reachability [DR94c].

Non-Repudiation [GP99].

Non-secret [Ell97].

Non-Synchronized [Ye94].

Non-uniform [AWV99].

Nonadditive [RV99].

non-cryptographic [Fei99].

Nondeterministic [Mol98].

nonequivalence [Mol98].

Nongroup [SBV99].

Noninteractive [GSV99, Ped91c].

Noninterference [MC92].

Nonlinear [Gys96, KT91b, MS99b, Pit95, Gol99c, RD96b].

Nonlinearity [MS90a, SZZ95c, SZZ95a].

Nonoblivious [FNS92].

Nonperfect [KOS+94, OKT93, OK98, OK95].

Nonrecursive [Ru94].

Nonrepudiable [LHW98].

Not So [Ano99d, CM99c, Chu99a].

Notable [Bar94].

Notarization [SK97b, SK97a].

Note [Ano95g, Ano95h, Ano96g, Ano96h, Ano97k, Ano97m, Ano98d, Ano99f, Bih99c, BPK99, EKK99, KM92, Roh99, Bu95, CJR99b, ES97, GHS99, LM93c, MS98a, TX92, YL97a, Yu92].

Notebook [Ano93k].

Notes [GB98, KSF99, WN94, Dwo95].

Nothing [MM99a, MM99b, Boy99, GMW91, Riv97c, SRY99, Ste98b].

Nothingness [Way96a].

Notions [BDPR98, BS99b, BS99c].

Notwendigkeit [KK97].

Novel [Gren99a].

November [ACM93a, ACM94c, ACM96a, ???90, Ano94d, Cli97, DEQ92, GN95b, HOQ97, HF97, IEE91, IEE92b, IEE97l, IEE98a, IRM93, KM96a, LOX99, PSN95b, USE96d, USE96b, USE97b, UTMW94].

Nox [Ts'90].

NP [BD91, DDP99, DFK93, GMW91, NOV93, Sch94k].

NP-completeness [Sch94k].

NRC [Wor96].

NSK [PP96].

NSN [Uni94a, Uni94b].

NSW [GN95b, KG93, VPM97].

NT [Bru98, HIL98, IH98, USE98a].

NTRU [HPS98].

Nuclear [HRV99].

NULL [K98].

Number [Abe98a, Aga92, ARV99a, ARV99b, BG98, BGM97a, BGM97b, Bir98, Bor95, Buc91a, BP97c, De 98d, JK99, KSW98d, KS99, Koh94, LLM90, LL93a, Lo90, Mat96b, Miy93c, PG90, ROT94, Sch90c, Sch97c, Shp99b, WI99, BMx, Bou94, CS97c, CB96, Cou99, CDE9+96, Cus96, CS96c, C99b, Jenxx, Ka93b, Kos99, KK98, Lag90, LLM93, MC90b, Mei92, O'C94, Pom90a, Pom94, PP92a, PP92b, PP95b, PP95a].

O [Got99]. O. [Sca92]. OAEP [Boy99]. Oakland [IEE92c, IEE93b, IEE94d, IEE95b, IEE97i, USE96d, USE96b]. Oakley [CH97a].


Occam [GN95b]. Ochrono [Sch95e].

October [Ano93d, Ano93g, Ano96a, Cha91, FM91, IEE93a, IEE94a, IEE96a, IEE96d, IEE97f, IEE97h, IEE97j, IEE98f, IEE99a, NIS92, Oht96, OD99, TV94, U93, USE96a, Ame95]. Odds [McC90b]. ODES [Rue94]. ODMG [Wat99]. OECD [Org98a].

Off [Bra95b, DDJ98e, DDJ98f, DT98a, Gar98a, Ros96c, Tra99, AC95, Ano94h, Ano96i, Mao98, R98c, VNM99]. Off-Line [Bra95b, DT98a, EGM90, EGM96, Tra99, Mao98, VNM99]. offer [Mar96]. Offers [Gar97a, GC97]. Office [Fuc99, UU97a, Uni96c]. Official [Zim95a].


On-Line [Cac95a, Cac95b, CDF99, Ell99, EGM90, EGM96, PUF99, SS99e, SS99f, NaI97]. On-Line/Off-Line [EGM90, EGM96]. One [BJY97, BHSV98b, BHSV98a, BdM94, BHH99, BM94a, BM96a, BM96b, BM96c, BKK98, BP97c, DGV93, DDP90, Fi95, G96, HIL99, HT99, HYL99, Mer90a, MSN99, New98, Riv98c, Roe94, Rom90b, Sch91b, Sch95a, TOU94, Un91a, Un91c, Un91e, Un91f, Un91g, Un91h, Un91i, Un91k, Zhe90, Ano97d, BD95a, BK98a, CB96, D99, Dob98, Hwa92a, IEE92d, MB94b, MZ98, Roe95, Sim98c, Ste95, Sze98, Tao94, Tzu92a, Tzu92a, W93a, W93b, ZPS93, MAM95].

One-Bit [MSN99]. one-hot [CB96].

One-Key [G96, Tao94]. one-round [W93a, W93b]. one-step [An97d].

One-Time [BM96a, Fi95, BM96b, BM96c, MAM95].

One-Time-Password [New98]. One-Way [BJY97, BdM94, BM94a, BKK98, DGV93, DDP90, Roe94, Sch91b, TOU94, Zhe90, BHH99, HIL99, HYL99, Rom90b, BK98a, BD99, Dob98, Hwa92a, IEE92d, MB94b, MZ98, Roe95, Sim98c, Sze98, Tzu92a, Tzu92a, ZPS93].


Hor94, SY96b, Sta96b, Con98, Dra99.
OpenBSD [dRHG+99]. OpenCard
[DT98b, HH99]. OpenGL
[DDJ98e, DDJ98f]. Opening [Bur94c].
OpenPGP [CDFT98]. Opera
[CH94b, IEE93a, IEE99b, Mar98a, WABL94, AHdJF97, FM98b, SG96b, WABL93].
Operation [Ano96c, Bih94b, Bih96, Bih98a, Bih99b, HP99a, HP99b, Wag98b, Bih95a, Glau99, Mon96, Pos92]. Operational
[Car97b, RZ99]. Operations
[DBVD96, Zie97, Win93]. Operator
[Uni94a, BP98c]. operators [BP98b]. Ophthalmical
[FCD98]. OPIE [MAM95]. opolizing
[YY98d]. Opportunistic
[BRW99]. Opportunities
[CD98a, FCD98]. Optimal
[BP98a, BR94b, BR95a, BJY97, BM96b, BM96c, Car94, FGMY97a, HKS97a, HKS97b, LC99, PRS99, PLWS99, ST94, SW97a, SW97b, Tav95, BJQ97, DP94, LL93b]. Optimality
[Mas99b]. optimally
[CGS97]. Optimisation
[MP98b]. Optimised
[RC94a, RC94b]. Optimising
[DN95b]. Optimistic
[AR99, DMM98, RP98]. Optimized
[EPR99b, EPR99a, SL99]. Optimizing
[Cla97, MS99b]. Optimum
[OK96b]. Option
[Dra99, Bor93a, Bor93c]. options
[Ros94, Sta97c]. Oracle
[Ano95k, GHR99, Ano95k, Got99, MS90b]. Oracles
[HTY99, MW96c, MW96b, BR97b, Br90d]. Orange
[IKE96e]. Order
[CH98, KW99, KS97b, Mil96b, MS96b, SMK98a, SVxW91, Boy97, Gol96a, GK95b, Jak99a, ML98, Mat95, She95c, VZ97]. ordering
[Sab94]. Orders
[BBT94, HJPT98b, KS97a, GV98, HJPT98a]. Ordinary
[Miy93b]. Oregon
[Auc98, USE90]. Organizational
[FY99]. organized
[Far93]. Organizing
[OMV98]. Orientation
[PJ99]. Oriented
[AK94, BDPS95, BDPS997, BLH99, Bel99, DSB99, LCL92, MNSV97, Mas94, Oum99, PD99a, Rei92, SG99a, SG99b, SCT99, YLC98a, YLC98b, BGV97a, CW97, Fra90, HY93a, Hwa91, Hwa92d, LG97, LW96, TCH+91, Wu92]. original
[CS98a, PBBC97]. Origins
[AK98, CKF+91]. Orlando
[IEE93c, IEE94c, IEE96f]. Orleans
[ACM91, ACM97b, B+96b, USE95a, USE98c]. ornamental
[PNgbbbr91]. ORTES
[ACC99]. Orthogonal
[BGS94, BGS96, YMWP99]. Orthography
[Ber96a]. ORYX
[WSD+98, WSDK99]. Osaka
[SKIT99]. OSI
[FL93, HS96a, Hor94, K92, She93c, VGV93]. OSPF
[MBW97]. OSS
[Pea97]. ossifrage
[AGL95]. Other
[Aga92, CG98, Des96a, Koc96b, KS97b, Koc95, Ros94, Wri98]. OTM
[STSW99]. Our
[Gad91, PT95]. Outlaws
[HM91, HM92, HM95]. Output
[CJM95, Bha94a, Sab94, ZPS93]. Outputs
[SK96a, SK97c]. Overcomes
[Mau97c]. Overview
[GML94]. overflows
[Mei98]. Overlap
[AMP99]. Override
[Bar97]. Overview
[AS98, BPP99, DHRM96, Lan98, Lin93c, PGV92, YS99, dRHG+99, Ger97, Ste98a, VNP98, YS91]. Ownership
[Car95, CMY99, BO96a, Oko96, QN98b]. ownerships
[CMY97, ZL97].

P [YT96, MS90b]. P-1 [MS90b]. P
[IEE97c]. P1363
[Ano96k, Ano97y, Ano97z, Ano98i, Kal97a]. PA
[AR97]. Pacific [Un98e, Win93]. Paciﬁco
[Z98]. Package
[BMS99, Riv97c, Sta94a]. packet
[TY94]. Packings
[Mou99]. Pact
[Bro97]. Pad
[BR96a, Fil95]. Padding
[CNS99a]. page
[Ano97r, Hod97]. Pager
[Garr98a]. Pair
[Sch95f]. pairing
[FMR99]. Pairs
[Kwa93, Mwy93c]. palace
[Bar92b]. PalmPilot
[DB99]. Palo
[KK98, MVZ93]. Poker [KKOT91]. policies [HK99b]. Policy [ACM94b, And96a, Ano96f, Bar93a, Bar93b, CPOR97, Ell99, Gir99, Hat96, Wai95, Aus96, Abr97, Ban94, Bro96, Dam96, DG96, Ele99, HAH94, Hof95, LKB+94, Rot95a, Tas98, Wad98, Zaj97].

VCF+ , ZMI\textsuperscript{+}, BFKL94, BP95b, Di99].
principle [Dam90b, Gib90].
Principles [ACM99a, AN95, HGHD98, KK99a, KG99, MG91, PRB98b, Zhe90, Sta99a].
Printer [Cov93].
Privacy [Ano94h, Ano95c, Ano97s, Avo98, Bac95, BBCM95, Ble98b, Car96, Cha92b, DL98, EIk96, FJP96, FHM99, Gar95b, Gar95a, IEE92c, IEE93b, IEE94d, IEE95b, IEE97i, Ken93, KFJP96, Lin88a, Lin89a, Lin93a, Lut98, MW97, Mjo93, NKP99, Par98c, SY96a, SYMI98, SB97, SG96a, Sta94a, Tho96, Tra99, Uni98a, Uni98i, Ban94, Bro96, CM95, Car94, Cha92a, CK93, Cli99, Dom96, HM96, JMLW94, Mar95b, Mei96a, Mil95, Rot95a, Smi94a, Sta95b, Uni98d, Uni97c, VPM97, Zim96a, Zim96b, Gar95c, Ros97a, SS97a, SS97b, Sta94a, Sta95a, Zeg93].
Privacy-Protecting [Tra99].
Private [BDF98, BD99b, CKGS98, HR90, KR94c, Law98, MP91, Mv93, RSA93e, Dam96, DS90a, Rac90, Sch95d, SS90b, Ts90, Wil93b, ZG96].
Privilege [ECM96].
PRO [Ano97r, Gar98c].
Proactive [CHN97, FGM97b, HJKY95, HJJ+xx, IBMxx, Jar96, Rab98, BCR98, FGM97a].
Probabilistic [Jak98, JO97, SF97, Sch91b, Tou93, Gol99a, GO95, HK90, Imp92, Lon91, TX92].
probabilities [Lew92].
Probability [BDG99, Gol96b, Koh99, TY94, AI96, MHMW98, MAO96, WM93].
Probable [BD93, NK93, DLP93, Graxx].
Problem [Bon98b, Bon98a, BN96, CS96a, Cha90, DD99, DJL93, GO96c, HM98, KM99b, KR99b, MT99b, NS99b, OMV98, Per99, RS99a, CPS95, HY93b, H97b, HMB97, HMP95, LC97b, Mas97, McC90a, NR95, OA99, MSO96].
Problem-Solving [Per99].
Problems [AA93, BD95a, Bra90a, GGH97b, KRS99, MC92, Poi99, Smi90, APDS93, Be92, BFKL94, FR95a, HC95a, IEE97e, Lew92].
Procedure [Ada97a].
Procedures [Hig97b, Lin93a, Lee95, Lin88a, Lin89a].
Proceeding [BPR99].
Proceedings [ACM90, ACM91, ACM94c, ACM95, ACM96a, ACM96b, ACM97b, ACM97c, ACM98b, ACM99a, ACM99b, ACM99c, AR97, Ano95l, Ano98f, Bri92, Bri93, Com96, GN95b, IEE95a, IEE91, IEE92b, IEE92c, IEE92d, IEE93c, IEE94c, IEE94d, IEE95c, IEE95b, IEE96c, IEE96d, IEE97i, IEE97j, IEE97k, IEE97i, IEE98e, MZ98, Nat99b, OW95, PSN95a, Pit95, Sti93b, SLJ93, USE91, USE92a, USE94, USE95b, USE95c, USE95a, USE96, USE96d, USE96f, USE98c, USE98a, USE98b, USE99a, USE99b, USE99c, And94a, And96c, Ano94d, Bih97c, B97c, BGH95b, BS95e, Chr98, Dam90a, Dam91a, Dav91, DG96, DE95, DEQ92, FAR93, FM91, FR95a, Fra99, Fum97, GO90b, HOQ97, H97, Hir98, HF97, IEE92a, IEE94b, IEE97b, IEE97e, IEE98a, IEE89d, IE98f, IZ98, IZ99, KM96a, KG93, Knu99, KP99b, KK99b, Kra98, LOX99, LM98a, LW96, Lom97].
proceedings [MV91, Nyb98, OiDP98, Pre95a, QV90, QQ95, Q95, Q95, Rue93, SZ93, Sp95, Ste99b, TM99, TV94, T99, Tv92, USE90, USE98, VP97, Vaut98e, Wat91, Wie99, Woi93b, Yua92, vWN99, ACM93b, CH96, C99b, IEE94e, Sti94, Wal99a, BCB97, Boy95b, C99m3, Cop95d, Dar97, Des94b, Fei91, Gol96d, G95, GS94b, He94, IRM93, Kal97c, Koh96, Mau96b, PSN95b, SP90].
Process [AMP94, Knu99a, Roh98a, RS99c, YT96, C99m*1].
Processes [Gar98b, Bea92].
Processing [Ano97b, DN93, Gar98b, IEE95a, IEE97a, IEE96e, IEE97c, IEE97d, IEE97j, IEE97k, IND99, KV99, LMP99, LW96, Pin98, Pit95, Ano96m, DO99, DF97, Man98, Sab94, T99, Wli90].
Processor [Gar98a, RB99, SW97a, SW97b, She92e, Sut99].
VVDJ90, Von92a, Von92b, DVQ96, She92c].
Processor-efficient [Von92a, Von92b].
Processors [Cla97, KK99a, She92e, BS95c, MHPS96, NM96a]. Proctoring [SKW96].
Prodigy [CFK+91]. produced [SS97c, SS97b]. Product [GO96c, KSW98a, KSW98b, KSW98c, GN95a, SS98b, Ano94h]. Products [Ano97r, Ano97a, Cha94b, Cli97, Los97, UU97b].
Professor [Swi97]. Profile [HFPS99, MM90a, MK92]. Program [BDFM99, FGY96a, LBMC94, FGY96b, LS98a, Pre97b, Pre97c, Uni95a].
Promotes [GO96c]. PROMS [IEE98e]. PROMS-MmNet [IEE98e].
Proposal [ABK98b, ABK98c, ABK98a, BAK98, DR98a, KR94a, LM91b, Cli99, LM91a, RHAL92, RRSY98, Ban94].
Prosthesis [HDD99]. Protean [SVB99]. Protect [Sch94a, Sta95b, CK96b, Way93b].
Protected [CH94b, DY91f]. Protecting [BO96a, Ble98b, Des90a, EHMS99, GMDS98, KRRJ98, Lut98, Mar95b, MW98b, PT95, SYM98, Tra99, VP99]. Protection [BGG95, CH97, CW94, DF91c, FGR92, F98, Gro98, H97c, LQRS98, LvdLB96, LvdLL97, LML98, Per97, Smi90, Uni97a, Uni98i, ZK95, ZK96, Ale98, BBCP97, BBCP98a, BOD95, CPO+98, CHO+98, Cli99, DFHR91, GO96a, Ibb97, OPH+99, RP94, RKDB96, SY96a, Sta94a, Tv92, TSN93, Uni97c, YE+98, FT95].
protections [HPP99]. protest [Ano97-30].
Protocol [ATAV98, Ano95a, BMW99b, BW98b, Bra95a, Bra96, CH98, Dan95, Dra99, FKK96, Geh94, GS97, HHY93, IS91, JT97a, JMP+98, JQ97, Kas96, KSW98a, KSW98b, KS98b, Kra99, Kum98, Low97, Mau94, MW99, Mey96, Moo92, N98b, NS98c, OM93, RS96a, RS98b, SSN98a, SH97, SM98a, SM98b, SM98c, Ste98b, WS96a, WS96b, AP93, Bea93, Bol97, BO99, CST98, D96b, EvH93, Fra90, FR95b, HY98b, HY98a, KC95, KSL92, Low95, Pan99, RS98f, SK97, Sim94b, TH99, WS97, WL94, Zhe95a, GM93a, Sar97].
Protocols [AG98a, AG98b, AN95, AB97, BCG90, BBT94, BMT96, BG+91, BWM98, BW99a, BM93b, B98a, Bol98b, BDL97, BM94b, CG98, CD99, CDS94, CD95, Cre97, Dam99a, D97, D98, DQ93, DS97d, Fei93, Fei96, FBS97, Fum98b, GM93a, Geh95, GS97, GM98, Gue98b, HT98, HK99a, HL92, Hwa92d, HCY96a, IE98e, KKT91, KY92, KS97c, LY93, LL97a, LHB96, LL95a, LS92, LM96, MB94a,
MM99a, Mau93a, MW98d, Ng99, NR94, NK98b, Nr94, SL93a, Sch94g, Sch96a, Sch94h, Sch99k, SPP90, Tou91, Tou93, AN94, AG97b, AG97c, AG97a, ABA99, ABC+98, BDH97, BH93, BCK98, BH98+95a, BBS98b, BM95, Bra90b, CMG96, Chr98, Chr99b, CJ95, Dan97, Fei99, HL+95, JW01, LY93, LHW99, LL95b, Lom97, Man95, Mas97, MLY93, Mea95, MW98c, NT93, PS98c, PS98e, PS98f, protocols [Pau98, PW93a, PKM97, SSG99, Syv93, SM95b, TH99, XZZ97, XZZ98, ZLX99, Zhe95b].

prototypes [Ano96m]. Prototyping [AKP99]. Provable [Bel99, CT99a, Mat96a, Mih94, SZ96, Vau98b, BOGG+90, Mol98].

Provably-Provable [AB96a, AWV99, BR95b, BC93b, CS98b, Dam94b, DY90, DY91d, DY91b, LM95, Man91d, Oka93b, PS96c, Sho96, ZMI90, BH93, Dam94a, FO98, Gol90c, NY90, PSW95]. 

Provably-Secure [DY90, DY91d, DY91b, Man91d]. prove [Zha96]. proven [DS93, Lec90]. Prover [Tre99].

provably-provably [DY91a, GPSV98, HB99, DY91c, DFKN93].

provers [JY96, Ped91a]. Provide [BDR+96, SA95]. Provider [Tre99].

provides [MHW98]. Providing [Bra90a, SKAM99, Ano95c]. Proving [Bos90, DR94c, DE99, FK99, DF91b].

provisions [Clin97, UU97b]. proxies [LC94].


pseudo-àléatoire [Bou94].


Pseudorandomness [Kob99, Lub96, LLG10, Gol99a, MM95].

psychoacoustic [Til98]. Psychovisual [DDM98]. PTY [LT98]. PTY-Marks [LT98]. PUB [Nat95, Nat99a, FIP93b, NIS93b]. Public [ANS97, ANS98b, Acc97, AKP96, AN95, IBM93, Ano96m, Ano99f, Ano99b, AA93, BP98a, BI95, BDH98, BG98, BCE+94, Bec99, BC95b, BHS98b, BHS98a, BDP98, Ber97c, BS91b, BFS92a, Bir98, BMS94, BPK99, BF99a, BF99c, BS94, CC99b, CG99, CJ95, CL97b, CS98b, Cra98, Cus97, DDJ98b, Dam91b, Dav96, De 93e, DP98c, Di99, Ell99, FY95a, FY98a, FYM99, FGLP96a, FGLP96b, FO99a, GHT90, Ga96, Gar96b, Gib91, Gib96, Gir91, GGH97b, GH99, HK99a, HS98, HP98a, HY93b, HM93, HL93b, HJJ+xx, Hess97, HPS98, HFPS99, IZ98, IZ99, Iss90, Jab90, Kal99, KS99b, KM99c, KT91a, KMOV91, KKOT91, RSA93f, Lan99, LM94b, LA98, Low96, Luc98b, MY91, Man93a, Man97a, Men93, MM96b, Mic93a, Mic93b, MM98a, NS97a, NY90, Nerc91, Nerc96, NS99a].

Public [Odl94b, Oka94, Oua98a, Oum90, vO91a, PS97, Pai99d, Pat95, Pin97, Poi99, RSA94, RCM99, Rud91, Sa90, Sa96, DP91, Sas99a, SE96, She94d, Smi93b, ST91, Sun98a, Sut99, TAP90, VSH97, dWQ91b, Wiet98b, Yam98a, Yam98b, YS91a, YST99b, ZPY96, Zim96b, dWQ91a, vO91b, AA95, AD97, AD99, Ano90, ADS98, Bao94, BI94, BD98a, BS97, BS91a, Beuv94, BMP97a, Boy97, CC99a, CW97, Cle96, Cra97, Cus95, DWZ96, Dam96, Den90, DVQ96, Dhe98, DN95b, ES97, FGM97a, GH96, Gib95, He92, HFW96, HJJ+97, JM96a, Jar96, Jon90, KASH90, KM99a, Kir95, KM99d, Koss9, LG97, Las92, LMJ93, Lee95, LC96a, LM94a, LZ90, LZ91a, LDW94, LCL95, Lon91, Lon92, Low95, Mf90, Mau91b, MY93b, NM96a, Nat97a, Ole95, Pet91, PP92b, Rae90, Roe99, SW95a, Sch92c, Sha95a, She96a]. public
Bou94, Gol99b, IS97, Imp92, Jenxx, Kos99, Kuc92, Ler97, PC98, TSY98, Wal90.

Random-Number [ROT94, Bou94].

Randomisation [KI97]. Randomized [Man91d, PNSN91, BI94]. Randomness [BM99c, DIF94, DDP99, GW96, HL93b, KR94c, Nis96, DP91, Sot98, SB99, BGS95].


Rapid [KM93, GTS90]. Rate [BDGV93, BS91g, LKD98, Sti93a, Bla94a, BDGV96, KL95b, MHW98]. Rates [HK97, HR90].


RC2 [Ano97c, KSW97a, KSW97b, KRRR98, Riv98a]. RC4 [MT99c]. RC4-like [MT99c].

RC5 [Ano97z, BR96a, BK98e, BPV99, GPO98a, GPO98b, KY95a, KY95b, KY97, KY98, KYxx, KM96b, MAO96, Riv95c, Riv95b, Riv95d, Se98a, Yin97]. RC5-CBC [BR96a]. RC5-CBC-Pad [BR96a].

RC5-CTS [BR96a]. RC5P [KSW99b, KSW99c]. RC6 [BPV99, Con99b, CRRY99, RRSY98].

rDSA [ANS98b]. Re [FL99b, Jak99c, AGY95a, Bur98b, HG97d]. re-encoding [HG97d]. Re-encryption [Jak99c]. Re-issuance [FL99b]. re-sharing [AGY95a]. Reachability [DR94c].

Reached [Lea99]. Reaches [MB99a].

Reaching [Gar94, HH94]. React [Par8c].

Reaction [HGS98]. Reactive [MK1].

Reactor [HRVV99]. Read [Sta97b, Coh96, LF97]. Reading [Eri97b].


Real-Quadratic [BBT94, BMT96].


Really [Ano93c, DDJ98a, Rit99, Sim90a]. Realms [ARH95]. Reappraisal [Sch99c].

Reasoner [MD99]. Reasoning [AG97a, BCM95, DSSB95, KM99c, MR95a, PK99, Var99b, Ger99b]. reasons [Ril96].

Reassessing [Neu95]. Reassure [MB99a].

Recasting [Sal91]. Receipt [BT94, SK95]. Receipt-Free [SK95, BT94]. receive [Way91]. received [Cl97, UU97b].


Recently-Proposed [Wag98b].

Rechnergestützte [MPS94]. Recipes [FB97]. Recipient [WP90, Wal90, WK97].

Recognition [HDC99, HA96, WD99b].

Recognizer [WB94]. Recognizes [Pin98].

Reconfigurable [BP99b, PJB99].

Reconcilable [BM99a].

Reconstruction [BC95b, BD98b, LH95]. Record [Har90, LCL92, Cha99b, CDEH+96, IEE96f, IE98b, JLM+94]. Record-Oriented [LCL92]. Recoverable [YY99b, YY98c].

recovering [PB97]. Recovery [AAB+97, Int91a, DC98c, GWQ+91, LL99, Miy96, Oka98a, Oka98b, Un98i, WLEB96, HMP95, JLM+94, NR95, Un97c, You99].


Recycling [SvA+98]. redefine [Gau97].


redistributors [DF98]. REDOC [Nor95a, BS91f, CW91b, GN95c].

REDOC-II [BS91f]. Reduce [Hig97b, SVWMB95]. Reduced [BBS99a, BKR97, MT99a, BBS98a, PNRB94].

Reducing [DS98b, JQ98b]. Reduction [CTT94, GGH97b, BK98g, PP92a, PP95b, PP95a, SH95b, SOB98]. Reductions
NP98b, Pad98, PHF99, Rab94, SC96a, SZT96a, SZT96b, SZTB98, TKS98, ZK95, BBCP98b, BD97, FGY96b. **Robustness** [AN95, MMST98, YMWP99, Irw98].

**Rockland** [GS94b]. **Role** [Car97b, DDJ98d, JJ95, Lin96a, VC99, DL96, Dam96, Gua99, Mau93b, Sh98]. **Role-based** [JJ95]. **Role-Centered** [VC99]. **ROLLING** [PWU99]. **ROM** [Ano96i, GTGW94, Ros94, UFC94, Yuv97]. **Roman** [Has95]. **Rome** [Knu99c, Nat99b, Wol93b, Wol93a, DDJ98b]. **ROMs** [GTGW94, UFC94]. **Ron** [Riv93a, Riv95a, vdWS97, Woe97, vS97]. **Roosevelt** [Kah98c]. **Root** [Cop95c, JJ91]. **Rooted** [PB99a]. **Rooted-Tree** [PB99a]. **Roots** [Kob97]. **Rosemont** [IEE97g]. **Rosenheim** [Sha99a]. **Rosser** [Ole95]. **Rotation** [OP97, OP98]. **Rotations** [Con99b]. **Roter** [Mic93b]. **Round** [BJY97, BS93a, DP94, Dob97, GC94, KTM+99, Nat99c, SZ96, SK98c, SK98b, BD95a, NBD+99, Wer93a, Wer93b, HT98]. **Round-Optimal** [BJY97, DP94]. **Round1** [Bas98]. **Rounding** [BV97]. **Rounds** [BBS99a, dBB91, Bor95, DBR+99, KR94c, BBS98a, Dob98, PNR894, dB91]. **Routers** [DMVC99]. **Routing** [GRS96, RSG98, SGR97, CadHSV96]. **rover** [Bis90]. **Royal** [Far93, Tv92, Don98]. **RPC** [SSH93]. **RSA** [Ano94b, Ano95f, AA99, And93, Ano95d, Ano95c, Ano95a, Ano95j, Ano95m, Ano96b, Ano97e, Ano97f, Ano97g, Ano97u, Ano97v, Ano97a, Ano97w, Ano98a, Ano99a, BTDO98, BQ95b, BQ95a, BR95a, BR96c, BJQ97, Ble98a, BF97b, BDF98, BV98c, BD99b, Bon99, Bra95e, Bri90b, BM94c, Ca99, CH97b, CH98, CB96, CMM99, CMT9NY4, CD91, Cle96, Csc97, CFPR96b, CFPR96a, CN99a, CN99b, CN99, CNS99b, Cn99, CD96, Cus97, Dav95, Dem94, DDL9M94, DN95a, DN95b, EvH91, Ev92, EvH93, Fia90, Fia97, FS97b, FGMY97b, FMY98, FY98b, FR95b, GJKR96b, GKR97, GGOQ98, Gil99, GM97, GTS90, Gro94, GS99b, HN98, HWF96, Hor98, Hub91, HP94, IMI93a, IMI93b, JQ97, JQBD97, JQ98a, KR95c, Ka97a, Ka98b, KS98a, Kir95, Koc94, Ko96a, Koc95, Koc96b, Koy95, KOT95a, KOT95b, KK96]. **RSA** [Len98, LHL94, LL95a, Lou91, MWB99, MILY93, Mau90, MW98d, MW98c, MSS98, Mis97, Mis98, MS99c, Mue99, McL99, NS98b, NS98c, Oka98a, Oka98b, OSA91, PKP97, PP90, PW93a, Poi99, PS98g, Rab98, RS98e, RSxx, SSI97a, SSI97b, Sam98, SKNO98a, SKNO98b, SSS98, Sc94m, Sha95b, SV93, SH99, Sil97a, Sil97a, Sni93b, TY92, Tak97, Tak98a, Tak98b, T+99, T99, VV99, VNM99, Ven92, Vv97, Wal9c, Way98, Wie90b, Wie90a, Wir98, XL99, YWW, Zer96b, Zho94]. **RSA-120** [DDLM94]. **RSA-130** [Ano96b]. **RSA-Based** [CD96, GKR97, VNM99]. **RSA-Cryptosystem** [Gro94]. **RSA-Implementation** [PP90]. **RSA-Key** [FMY98]. **RSA-Keys** [SSI97a, SSI97b]. **RSA-Like** [JQ97]. **RSA-Moduli** [Mat90]. **RSA-Signatures** [Ev92]. **RSA-Type** [BJQ97, JQBD97, KL99, JQ98a, Koy95, KK96, Tak97, Tak98a, Tak98b]. **RSA-Ab** [MP99]. **RSA-Euro** [Bar96b]. **Rtd** [KW92]. **RTR** [KV99]. **Ruby** [JS93a]. **Rueppel** [NMV98]. **Rule** [PL94]. **Rule-Based** [PL94]. **Ruling** [Eri97b]. **Run** [DF91c]. **Run-Time** [DF91c]. **Running** [RH93]. **Runtime** [WF94]. **Runtime-Tunable** [WF94]. **Russia** [CW94].

**S** [WG97, Ano95n, Ano96k, BD95a, DT93, ECD+99, Kim93, Mat95, MC96, PG97a, PG97b, SK98c, SK98b, St90, Uni97c, YS99, YY98d]. **S-Box** [BD95a, SK98c, SK98b]. **S-Boxes** [Kim93, PG97a, PG97b, DT93, Mat95]. **S-Coder** [St90]. **S.Hrg.** [Un98]. **S.I.S.**
[Eph98]. **S.I.S./CB** [Eph98]. **S/390** [ECD+99, YS99]. **S/KEY** [MC96].

**S/MIME** [Ano95n, Ano96k]. **S012** [KP95]. **S/390** [TSM95]. **S390** [Deu97, Deu98].

**SAC** [Kim93, KS97b, NS99a, TM99]. **SAC/PC** [KS97b]. **SAFE** [Uni97a, Uni98b, UU97a, Uni97b, Hor99, VM96, Way95, Uni98c, Uni98e, Uni96b, GA98]. **Safe-Tcl** [GA98]. **safeguarding** [Beu94].

**Safer** [Hir93, BM97, CMKK98, KSW96, KSW98d, KM99b, KR99b, LK96, LW91, LHL94, LH93b, MS98, Miy96, Musee99, MV90, OOK91, OO93, OFF93, Pat95, Pet98, PM99b, RGV97, Sch99i, Smi90, Ver95, AW95, BD98a, CW97, CLHL98, CC95, CLW98, CMTN94, CGS97, FO93, FO98, GMLH94, GPS97, Gua90, Har91, HK90, HY95, HC96, HW98c, HCC98, IS99, IM93a, JC98, JLM+94, Ku92, LWC96, LLG10, MRR99, MS98a, MLA91, Mau91b, MC96, Nac93, OK96b, Pat91b, Pat91a, RD96b, SS98b, SVW9M95, Ste95, Tan90, Tod97, Tra97, Wan92a, Wu92, WW95, v93]. **Schemes** [AW94, BP97a, BC93a, BDPR98, BD96w, BK94a, BK95b, BM96b, BM96c, BDG93, BD+94, BFS96, BM99c, BV96, BD90, Bri90a, BS91g, BLLV98, BBD92, CS97a, CM99a, CD95, Dan99a, DV990, DMPW98, DY91e, vD95a, DFKYZ99, DL97, FDB93a, FY97, FO093, FO99b, GPSN98, GP99, GS94a, HK97a, HK97b, IS91, JMO94, KPG99, KI96, KMOV19, KOS+94, KOO95b, KOO95a, LHW98, LM95, MH96, Mis98, MWW94, OK98, Oka93b, Pah98a, Pah98b, PM98, PS96c, PB99a, RS96c, dR94b, SK95, Sak96, SE96, SiK93, Sim90b, Sim91, Sim94a, Ste94a, St93a, St98b, SW99b, SSN99, YLD99, Zha98, ARK99, BC95a, BR97b, BI93, BDS93, BCD94, BG95, Blu95, BC96a, BCD96, BD96, BMS96, BD97, BFS98, BD98b, BD99b, Bur96, BM94c, CD9V91, CP95, CSV94].

**Scheduling** [KP93, Por98, SJS98, Sha99b]. **Schema** [Pit96b]. **Schemas** [Wed99].

**Scheme** [Int91a, ADF98, BCCG93, BM99a, BM99b, BF99c, BCS90, BY92, CT97, CK95, Cop94b, DQ94, DKKK98, DN94, GH90, GQW+91, HL93a, Hwa93, Hwa97, Iee91, IM93b, KKS97, KSK99d, KM99b, KR99b, LK96, LW91, LHL94, LH93b, MS98, Miy96, Musee99, MV90, OOK91, OO93, OFF93, Pat95, Pet98, PM99b, RGV97, Sch99i, Smi90, Ver95, AW95, BD98a, CW97, CLHL98, CC95, CLW98, CMTN94, CGS97, FO93, FO98, GMLH94, GPS97, Gua90, Har91, HK90, HY95, HC96, HW98c, HCC98, IS99, IM93a, JC98, JLM+94, Ku92, LWC96, LLG10, MRR99, MS98a, MLA91, Mau91b, MC96, Nac93, OK96b, Pat91b, Pat91a, RD96b, SSN98b, SVW9M95, Ste95, Tan90, Tod97, Tra97, Wan92a, Wu92, WW95, v93]. **Schemes** [AW94, BP97a, BC93a, BDPR98, BD96w, BK94a, BK95b, BM96b, BM96c, BDG93, BD+94, BFS96, BM99c, BV96, BD90, Bri90a, BS91g, BLLV98, BBD92, CS97a, CM99a, CD95, Dan99a, DV990, DMPW98, DY91e, vD95a, DFKYZ99, DL97, FDB93a, FY97, FO093, FO99b, GPSN98, GP99, GS94a, HK97a, HK97b, IS91, JMO94, KPG99, KI96, KMOV19, KOS+94, KOO95b, KOO95a, LHW98, LM95, MH96, Mis98, MWW94, OK98, Oka93b, Pah98a, Pah98b, PM98, PS96c, PB99a, RS96c, dR94b, SK95, Sak96, SE96, SiK93, Sim90b, Sim91, Sim94a, Ste94a, St93a, St98b, SW99b, SSN99, YLD99, Zha98, ARK99, BC95a, BR97b, BI93, BDS93, BCD94, BG95, Blu95, BC96a, BCD96, BD96, BMS96, BD97, BFS98, BD98b, BD99b, Bur96, BM94c, CD9V91, CP95, CSV94].
OK95, Pad98, PS98a, PPKW97, Pf96c, 
PS96d, RD96a, RS96b, SI93b, Sha94, 
Sha95a, She92g, SW98, SW99a, SS94, SC97, 
TJ99, Tae99, VN99, WAM94, ZHS94, 
ZI98, dR94a, vD95b]. Schernes [BBCM93a]. 
Schnorr [DBGV93, dR94b, dR94a]. 
Schoof [IKNY98]. School [Duf98]. 
Schools [DDJ98e, DDJ98f]. Schroeder 
[Low95, Low96]. Schussel [Pin98]. 
Schutz [FT95]. Schwierigkeit [Hor99]. 
Science [Ano93i, AA97, DDJ98e, DDJ98f, Eri99, 
IEE96a, IEE97f, IEE98a, IEE99a, Ste91, 
Bed90, Beu94, Sch90c, Sch97c, Shp99a, 
Sim90b, Sim91, Sim94a, Sti93a, Van93, W199, 
Wie90b, W99, Al 96, AGY95a, BC95a, 
BT94, BI93, Ble96, BSV93, BCDV94, 
BDD+94, BG95, BCDV96, BG96]. 
Scientific [CHLT99, PH91, GTGW94, HW91]. 
Scientist [BCE+94]. scoop [Ano96m]. 
Scots [Sin99]. Scott [Sha99a]. Scramble 
[JSY99]. Scramblers [GDS91]. Screening 
[CN99]. ScriptEase [Ano97s]. Scripting 
[SvA+98]. Scripts [Dul90, Sch99a, IPNdbbbprnm91]. 
Scratchers [Dum94]. scrutiny [Den90]. 
SDK [Ano97s]. SDNS [NH90]. SDSC 
[Sch99]. SEA [Sch99], GC97]. SEAL 
[HG97a, HG97b]. Sealability [Por98]. 
Sealing [GS98]. Seamless [DFGH99]. 
Search [ADEC99, BD93, CD98c, HS90, 
KP99a, LC99, Mih94, Sal99, Way93a, Wie96, 
Wie97, Wie98a, vW94, vW99, CR97, GLV99, 
Gol90c, KR96b, Kuh98, Wie94]. Searches 
[PKA+98]. Searching [BP95a, DDJ98e, DDJ98f, Jia99, DSSZ99]. 
seasons [WFSF99]. Seattle [HF97, USE98a, USE99b]. Second 
[Auc98, Cha91, DFM92, Hir98, Nat99b, 
ACM90, AR97, FR95a, IZ99, Lea90, Pre95a, 
Uni96b, Uni95a, USE96d, VPM97, Hin93, 
PH91, HK97]. secondary [Atk93]. Secrecy 
[Aba99, BP98e, GM90, GTGW94, JR96, 
Moy98, Rat96, Sin99]. Secret 
[AGY95b, Ano97e, BC93a, BC95b, BCG90, 
Ben98, Ber91, BS97a, BK94a, BK95b, 
BDGV93, BM99c, BV96, Bra95b, Bra95c, 
BS94, BD90, Bri90a, BS91g, Cac95a, Cac95b, 
CT97, CMS97, CGMW97, CK90, CFSY96, 
DDJ98g, DDJ98h, Da98, Dam94b, DDP94a, 
DKK98, DFIJ99, vD95a, EHM99, FW91, 
GPSNW98, GPSN98, H93a, HD96a, 
HK97a, HK97b, HCY96a, IS91, Kah96b, 
K96, Kra94a, KOS+94, KO995b, KO995a, 
LY93, LF97, LM94a, LM94b, LF99, LH93b, 
MSN99, Mau93a, MW96a, Mau97a, 
MS98, MS99, MT98, M92, NW98, 
OK98, PS98a, Pai98a, Pai98b, Ped91d, Pra96, 
Rey96, Rey97, Rey99, Sal91, Sch991, Sha99a, 
Sim90b, Sim91, Sim94a, Sti93a, Van93, W199, 
Wie90b, W99, Al 96, AGY95a, BC95a, 
BT94, BI93, Ble96, BSV93, BCDV94, 
BD97, BDV98, BG99, Bur96, CDGV91, 
Da97, Dam94a, Dwo91, El97, FOO93, 
FO98, GM95, GPSN97, Gre90, HNS91, 
HEL93, HJKY95, Hwa92d, H96, HLC99, 
J93, JMO95a, Jar96, JY98, KO95a, KO96, 
KO97, LY93, LH95, Mei92, MPSV99, OK96a, 
OK9, OK96b, OK95, Pad98, Ped91b, 
Ped91c, RD96a, RD96b, Ros97c, Sim90a, 
Sta96a, SC97, V97, Wie96a, WS96c, Win99, 
W98, ZHS94, vD95b, van97a]. Secret-Ballot [CFSY96, BT94]. 
Secret-Key [Ano97e, Bra95b, Bra95c, LM94b, Mai97a, 
Van93, Wol98, LM94a, JY98]. secret-sharing [RD96a]. secret-sleuthing 
[WS96c].Secretly [MT94]. Secrets 
[Cre90, DH90, DSB99, Ele98, HY93, 
MSK99a, Pes97, Rab94, Sch92b, Ste98b, 
We94, Ano91b, Bau97, BDV93, CWY98, 
JMO95b, W93, Ch92]. Section [Alv98c]. 
Secure [AHV98, AB96a, Ano93c, Ano93f, 
Ano95i, Ano99c, Ano99b, Atk97, AR99, 
Bal99, BQ95b, BQ95a, BM99a, BM99b, 
BR95b, BM99a, BM99b, BR91, BHK+99, 
BDHK93, BFS96, BS95b, BS98, BM94b, 
CG99, Car99, CG98, Cha90, Cy91, 
CR91, CC95, CKLS96b, CKLS96a, CKLS96c,
LHW99, Len93, LC95, MW94, Mar95b, MSN97, Mas97, Man91c, MKKW99, MF97, Mej94, MW98c, Nor95b, PS99d, PS99a, PS99b, PS99c, PGV93d, Pvo96, PR98.


September [Ano98f, D9+98, ES98, FR95a, IEE96c, IEE97e, IEE97k, Kat97, LW96, Q9+98, Spi95, TV94, T9+98, Uni97a, Uni96b, Uni98j, Uni98k, USE92b, USE98b, Gar98a]. seq [Cl97, UU97b]. Sequence [LY93, GM91, LY93, MHHMW98]. Sequences [DSV99, JQ97, MS94, Mun91a, Mun91b, PMP99, SB94, Bla94a, GN95a, Gol99c, KSB96a, MK92]. sequential [LHW99]. ser [IPndbbbrpm91]. Serial [SI93a, SSG99, Hor96]. Series [An95d, HEQL98, CJR98a, CJR98b]. Series-Parallel [HEQL98]. Serpent [ABK98c, ABK98b, ABK98a, BAK98]. servant [CWM9+91]. serve [Sch93c]. Server [An97r, An97s, BQ95b, BQ95a, DL99, ECD9+99, HS94, HCY96a, Kon95, LY93, LL95a, MW98d, NS98b, NS98c, Ol99, SVA9+98, Wat99, An97d, BM94c, HS96b, Hor98, LY93, MW98c, PW93a, Sin95, Ts90]. Server-Aided [BQ95b, BQ95a, HCY96a, LY93, LL95a, MW98d, NS98b, NS98c, BM94c, Hor98, LY93, MW98c, PW93a]. Server-Side [SvA9+98]. servers [Abe98a, AG95, CGM97b, GGK+99, Lee95, Ude98]. Service [FJ98, Gar98a, GH95, HS94, KMP99, Kau93, MB99a, RRSW97a, RRSW97b, Ros96e, Ros96f, Ros97b, Ros98b, Ros98c, Wu96, ZL99, Cra96, KNT94, Nee94, NT94, Zha96, Ber96a, KN93]. Service-Level [MB99a]. Serviceability [WP90]. Services [ANS98b, Cas95, HVH98, RB94, VSH97, Ved98a, AA95, AC97, DS90b, Don98, KW92, PS99b, You97, Zer96a, AA95, Acc97]. ses [Bon94]. Session [BR95b, BB95c, CFGS99, CPOR97, EQ98, FL96, IR99, SR96, AG95, Uni97a, Uni98c, Uni98d, Uni98e, Uni96b, Uni97b, Uni98f,
Uni98h, Uni97c, Uni95a, Uni98k.

Session-Layer [BB95c]. Sessioneer [AG95]. Set [DJL93, FP99, IS91, Koz96, Mei92, Sta96b, SX90, GB98, Kra99].

SETHEO [Sch99k]. sets [MT98], settings [Car97c]. Settled [DJL93, FP99, IS91, Koz96, Mei92, Sta96b, SX90, GB98, Kra99].


Shakespeare [Lea90]. Shallow [ACD94, WF94]. Shamir [She92g, Ada92, GGOQ98, Nac93, OOK91, OO93, The95]. Shamir-like [Nac93]. Shannonite [Sga91a]. Shannon-theoretic [Sga91a]. Shape [HHD99]. shapes [Ger99b]. Share [BWM99b, Csi95, DDFY94, Sim90a]. Shared [BF97b, DHMR96, DF91a, DH90, HD96a, IS91, Lei99b, MWB99, PS98g, RZ99, SN96, Sim00b, Sim91, Sim94a, Wi99, YL97b].

Shared-Memory [Lei99b]. shareholders [LHL95b, LHL95a, Mao98]. Shares [MSNW99, BDG99, CDGV93, OK95, ZHS94]. Sharing [AGY95b, BC93a, BC95b, BBDW96, BK94a, BK95b, BDGV93, BDD+94, BM99c, BD90, Bri90a, BS91g, Cac95a, Cac95b, CG98, CT97, CK90, DDP94a, DKKK98, vD95a, DLR97, FDB93a, FG96a, GJKR96b, GPSNW98, GPS98, HL93a, HKS97a, HKS97b, KI96, Kra94a, Kos+94, KOO95b, KOO95a, LP99, LCL92, LH93b, Mei92, MS95f, SN98, OK98, Pai98a, Pai98b, Ped91d, Rab94, ROT94, Sch92b, Sch91, Shi93a, Wil98a, AGY95a, BC95a, Bli93, BDV93, BDSV93, BCDV94, BG95, BCDV96, BDGV96, BD97, BDV98, BDG99, Bur96, CDGV91, CMPS97, CGMW97, DF93, DDB95a, DDB95b, Dwo91, FDB93b, FG96b, FR95c, FO98, GM95, GPS97, HJKY95, Hwa92d, HC96, HLC99, JM93, JMO95a, JMO95b, Jar96, KOO95a, KO96, KO97, Mao98, MPSV99, OK96a, OKT93, OK96b, OK95, Pad98, PS98a, Ped91b, Ped91e. sharing [RD96a, RD96b, Sta96a, SC97, TC91, ZHS94, vD95a, van97a, Kol95]. Shark [RDPB96, WG97]. Shawn [Sha99a].

Shedding [HPG98, YHY98]. Shelf [Hat96, AG95]. Shell [Car99, Sch99a]. Shift [GO96b, Go94, GN95a, GM91, GO95, PS97]. shift-register [GN95a]. Shifting [LMBO95]. Ship [NS98a, RP98].

Ship-Board [NS98a]. shipping [Ano95k]. Shooting [Ada92]. Shop [Ano97c]. Short [Kra94a, Ste94a, Wie90b, vOW96, BC95a, Coh94, Har94, Joh99, VW96, Vv97, Wie90a].

Shortage [DDJ98a]. Should [Way93c, YS96, Ano95c, Riv98c]. shrinking [MS95a, MS95b, Mih96]. SHS [NIS93b, Nat92b]. shu [XtTuW94]. SIAM [ACM97b].

si [Ano97-29]. sichere [Hor99]. Side [KSWH98a, KSWH98b, KSWH98c, Sa+98, YY96]. sizes [MB94b].

Siege [EH96]. Siegenthaler [MS99b]. Siemens [Ano97-27, Bro97, Dau98c, Mac98, Sel98b, TJ97]. Sieve [LLMP90, LL93a, Per93, CDEH+96, Ger93b, Pom94].


Signal [IEE97c, IEE97d, IEE97k, LW96, Pit95, She92e, T+98]. Signalling [Lin98].

Signals [AK99, BTH96, DDNM98, MHMW98].

Signature [AA95, Acc97, AW94, Int91a, NIS94, Ano96e, Ano97-29, BP97a, BM99a, BM99b, BM96b, BM96c, Bra93a, CS97a, CM99a, CG98, CH98, CK95, CDFI95, CD95, DMPW98, DQ94, DY91e, DN94, FL99a, FKM98, FOM91, FO091, GP99, GQW+91, HJJ+xx, KKS97, KS98d, KPG99, Kob98c, Kra93, LK96, LHW98, LK99, LM95, LHL94, LL98, MT94, MB99a, Mer90b, Mer97, MH96, MSS98, Mis8, Mi96, Mon93, Nat91, Nat92a, Nat94c,
Nat94a, NMVR95b, Na97, NMV98, NMV99, NIS93a, OFF93, Oka93b, PF94, Pet98, PM98, PS96c, PJ99, RGV97, RDK98, Riv93c, dR94b, SC96a, Sch93b, Sch94e, SK97a, SE96, Sim93, Sin98, SB93, SSNP99, Zha98, Zhe97b, ZTR99, Ame95, Ame96a, ARK99, Ala93a, AW95, Ale97, BD98a, Bis90, Boy97, Bur96, CP95, CMTNY94, CSV94, DP96.

signature [FR95c, Gua90, HY93a, HJJ97, Hor98, HMP95, KS98c, LWC96, Mau91b, May97, MS98b, Mu92, NMVR95a, NR95, Pfi96c, Pit96a, PS96d, PS98h, SI93b, Sha94, SS95b, SS95c, Ste95, Til98, Tra97, TJ99, Wan92a, Wil93b, Wu92, XA98, YL95b, YL95a, Yue99, Zho94, dR94a].

Signatures [AN98b, AW98, AT99, BD99a, BQ95b, BQ95a, BG90, BdM94, BM94a, BM96a, BC93b, BFP99, Boy98, BS95d, CVHP91, CR91, CDF915, Cop99, CD96, Dam94b, DF91a, EG90, EG90, EvH91, Fro97, GKR97, GHR99, GO97, GO93, HK95, HA96, JM99, JQ99, JLO97, Leu96, LSV95, LR98, MS96, Mis97, MB97, NW98, OO98, Oka94, PIP97, PW93b, PV93c, SI94, SY96a, Sch93c, Sch93e, Sch94d, SK97b, Sch90b, Sch97, Tra99, Web98, Wri94, vHP93, BR96c, BGR98b, Ble96, BCP91, BM91b, Com97, CPS95, Cha95b, Dam94a, Ev92, EvH93, FBO7, FY95c, GJK96a, Jak95, Lan95, LL97b, Ped91a, Pf96c, Rom90b, Sch90a, Sin98, WHL99, WL99, Xie98]. Signcryption [Zhe97b, BD98a, Yue99, ZH98]. Signed [Ber97a, GMCF95, KT93, SKAM99, Sun98b]. Signer [CVH91]. signers [TJ99].

Ou99, SW94a, Tou92. Specifications [KS98a, Nat92b]. Specified [Gui97, HCC98]. Specifying [SW94a]. Specs [Got99]. Spectral [WF94]. Spectrum [CKLS97, She94c, CKLS96b, DIX94, KSB96b, KSB97, LLB98, OP98]. Speech [DMFB97, Er97b, GDS91, IEE97d, IEE97e, Lu97, SW95b, All97, CW94].

Speeches [Bar94]. Speed [ARV99a, ARV99b, Ano99c, Ano99e, DP98a, DP98b, Ebe93, FVEA99, IM93b, Koc94, LS97, MPPS95, SKNO98a, SKNO98b, SW97a, SW97b, She92d, She95b, IM93a, Kap98, KAK96, Lam99, Nor95a, HKSW98, HKRS99, Zhe97a]. Speeding [ADEDS99, KT93, McK99, Tes98]. Splitting [Sga91b]. SPM [CV93]. SPN [Kob99]. SPN-Structures [Kob99]. Spoofing [SVxW91]. SPRC [Wol93b]. Spread [CKLS97, DIX94, She94c, CKLS96b, CKLS96c, KSB96b, KSB97, LLB98, OP98]. Spreading [SB94, KSB96a]. Spring [DDJ98d]. Springer [Hat96]. Springer-Verlag [Hat96]. Spurs [Lea99]. SPX [Ala93b]. Spy [WS96c, Win91]. spy-catching [WS96c]. Synchronized [Cha90]. SQL [CM98]. SQL*Net [Ano95k]. Square [DKR97b, Dkr97a, EPR99b, EPR99a, Gar98a]. squares [BSN97]. squeamish [AGLL95]. SRA [SSH93]. SSH [Dar97]. SSL [Ano97r, FKK96, WS96a, WS96b, WS97]. ssmail [BRW99]. Stabbing [Aga2a]. Stability [Wed99, DXS91]. Stabilization [YMWP99]. Stabilizer [BS99a]. Stage [Ano97d]. staircase [MK92]. Stakes [GO96c]. stamp [HS91]. Stamping [BLLV98, BHS93]. Stamps [HKS95]. Standard [AA95, Acc97, Int91a, Nat93b, Ano93f, NIS94, Ano95i, Ano95j, Ble98a, Com94a, Com94b, FIP93b, FIP94, Gar98a, Gar98b, Kal97a, RSA93f, Law98, Len96, LM91b, Nat91, Nat93a, NIS93b, Nat94a, Nat95, Nat97b, Nat98, Nat99a, Natxx, NIS93a, Nys99, RSA93d, RSA93c, RSA93e, RSA93a, RSA99b, RP94, RD99a, RD99b, SB93, Ano90, Ano95c, CCN95, LM91a, Nat93c, NMVR95a, Pr94, Rev91, Tha91, Uni96a, Ada98, ARR99, ABK98a, Ano94b, Ano95n, Ano97b, Ano97x, Bar91, Bas98, Bas95, BS93b, Bir95, CM99k, Cop94a, DDJ98a, Den90, Gai90, Gar98b, HK98, HK99d, Hub98, Jol90, Kap98, KM97, Mat94a, Nat92a, Nat92b, Nat94b, Nat94c, Nat94d, Nat99c, NMVR95b, NBD+99, Pail96, Per91, RSA93b, RP94, Riv93c, She95b, She92g, Sim95, SB92, SB99, W199a, Ano95c]. Standardisation [Ved98b]. Standardization [Ano96k, Pr93b]. Standardized [Ano95n]. Standards [Ano90, Ano95n, Ano96k, Ano97y, Ano97z, Ano98i, DDJ98b, FBS97, Gar97a, Gar98b, Got99, GO96c, IEE94b, Kal93a, Kal99, MBB98, PP96, Ano92b]. Standards-Based [FBS97]. Stanford [IEE98b]. Stanica [VT96]. Stanley [vdWS97, vS97]. Star [Ano97r, HI97]. starts [Ano96l]. State [FGS96, Lan98, LF99, Mjo93, NM96a, Pre98c, PR98, Pre99, She92e, W093a, W093b, Zaj97, BFS92a, BFS92b, Gut96, PGV93d, Ril96]. State-industry [Zaj97]. State-of-the-Art [She92c]. Stateless [BGK99]. STATEMATE [DJHP98]. Statement [IH96]. States [Cli97, Cli99, Lev91, Mil95, UU97b]. statesman [Bed90]. Station [BMW99b, Smi98b]. Station-to-Station [BMW99b]. Statistical [De 99, GC91, GSV99, Gus96, PNFK95, NO98, Tha91, GKS97]. Statistics [BBDF97, IEE94a, FO90]. Status [Doh96b, FL99b, Nat99c, NBD+99, Ros95b]. Stay [MK94]. Staying [Rit99]. Steady [MSHP99]. Steal [Wal99b]. Steganalysis
Summer [USE94, Mye96].

Supercomputer [DMS95, She92e, Bam97].

Supercomputing [CFK +91].

Superhighway [BDC+95].

Superimposing [YY91].

Superimposed [Kob91c].

Supersafe [PP96].

Superscalar [Cla97].

Superscript [Cra92, CF92].

Supersingular [BS91b].

Supervisory [KA99].

Surmounting [CI96].

Surrounding [GA98].

Surveillance [CKN99, SB97].

Survey [Bri90b, Gar97c, GFB93, Kal93a, Kle90, Knu98b, Par98c, BO92, Ele99, Mea95, She92e, Wad98, Zho94].

Surveys [Ell99].

Susceptibility [AW94].

Supported [LHL95b, LHL95a].

Swapping [TN97].

Swedish [LF97].

Switches [Bel92].

Switzerland [ACM90, ACM91, ACM93b, ACM94e, ACM95, ACM96b, ACM97b, ACM97c, ACM98b, ACM99b, Ano99c, Com96, CMM93, DEQ92, Hei96a, IEE92c, IEE93b, IEE94d, IEE95b, IEE96a, IEE97f, IEE97i, IEE98a, IEE98e, KK99b, Q+98, Spi95, SLJ93, USE92b, USE93, USE95b, USE96b, USE96g, USE98a, USE98d, USE99a, Wat91, Wol93a, Wol93b, Tv92].

Synchronised [KI97].

Synchronization [DHSS95, BCCG99].

Synchronized [Yah94, Con92].

Synchronizing [Mau91a].

Systematic [BCCG99].

Systematising [MKL99].

Systems [BGH95b].

Systems [ABL93, AKP96, AFK94, Ako99, Ano94j, Ano95i, Ano96a, ADEDS99, AA97, AMP99, BDPSNG95, Bar99, Bas93, BR91, BBDF97, BFN98a, CF95, DDJ98a, Dam91b, DFTY97, DLY91a, DD99, DB96, ENK99, FJP96, FY95a, FY95b, FYM99, FOO91, GL96, GB93, Gil98, GM90, GMW91, GK96, GS97].
GMV98, HGHD98, HJJ\(^+\)xx, HH94, HP98b, IEE93a, IEE96b, IEE96d, IEE98c, IEE99b, IH99a, KT96, Koc96b, KA99, KYB92, LO91b, LQRS98, LABW92, Lan99, Lee99b, Mar99, Mas99a, MS95f, MDP94, Mu993, NT99, NAA99, Oka98a, Oka98b, PRAM98, Pes97, PL94, PS99f, PS96b, PSN91, Pin97, Pit96b, PM99a, PP99b, RBvR94, RG95, RIP95a, ST94, SN96, STS99b, DY91c, SOOS95, SS90, She92a, SY92, Stu99, Tra99, USE96c, USE99a, VC99, Var99a, Way93a.

**Systems**

[WL92b, WC97, Yac99a, Yac99b, YKB94, YMWP99, ZFKP98, ZFK\(^+\)98, ARK99, AHdJF97, AMS96, AM99, AC97, BY93c, BY93b, BGT96, BP95b, CG05, DMW94, Dix94, Fri92b, Goo96, GKS97, Gru98, HJJ\(^+\)97, IEE97k, KG96, KP99b, LM98a, LABW91, LS98a, Lie93, MSN97, NIS92, Oh96, Ole95, Opp96, PA98b, PP92a, PP95b, PP95a, RO96, SK97, SY96b, SG96b, SK97d, Sta97a, Sta94a, Sun91b, VP98, WL92a, WL92c, ZG96, DV96].

**Systolic**

[SSS98, DF92, PJBM90].

**SZ42**

[Dav98d].

**SZK**

[GSV99].

**T**

[YT96, PDGI99].

**T-Team**

[PDGI99].

**T52**

[Day98c].

**T52e**

[Sel98b].

**Table**

[KMKH99, Has99, Hor95].

**Tableaux**

[Mas99a].

**Tableaux-99**

[Mas99a].

**Tables**

[DRR95, JC98].

**Tactical**

[IMK99].

**Tagging**

[Lud97].

**Tailoring**

[CGM96].

**Taken**

[GQW\(^+\)91].

**Tale**

[Kal98e, RS98f].

**Talent**

[DDJ98e, DDJ98f].

**Talk**

[Deu97, Lei99b, Wat99].

**Talking**

[HH99].

**Tamper**

[Auc96, BDH98, KK99a, Zhe95b].

**tamper-proof**

[Zhe95b].

**Tamper-Resistant**

[Auc96, KK99a].

**tamperfree**

[Hwa92b, Hwa92c].

**Tampering**

[CL98, CL97b].

**Tanaka**

[Hwa92a, MS98a].

**Tandatangan**

[Ano97-29].

**Taos**

[WABL93, WABL94].

**tapestry**

[MB94b].

**TAR**

[Ano97].

**Targeted**

[Cap94].

**Targets**

[Lea99, Way98].

**TAS**

[Cop94b].

**Tasty**

[Sch98i].

**Tate**

[FMR99].

**Taxing**

[Gar97c].

**Taxonomy**

[DB96, GS97, LBMC94].

**TC**

[MB99b].

**TC11**

[Kat97].

**TC6**

[Kat97].

**TC6/TC11**

[Kat97].

**TCFS**

[Mau97b].

**Tcl**

[GA98].

**TCP**

[Fei93, Fei96].

**TCP/IP**

[Fei93, Fei96].

**TEA**

[KSW97a, KSW97b, NW97, WN95].

**Team**


**TecPro**

[GLC98].

**Technical**

[Ano95e, Bar96b, CFK\(^+\)91, CYY98, DS97, Lan98, LM93c, Mos98, USE95a, USE99d, VGP93, SM99, USE96f, USE98c].

**Technique**

[DDNM98, Gne98b, KP93, WD97, BCV97, ONT98, Way95].

**Techniques**

[Int91a, BGML96, BW98, Bo98a, Bo98b, BLM094, CM97b, CD99, CMYY98, Da90a, Da91a, Dav91, DC98c, De 95, Des98a, Des96a, Funk97, Funk98c, GQ95, Hel94, J99a, LvdLB96, MM99a, MSNW99, Man96b, PS98e, PS98f, PK99, Pre93b, QV90, QQ95, Rue93, SZ93, Car98, Cra96, Hel93, Hel98b, ISO97, Kay95, KG93, Nyb98, OP\(^+\)99, Oke96, PS99d, SD97, Ste99b, Way91, Woo90, ZH93, van96].

**Technological**

[UFC94].

**Technologies**

[Dan96, DSS98, Aus96, BV97a, BK94b, BS95e, Oht96, UNI96].

**Technology**

[Int91a, Ano96i, Ano98j, AA97, Ban93, BDDG99, DKK\(^+\)98, Fol99, Gar98a, Gar98b, GN95b, Hat96, HH96, IE94b, IE98d, Lie94, L93c, NF99, Riv98c, USE99c, Ano93a, DS97b, Gil97, ISO97, Ril96, Ros94, Smi97a, VB96, CFK\(^+\)91, Ers99, Ano99b].

**Telecollaboration**

[Fuc99].

**Telecommunications**

[IEE97e, UNC94, Mac98].

**Telemedicine**

[Ano97-29].

**Teleperubatan**

[Ano97-29].

**Telephone**

[Gar97a].

**Telephony**

[Ba94, Gar97b, MB99a, Mar95b].

**teletype**

[Mac98].

**TELNET**

[SSH93, Ala93b, Bor93a, Bor93b, Bor93c].
RH99, Sch99f, Sho97, Tro93, VBD99,
Yac99a, Yac99b, ACC99, BP98d, BHS93,
BM96b, BM96c, BK98f, GKS97, HS91,
IEE94b, MAM95. time-stamp [HS91].
Time-Stamping [BLV98, BHS93].
Time-Stamp [KA99, DOR99]. timed-release [DOR99].
Timeliness [Yah94]. Timely [KYB92].
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